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ABSTRACT

Robotic Manipulation and Control for Mobile Autonomous Platforms:

Design and Implementation

Mohammed Ziyad Shaqura

This thesis presents contributions to applied robotic control and manipulation in

the areas of motion algorithm design, hardware, and software robotic system design.

Mobile robotic systems are widely used in several applications. Control of such sys-

tems poses many challenges caused by system modeling uncertainty. Complex physics

phenomena and environmental effects are usually neglected to simplify analysis and

control design. In motion planning, this thesis introduces an algorithm for navigation

learning in mobile robots that aims to reduce the effect of modeling uncertainties

on control performance. Starting from an initial feasible state and input trajecto-

ries, the objective is to reduce navigation time through iterative trials. A nominal

model of the actual system and the experimental system output are used to update

the control input in every iteration for incremental improvement. The navigation

problem is formulated as an optimal control problem that is solved after each trial to

generate a vector of input deviations for the next trial. The formulation of the ap-

proach, simulation, and experimental results shows the effectiveness of the presented

method. The design part focuses on developing hardware and software systems for

manipulation and aerial robots. A software tool for automated generation of mul-

tirotor simulation models is developed utilizing CAD software API and Matlab. In

the area of human-robot interaction, a human-supervised UAV inspection system has

been developed and tested. The UAV is guided by a human operator using a hand-

held laser pointing device that is designed and fabricated in-house. In the field of
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robotic manipulation, a novel gripper mechanism is designed and implemented. The

proposed mechanism targets applications where a grasped object lies in areas with

limited surrounding clearance and where external torques affect the grasped object.

This design was implemented on a mobile manipulation platform and tested during

an international robotics competition.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Robotics and machine intelligence are playing essential roles in our life today. Robots

and automation solutions have disrupted today’s industrial and non-industrial sec-

tors equally introducing new ways of operation execution. The desire for autonomy is

motivated by the efficiency and accuracy of these systems in addition to the rapidly

evolving technology, higher connectivity and accessibility, and decreasing implementa-

tion cost. Classically, robotics and automation have been deployed in industrial plants

and assembly lines where human presence can be hazardous. Additional factors that

motivated automation in industrial plants are robotic accuracy and consistency.

Robots vary in complexity ranging from a controlled linear wheeled robot to a more

complex humanoid robots (see fig. 1.1). The main differences between robots and

machines are feedback and intelligence. Robots are equipped with a variety of sensing

devices to help them interact with their surrounding and react to environmental

changes. The required control and on-board intelligence is crucial for safe and optimal

operations. The need for advance robot control motivates the academic and industrial

research communities to investigate different aspects of robot learning, planning, and

adaptation. Robotics research directions and challenges are summarized in [1].

There are several classifications of robots based on shape, application, design,

modeling, ..., etc. In this context, we will classify robots into two main categories:

(1) Mobile robots (2) Fixed robots. Fixed robots refer to those physically attached to

their environment, for example, industrial assembly line robots. Mobile robots move

freely in environment, for example, autonomous cars and drones. The reason for this
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specific distinction is that the work presented here focuses mainly on mobile robots

although the reader will find some overlap with fixed robots. These generalizations

will be pointed out as needed in the text.

The work in this dissertation is divided into five chapters based on the contribution

in different areas of robot control and systems. The background and literature review

of each part will be presented in each corresponding chapter. Chapter 2 presents the

main contribution of the dissertation in robot motion learning and its application

to multirotors UAV. Chapter 3 presents the software system development of multi-

rotor UAV automated simulation model generations. Chapter 4 introduces a novel

approach and system design of human-robot interaction for controlling a multiro-

tors UAV using a handheld pointing device. Chapter 5 presents the contribution in

robotic gripper design for the Mohamed Bin Zayed International Robotics Challenge

(MBZIRC 2017). Chapter 6 presents additional research contributions in fixed-wing

UAV systems. Main contributions and achievements are summarized below.

Main Contributions and Achievements:

• Developed an iterative learning control approach for navigation and perfor-

mance enhancement in mobile robots with modeling uncertainty.

• Built a realistic 3D physical quadcopter UAV simulation using CAD models and

Matlab+Simscape engine for control design and testing and for iterative motion

learning validation.

• Developed an automated multirotor CAD prototyping environment based on

SolidWorks API, MS Visual Studio, and Simscape for rapid realistic multirotor

simulation.

• Introduced a new approach for semi-autonomous robot control including de-

signing and building the hardware and software system for human supervised
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quadcopters control using a smart pointing device.

• Designed a novel robotic gripper mechanism and system for firm grasp and tight

clearance for autonomous robotic manipulation applications.

• Published and submitted more than ten research papers and five granted and

submitted USPTO patent applications.

• Contributed to KAUST participation and competition against established in-

ternational robotics centers and winning the third place in the MBZIRC 2017

autonomous ground manipulation challenge.

Figure 1.1: Different types of robotics fixed and mobile platforms
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Chapter 2

Iterative Learning Motion Control

2.1 Background and Motivation

Autonomous navigation is one of the classical challenges in Robotics systems. It has

been studied for decades where earlier research focuses on the level of autonomy, ro-

bustness, optimality and efficiency. Two different fields of research have been evolved

to investigate the navigation problem, Path Planning, which focus on finding a feasi-

ble trajectory to navigate from a point in space xA to another point xB that is optimal

with respect to some cost (time, fuel, energy) and Trajectory Tracking, that focuses

on how to execute certain trajectories. The two subproblems can be tackled in paral-

lel in an online adaptive scheme. Although trajectory tracking is clearly illustrated in

mobile robots (UGV, UAV, USV), stationary robots control can also require solving

a tracking problem. Several planning algorithms and techniques are presented in [2]

for deterministic and stochastic systems considering measurements noise.

Navigation tasks become more challenging in the presence of different sources of

modeling errors and external disturbances. Iterative learning control (ILC) algorithms

aim to attenuate the effect of repetitive disturbances acting on the system due to

modeling uncertainty. Compensating for these uncertainties can enhance performance

dramatically and allow navigating difficult maneuvers. Robotic systems modeling can

be a challenging task especially when they pose complex nonlinear dynamics. These

complicated dynamic phenomena are often neglected for the sake of easier analysis

and control design. This simplification leads to performance limitation. To overcome
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this issue, an iterative learning approach is developed where a nominal representation

of the system dynamics is used in conjunction with the system measured output

for the executed trajectory. The objective is to improve navigation performance

while respecting dynamical constraints and avoiding environmental obstacles. The

performance is assessed using some optimization measures such as time and energy.

The control trajectory is optimized iteratively by blending an approximate gradient

from the simplified nominal model with actual realized trajectories.

Figure 2.1: Football player learning optimal approach to score a freekick.

Learning is a natural habit in human beings. Babies start learning to walk from

their first year, the walking quality by iteratively trying to learn the best way to

balance, then learning to speed up walk before reaching running stage which is might

be their optimal performance. Another example is the football player learning the

best way to shoot the ball in freekicks. This learning problem is highly dependent on

the initial states (ball position and velocity, defenders locations and goalkeeper initial

standing position, type of football). Throughout training, the player learn to build

certain insight of how he should act in the actual match [3]. Figure (2.1) illustrates

how the player can develop the skills to master freekicks. An optimal trajectory for
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the player is to kick the ball to follow the shortest path that does not intersects with

defenders or goalkeeper at all time and terminate inside the goal. Iterative learning

control is effective specially for robotic systems where the number of trajectories is

finite. Accurate model identification of robotic systems is indeed a challenging task

where nonlinear and time varying dynamics are involved. In reality, the optimal

response that results from optimizing some cost, e.g. minimum time constrained

trajectory, is limited to our best knowledge of the nominal model.

Figure 2.2: Iterative Trajectory Learning Through Trials.

2.1.1 Robot Navigation Problem

This part presents components and definitions for navigation problems in mobile

robots that can be dynamically described by the discrete nonlinear model:

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k)) + g(x(k), u(k)) + w(k)

y(k) = h(x(k)) + v(k)
(2.1)
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where x(k), u(k), y(k) denotes states, inputs and outputs respectively. The nom-

inal dynamical representation of the system and modeling errors are denoted by

f(x(k), u(k)) and g(x(k), u(k)) respectively. It will be important to view model-

ing errors, g(x(k), u(k)) as a repeatable phenomenon. The output model is denoted

by h(x(k)). Process and measurement noise are given by w(k) and v(k). These can

be seen as non-repeatable disturbances. The objective of learning is to compensate

for repeated disturbances originated mainly from modeling errors. Robot navigation

can be defined in short as traveling between two points in space while avoiding ob-

stacles. The first objective is finding a possible path that satisfy the environmental

safety constraints and steer the system near the target state. The second objective

is to find a dynamically feasible trajectory that is able to steer the actual system

toward the target states. It means finding the control trajectory u(k) that move the

system along the feasible state trajectory x(k) that starts at x(0) = si and termi-

nates at x(N) = sf while avoiding obstacles obs1, obs2, . . . , obsn. All input and state

saturation and stability constraints should be satisfied:

Termination Contraint:

sf − ε < x(N) < sf + ε

Dynamical and Saturation Contraints:

Cx(x(t)) ≤ 0 , Cu(u(t)) ≤ 0

Environment Contraints:

xmin − δ < x(t) < xmax − δ

ymin − δ < y(t) < ymax − δ

zmin − δ < z(t) < zmax − δ

−vc + αe
β

|(i−iobs)| < vi(k) < vc − αe
β

|(i−iobs)|

(2.2)

where each obstacles occupies a volume in 3D space defined by (xmin, ymin, zmin) and

(xmax, ymax, zmax). The variable i denotes any of the three axes x, y or z and iobs is the
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closest point in an obstacle. The obstacle free velocity bound is denoted by vc. The

velocity bounds exponentially shrink while approaching an obstacle which results in

safer navigation near obstacles and smoother trajectory, see figure 2.4.

Figure 2.3: A navigation task showing
different possible paths.

Figure 2.4: Virtual safety constraints
around obstacles to account for sensors
uncertainties.

2.1.2 Optimal Control for Robot Motion

Optimal control techniques have been used for trajectory planning under safety and

feasibility constraints in autonomous and semi-autonomous configurations. The nav-

igation problem introduced in 2.1.1 can be formulated as an optimal control prob-

lem. Then some simplifications based on operational and dynamical assumptions can

be made to make it solvable with reasonable efficiency using available optimization

solvers. The optimal control problem and dynamics are often simplified to enable the

use of known efficient and relatively easy to analyze such as linear programing and

quadratic programing. Nonlinear optimization requires high computation resources

and execution time especially for high dimensional system. Real-time execution is

often compulsory in mobile robotic systems. A general optimal control problem for
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robot navigation can be represented as:

min
u(k)

F (x(k), u(k))

subject to:

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k)) + g(x(k), u(k)) + w(k)

x(0) = si, x(N) = sf

|u(k)| ≤ umax, |x(k)| ≤ xmax, x(k) 6∈ xobs

for k = 0, 1, . . . , N.

(2.3)

where F denotes the objective function that penalizes some performance measure,

for instance, minimum time and minimum energy optimal control problems. Opti-

mal path planning and obstacle avoidance in autonomous mobile robots systems in

dynamic environments are discussed in [4], [5], and [6]. A semi- autonomous configu-

ration for planning safe trajectories in human controlled vehicles is presented in [7].

There are number of factors that affect the solution quality of the optimal control

problem such as model uncertainty and measurement noise which can cause significant

performance degradation.

Over the last few decades, the popularity of dynamic optimization (Dynamic Pro-

gramming) has increased due to the exponential increase in computation capabilities.

That results in the evolution of Model Predictive Control (MPC) as an effective con-

trol scheme in different areas including robotics [8]. MPC aims to minimize some

objective function that consists of stage cost that occur at every time step k and a

terminal cost that occur at the final time N . Solving the optimization using available

optimization tools and techniques yields an optimizer vector U that is expected to

result in the desired performance. However, after applying the control on the actual

system, the response deviates due to external disturbances and model inaccuracy.

The way MPC works is by measuring the state after certain time, for instance after

one time step, before applying the next control input from U . Then solve a new
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optimization problem starting from the current state. The computation of MPC can

be very expensive depending on the system order and state space size. One approach

to tackle the computation issue is to compute the optimal control sequences starting

at all possible states offline and generate a table of controls or derive controls that are

function of the states x(k) (Solving the Bellman equation). If the model is nonlinear

or the state space is large, this second approach can be difficult or impossible. MPC

control for ground robots are presented in [9] and [10] and for UAVs in [11] and [12].

One of popular approaches to tackle the problem of Path Planning in large config-

uration space is Sampling Based Planning algorithms. The goal of these family of

algorithms is to investigate connectivity of the space through random sampling. It is

attractive compared with deterministic approaches due to its efficiency even in com-

plex robot space [13]. The configuration space is realized as two parts, free space and

obstacles space. The input to the planner is the initial and final node and the output

is an obstacle free path connecting nodes in the free space by randomly exploring the

space under some constraints. Two common discussions for these algorithms are opti-

mality and completeness. Classically, SBP lead to suboptimal path and may not find

a solution (completeness) or it would asymptotically find a path (probabilistic com-

pleteness). The two basis algorithms for the work in SBP are Probabilistic Roadmap

Method (PRM) [14] and Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) [15]. Other related

planning methods are discussed in [16]. One of the popular algorithms for optimal

path planning in robotics systems is RRT∗ which is a modified version of the classical

RRT with optimality constraints and introducing the idea of re-planning [17]. SBP

has been deployed for robot navigation in [18] and [19].

2.1.3 Iterative Learning Control

Iterative learning control is based on control problems where a specific routine is

executed many times in the form of iterations or trials. The concept of ILC was
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first introduced in 1978 [20]. ILC is an effective trajectory tracking tool under the

operation of inaccurate modeling and repeated disturbances where the control can

be seen as a closed loop from the iteration perspective. ILC (iteration feedback) is

best combined with a local feedback to compensate for non repeated disturbances or

noise [21]. ILC assume the presence of a reference trajectory that the system is trying

to execute. After the current trajectory execution, the output is measured and the

error is computed. The control input vector of the next iteration (next trajectory

execution) is a function of the previous input vector and the error between the actual

and desired trajectories.

ILC is an effective control strategy for systems with modeling inaccuracies and

parameters uncertainty which in fact the case of any robot modeling in reality. ILC

is popular in robotics tracking and navigation problems. Although the trajectory

space for such robotics system is huge, one can sample out a subspace of trajecto-

ries that can perform the desired objective or reconstruct other more complex tra-

jectories, see figure 2.6. ILC can be seen as an iteration space feedback control

where a sequence of input Uj = [uj(0), . . . , uj(N)] is applied on the system and the

output Yj = [yj(0), . . . , yj(N)] is measured and compared to a reference trajectory

Yd = [yd(0), . . . , yd(N)]. The error between the two trajectories Yj and Yd is scaled

and added to the current (jth) input Uj to update the control for the next iteration

Uj+1. The core idea of ILC is illustrated in figure 2.5.

ej(k) = yd(k)− yj(k) (2.4)

If the objective of the learning control is tracking then the error ej is expected to

decrease as the trajectory is executed repeatedly,

lim
j→∞

ej(k) = 0 (2.5)
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The dynamics of control over iteration can be represented as a sum of filtered previous

iteration’s control and filtered error.

uj+1(k) = Q(uj(k)) + L(ej(k)) (2.6)

which can yield different type of learning behaviour based on the filtering process.

The basic iterative learning types can be obtained by applying the similar concepts

as in linear system (linear update rule) P,D and PD control but in this case the

feedback acts at the iteration level. This can be achieved by choosing the Q-filter

Q(uj(k)) = uj(k) and and L-filter can be chosen in different forms to yield the three

control schemes:

L(ej(k)) = Kej(k),

uj+1(k) = uj(k) +Kej(k) (P-type ILC)

L(ej(k)) = D(ej(k + 1)− ej(k)),

uj+1(k) = uj(k) +D(ej(k + 1)− ej(k)) (D-type ILC)

L(ej(k)) = Kej(k) +D(ej(k + 1)− ej(k)),

uj+1(k) = uj(k) +Kej(k) +D(ej(k + 1)− ej(k)) (PD-type ILC)

(2.7)

Other forms of Q-filter and L-filter can be considered to improve the control per-

formance, some advance approached for ILC design were developed using Robust

Control and Optimal Control techniques to improve convergence and minimize track-

ing error. Iterative learning methods, analysis and design approaches are surveyed in

[21] and [22]. On one hand, the algorithm we propose is similar in concept to ILC

in the sense that it improve performance by iteratively repeating the task. On the

other hand, the target of learning is not tracking a reference trajectory as we assume

that the reference trajectory is not predefined and fixed, rather the learning algorithm
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Figure 2.5: General Representation of Iterative Learning Control

targets improving motion performance based on some criteria.

2.2 Literature Review

Iterative learning control techniques for robotics applications have gained popularity

in the last few years. The main Research focus in this area is to study the online op-

eration feasibility, learning convergence, merging learning with other control schemes,

optimal tracking and learning in systems with fast dynamics. A learning based al-

gorithm is presented in [23] for motion planning in dynamic environment that uses

Reinforcement Learning. The approach consists of sampling based path planner that

guarantee the generation of safe obstacle free path and uses Q-Learning to improve

performance while exploring the environment. The work in [24] also uses techniques

of approximate dynamic programming, ADP that targets optimal tracking in discrete

time linear systems. The proposed algorithm is based on the formulation of Value

Iteration (VI) and Policy Iteration (PI) that require only the knowledge of the his-

tory of input/output data. A Learning base nonlinear model predictive control is
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presented in [25] where the nonlinear model is composed of the sum of the nominal

known model and the disturbance model to be the subject of learning. The distur-

bance model is assumed to be a Gaussian Process that is a function of the states and

input. The control update is based on the mean value of the predicted disturbance

model which may rise robustness and stability questions due to neglecting the uncer-

tainty in the predicted disturbance model. This approach is tested on experimental

quadrotors setup with linearized dynamics [26]. Learning control for ground robots

for rough environment navigation applications has been discussed in [27] and [28] and

for Quadrotors in [29] and [30].

The work in [31] is most relevant to what we present here regarding utilizing

optimization tools for learning, but the two approaches differ in the learning objec-

tive. The algorithm in [31] targets learning a predefined fixed trajectory in time

and space. The approach presented herein does not seek to learn any predefined

trajectory. Instead, the objective is to discover a feasible trajectory that optimizes

navigation time. This flexibility allows reshaping learned trajectories and introducing

incremental learning.

2.3 Trajectory Based Iterative Learning Approach

The proposed navigation learning approach is enabled through realizing a complex

trajectory as a collection of simpler trajectories where each trajectory is isolated and

learned separately. The learned trajectories are stored in a library of maneuvers that

are called as needed in real-time. This work focus on individual trajectory learning

and improvement. Some concepts on generalizing the method to real-time navigation

will be introduced but will not thoroughly analyzed. Before presenting the core

derivation of the presented approach, some concepts are necessary to be introduced

in the preliminaries subsection below.
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Figure 2.6: Dividing Motion Trajectory Into Multiple Trajectories

2.3.1 Preliminaries

2.3.1.1 System Linearization

A time invariant nonlinear system in space form can be written as a number of first-

order differential and algebraic equations that define the relation between the state

variables x(t), control inputs u(t), and system output y(t):

ẋ1(t) = f1(x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t), u1(t), u2(t), . . . , um(t)),

ẋ2(t) = f2(x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t), u1(t), u2(t), . . . , um(t)),

...

ẋn(t) = fn(x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t), u1(t), u2(t), . . . , um(t)),

(2.8)

y1(t) = h1(x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t), u1(t), u2(t), . . . , um(t)),

y2(t) = h2(x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t), u1(t), u2(t), . . . , um(t)),

...

yl(t) = hl(x1(t), x2(t), . . . , xn(t), u1(t), u2(t), . . . , um(t)),

(2.9)
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where n denotes the number of states (system dimension). The number of inputs and

outputs are denoted by m and l, respectively. We will rewrite the above set of equa-

tions in vector form: x(t) = [x1(t) x2(t) . . . xn(t)]T , u(t) = [u1(t) u2(t) . . . um(t)]T ,

y(t) = [y1(t) y2(t) . . . yl(t)]
T , the system representation becomes:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t),u(t))

y(t) = h(x(t),u(t))
(2.10)

Two types of linearization are discussed here, linearization around and equilibrium

point and linearization around a feasible trajectory. A point in the state space is said

to be an equilibrium point xeq if for some constant input u = ueq:

f1(xeq, ueq) = 0, f2(xeq, ueq) = 0 . . . fn(xeq, ueq) = 0 (2.11)

An equilibrium point can be stable or unstable based on the the system behav-

ior when small perturbation is added. The system stays around the equilibrium in

the case of stable equilibrium and moves away in the case of unstable equilibrium.

The model representation is only valid around the linearization point and is not

generalized. Let us define the state and control Jacobians of the nonlinear system
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f(x(t),u(t)), h(x(t),u(t)) at the point x̄, ū as follows:

Jfx =

[
∂f
∂x

]
x̄,ū

=



∂f1

∂x1
(x̄, ū) ∂f1

∂x2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂f1

∂xn
(x̄, ū)

∂f2

∂x1
(x̄, ū) ∂f2

∂x2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂f2

∂xn
(x̄, ū)

...
...

...
...

∂fn
∂x1

(x̄, ū) ∂fn
∂x2

(x̄, ū) . . . ∂fn
∂xn

(x̄, ū)



Jfu =

[
∂f
∂u

]
x̄,ū

=



∂f1

∂u1
(x̄, ū) ∂f1

∂u2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂f1

∂um
(x̄, ū)

∂f2

∂u1
(x̄, ū) ∂f2

∂u2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂f2

∂um
(x̄, ū)

...
...

...
...

∂fn
∂u1

(x̄, ū) ∂fn
∂u2

(x̄, ū) . . . ∂fn
∂um

(x̄, ū)



(2.12)

Jhx =

[
∂h
∂x

]
x̄,ū

=



∂h1

∂x1
(x̄, ū) ∂h1

∂x2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂h1

∂xn
(x̄, ū)

∂h2

∂x1
(x̄, ū) ∂h2

∂x2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂h2

∂xn
(x̄, ū)

...
...

...
...

∂hl
∂x1

(x̄, ū) ∂hl
∂x2

(x̄, ū) . . . ∂hl
∂xn

(x̄, ū)



Jhu =

[
∂h
∂u

]
x̄,ū

=



∂h1

∂u1
(x̄, ū) ∂h1

∂u2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂h1

∂um
(x̄, ū)

∂h2

∂u1
(x̄, ū) ∂h2

∂u2
(x̄, ū) . . . ∂h2

∂um
(x̄, ū)

...
...

...
...

∂hl
∂u1

(x̄, ū) ∂hl
∂u2

(x̄, ū) . . . ∂hl
∂um

(x̄, ū)



(2.13)

where the matrices Jab denote the Jacobians of the system. The matrices Jfx ∈ Rn×n,

Jfu ∈ Rn×m, Jhx ∈ Rl×n, and Jhu ∈ Rl×m. The Jacobians can be seen as the rate

of change of the functions in at the point (x̄, ū). Let us define deviation vectors for

state x̂, control input û, and output ŷ as follows:

x̂ = x− x̄, û = u− ū, ŷ = y− h(x̄, ū) (2.14)
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where the deviation vectors x̂, û, and ŷ are sufficiently small. Let us represent the

deviation dynamics as a linear time invariant system:

˙̂x = Ax̂ +Bû

ŷ = Cx̂ +Dû
(2.15)

The system matrices are equal to the Jacobian matrices defined above, A = Jfx,

B = Jfu, C = Jhx, and D = Jhu. More on the theory of linearizion can be found in

[?]. The other type of linearization which is utilized in the development of the iterative

learning approach is linearizing about a trajectory rather than a single point in the

state space. Let x̄(t) and ū(t) be feasible state and input trajectories, respectively for

t ∈ (ti, tf ). In other words, they represent a solution of the system in equation 2.10.

Let us define state and input vectors in the neighborhood of the feasible trajectory

in similar way to equation 2.14:

x(t) = x̄(t) + x̂(t), u(t) = ū(t) + û(t) (2.16)

Let us perform Taylor expansion around the new solution:

ẋ(t) = f(x(t), u(t)) = f(x̄(t) + x̂(t), ū(t) + û(t))

= f(x̄(t), ū(t)) + ∂f
∂x

(x̄(t), ū(t)) x̂(t)

+ ∂f
∂u

(x̄(t), ū(t)) û(t) + H.O.T

ẋ(t)− f(x̄(t), ū(t)) = f(x̄(t), ū(t)) + ∂f
∂x

(x̄(t), ū(t)) x̂(t)

+ ∂f
∂u

(x̄(t), ū(t)) û(t) + H.O.T

˙̂x(t) = f(x̄(t), ū(t)) + ∂f
∂x

(x̄(t), ū(t)) x̂(t)

+ ∂f
∂u

(x̄(t), ū(t)) û(t) + H.O.T

(2.17)

For sufficiently small x̂(t) and û(t), the high order terms (H.O.T) can be neglected
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and equation 2.17 can be written as a linear time-varying system:

˙̂x(t) = A(t) x̂(t) +B(t) û(t) (2.18)

where the matrices A(t) and B(t) are the time-varying version of the Jacobian ma-

trices in equation 2.13:

A(t) =
∂f

∂x
(x̄(t), ū(t)), B(t) =

∂f

∂u
(x̄(t), ū(t)), (2.19)

Linearizing the output equation is done similarly which yields the matrices of the

output deviation equation:

C(t) =
∂h

∂x
(x̄(t), ū(t)), D(t) =

∂h

∂u
(x̄(t), ū(t)), (2.20)

Throughout the discussion of the learning approach in 2.3.3, we will denote the

deviation variables as, x̂(t)→ x(t), û(t)→ u(t), and ŷ(t)→ y(t) to reduce represen-

tation complexity. When it is not the case, it will be explicitly noted.

2.3.1.2 Linear System Discretization

In practice robotics systems are controlled by embedded computation modules where

digital control signals are sent to the robot actuator in intervals (control frequency).

Sensor measurements come also at some fixed rate (feedback frequency). So, it is more

meaningful to represent the system in discrete time where the state space is formed

by a set of discrete states and control. An essential parameter for discretization is

the sampling time denoted by ts which decides the defined points on a trajectory.

The continuous time trajectory defined in the interval t ∈ [0, T ] will be defined at the

points k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N , after discretization where N = T
ts

. Consider the continuous
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time linear system given by:

ẋ(t) = Ax(t) +Bu(t)

y(t) = Cx(t) +Du(t)
(2.21)

Since the system input changes at discrete intervals, the dynamics can be written as:

x((k + 1)ts) = Ad(ts) x(kts) +Bd(ts) u(kts)

y(kts) = C x(kts) +D u(kts)
(2.22)

The general solution for the continuous time linear system is given by:

x(t) = eAtx(0) +

∫ t

0

eA(t−τ)Bu(τ)dτ (2.23)

The solution at kts can be written in a similar way:

x(kts) = eAktsx(0) +

∫ kts

0

eA(kts−τ)Bu(τ)dτ (2.24)

Multiplying this solution by eAts result in:

eAtsx(kts) = eA(k+1)tsx(0) +

∫ kts

0

eA((k+1)ts−τ)Bu(τ)dτ (2.25)

It can be noted that the term eA(k+1)tsx(0) is the first components of the solution of

x((k + 1)ts):

eA(k+1)tsx(0) = x((k + 1)ts)−
∫ (k+1)ts

0

eA((k+1)ts−τ)Bu(τ)dτ (2.26)

Substituting equation 2.26 in equation 2.25 and rearranging allow writing x((k+1)ts)
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as a function of x(kts) plus other terms:

x((k + 1)ts) = eAtsx(kts) +
∫ (k+1)ts

0
eA((k+1)ts−τ)Bu(τ)dτ

−
∫ kts

0
eA((k+1)ts−τ)Bu(τ)dτ

= eAtsx(kts) +
∫ (k+1)ts
kts

eA((k+1)ts−τ)Bu(τ)dτ

= eAtsx(kts) +
∫ (k+1)ts
kts

eA((k+1)ts−τ)dτBu(kts)

(2.27)

Note that the input and matrix B are taken outside the integral since the control is

constant in the interval u(t) = u(kts) for t ∈ (kts, (k + 1)ts). By comparing equation

2.27 and equation 2.22, we can write the matrices Ad(ts) and Bd(ts) as follows:

Ad(ts) = eAts

Bd(ts) =
∫ (k+1)ts
kts

eA((k+1)ts−τ)dτB
(2.28)

In order to write the matrix Bd(ts) in compact form, we will multiply it by A−1A and

solve the integration:

Bd(ts) = A−1
∫ (k+1)ts
kts

AeA((k+1)ts−τ)dτB

= A−1(eAts − I)B
(2.29)

2.3.1.3 Lifted Domain Representation of Discrete Linear Sys-

tems

Discrete linear systems can be represented in a compact form if the trajectory has

finite time k = 0, 1, . . . , N where N <<∞. This representation is referred as Lifted

Domain Representation [?]. Consider the general linear time-varying discrete system:

x(k + 1) = Ad(k)x(k) +Bd(k)u(k)

y(k) = C(k)x(k) +D(k)u(k)
(2.30)
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Note that the sampling time ts is omitted and the state, input, and output vectors

are not written in bold for simplicity. Let us write the state equation for k = 1, 2, 3:

x(1) = Ad(0)x(0) +Bd(0)u(0)

x(2) = Ad(1)x(1) +Bd(1)u(1)

= Ad(1) [Ad(0)x(0) +Bd(0)u(0)] +Bd(1)u(1)

= Ad(1)Ad(0)x(0) + Ad(1)Bd(0)u(0) +Bd(1)u(1)

x(3) = Ad(2)x(2) +Bd(2)u(2)

= Ad(2)Ad(1)Ad(0)x(0) + Ad(2)Ad(1)Bd(0)u(0) + Ad(2)Bd(1)u(1) +Bd(2)u(2)

(2.31)

Looking at the expansion above, it can be spotted that all states can be written as a

function of the inputs and initial states. In other words, starting at an initial state

x(0) and applying a control trajectory [u(0) u(1) . . . u(k)]T , the state x(k + 1) can

be fully determined. The state equations above can be written in matrix form:

X = GU + Lx(0)
x(1)

x(2)

x(3)

 =


Bd(0) 0 0

Ad(1)Bd(0) Bd(1) 0

Ad(2)Ad(1)Bd(0) Ad(2)Bd(1) Bd(2)



u(0)

u(1)

u(2)



+


Ad(0)

Ad(1)Ad(0)

Ad(2)Ad(1)Ad(0)

 x(0)

(2.32)

In general, the expansion for k = N can be written as:

x(N) = [
i=N−1∏
i=0

Ad(i)]x(0)+

j=N−2∑
j=0

([

q=N−1∏
q=j+1

Ad(q)]Bd(j)u(j))+Bd(N−1)u(N−1) (2.33)
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Writing the system in matrix form will help in formulation the optimal control prob-

lem utilized in the learning approach. The output vector can be written in similar

fashion, Y = Mx(0). Here we assume the inputs does not direction affect the output,

D = 0. Note that the formulation above applies to systems with multi-dimension,

x(k) ∈ Rn×1 where the states (n), inputs (m), and outputs (l) are concatenated. For

a trajectory x(0), . . . , x(N), the matrices dimensions are: G ∈ RNn×Nm (block lower

triangular), L ∈ RNn×n and M ∈ RNl×Nn (block diagonal).

In the case of linear time-invariant systems, the system matrices are constant,

Ad(k) = Ad, Bd(k) = Bd, C(k) = C, and D(k) = D. The matrices G and L in

equation 2.32 become:

G =


Bd 0 0

AdBd Bd 0

A2
dBd AdBd Bd

 , L =


Ad

A2
d

A3
d

 (2.34)

The general expansion for k = N can be written as:

x(N) = AN x(0) +

j=N−1∑
j=0

AN−j−1
d Bd u(j) (2.35)

2.3.1.4 Norms

Norms are used as a size measure in vector spaces. It can for instance used to compute

length, distances or quantify the size of errors between two vectors. The reason of

presenting norms here is that they are commonly used to define an objective function

that is subject to minimization or maximization. Some properties and types of norms

will be mentioned here, for more detailed discussion, the reader is recommended to

consult [?]. We will limit the discussion here to vector norms.

For a vector v, ||v|| is said to be a vector norm if it satisfies three properties:
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homogeneity, positivity, and triangle inequality. In mathematical form:

||λv|| = |λ|.||v||, where λ is a scaler (Homogeneity)

0 ≤ ||v|| <∞, (Positivity)

||x+ y|| ≤ ||x||+ ||y||, for any x and y vectors (Triangle inequality)

(2.36)

Three types of norms are usually considered in optimization objective functions.

Sometimes a linear combination of different norms is used to represent the error

functions. The first norm is the infinity norm (∞-norm), it refers to the element in

the vector with maximum size. The second type of norm is norm one which is defined

as the sum of the absolute values of vector elements. The third type is norm two or

Euclidean norm which is the square root of the sum of squares of vector elements.

The norm type is usually written as a subscript. For a vector v = [v1, v2, . . . , vn], the

different norms can be written as:

||v||∞ = max
j=1,...,n

|vj|

||v||1 =
∑n

j=1 |vj|

||v||2 =
√∑n

j=1 |vj|2

(2.37)

The selection of the suitable norm to represent the vector size depends on the problem.

In the upcoming discussion of learning approach, Euclidean norm will be used to assess

the size of the error between the model and actual system output.

2.3.1.5 Quadratic Programming

Before getting into the main derivation of the learning approach, let us introduce

a common type of optimization that is widely utilized in optimal control which is

quadratic programing. Taken from its name a quadratic program consists of quadratic

objective and quadratic or linear constraints. Let us consider the following quadratic
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programming optimization problem with linear constraints:

min
x

1
2
xT Qx + cTx

subject to:

Ax ≤ B (InequalityConstriants)

Aqx = Bq (EqualityConstriants)

xmin ≤ x ≤ xmax (Bounds)

(2.38)

where x and c are n× 1 vectors, Q is an n× n matrix, A is an m× n matrix, b is an

m × 1 vector, Aq is an p × n matrix, and beq is an p × 1 vector. If the matrix Q is

zero, the optimization above is called a linear program. The matrix Q and the vector

c can be seen as scaling matrices that would impose certain output behavior and

penalize vectors components unequally. They can be used to impose soft constraints

where some states are allowed but more expensive. Quadratic programs can be solved

efficiently using engineering solvers such as Matlab [?], Mathematica [?], CPLEX [?],

CVX [?], and others. A common problem in dynamical system control is trajectory

tracking and a widely used tool is the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) that assume

linear dynamics and quadratic cost function.

2.3.2 Iterative Function Optimization

The iterative optimization approach is first studied for static function optimization.

This will help to illustrate the main concepts of the general algorithm for dynamical

systems and mobile robots specifically. Let us consider two scaler nonlinear functions

F (x) and G(x) and some optimization objective function Q(.). We assume that

Q(F (x)) has an optimizer denoted by x∗ in the interval x ∈ [xmin, xmax]. The optimizer

of Q(G(x)) is denoted by x# that may or may not belong to the same interval as

the optimizer of Q(F (x)). A general assumption is that the optimizers and the

value of the objective function do not intersect at optimal values, x∗ 6= x# and
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Q(F (x∗)) 6= Q(G(x#)). We assume that F (x) is unknown and G(x) is its approximate

model. However, we can still excite the function F (x) with an input and will be able

to measure the output. The objective is to solve the following minimization problem:

min
x
Q(F (x)) (2.39)

The optimization problem can not be solved directly using nonliner optimization tools

and minimizing the objective with respect to the known approximate function will

not result in the optimal value. The Taylor expansion for the unknown model around

some point xc is given by:

F (x) = F (xc) +∇F (xc)(x− xc) +H.O.T (2.40)

where F (xc) is the measured output of the function for x = xc. The function gradient

∇F (x) can not be analytically computed because the function F (x) is unknown.

The linear approximation in the above equation is valid for x in the neighborhood

of xc, xc − δ < x < xc + δ. Since the approximate model G(x) is known, its value

and gradient can be analytically computed at xc. In a similar way to equation 2.40,

the linear approximation of G(x) can be computed around xc. The error in linear

approximations of F (x) and G(x) is:

E(F (x), G(x)) = F (x)−G(x) (2.41)

The approximate expansion of F (x) can be written in terms of the expansion of G(x)

and the error function:

F (x) ≈ G(xc) +∇G(xc)(x− xc) + (F (xc)−G(xc))

F (x) ≈ F (xc) +∇G(xc)(x− xc)
(2.42)
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Problem Statement:

Starting at some value of x0 = xc and knowing the function value F (xc) and the nom-

inal model G(x), we aim to find the optimal value x∗ for the minimization in equation

2.39 through iteratively solving the optimization with respect to the approximated

function and updating optimizer:

xj+1 = xj + arg min
|dx|≤δ

Q (F (xj) +∇G(xj) dx ) (2.43)

where j denotes the iteration (trial) number. The rest of this part presents some

examples for the approach and convergence analysis. The goal here is that at some

iteration j = j∗, the optimizer in equation 2.43 converge to the global optimzer x∗.

To validate results, the optimizer of the unknown model is known. The pseudocode

of the approach is shown in algorithm 1. The approach terminated when no better

optimizer can be achieved. The value of the variable xopt at termination may or may

not achieve the optimizer x∗ which depends on the search interval, allowed deviation in

each iteration, and the approximate model selection. Before Investigating convergence

and optimality of solution, the approach is illustrated with two examples.
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Data: Function output F (xc) and nominal model G(x)

Result: Find the optimizer xopt of the objective function Q(F (x))

xj = xc;

flag = true;

while flag do

a = F (xj);

Qmin = Q(a);

dx = arg min
|dx|≤δ

Q (F (xj) +∇G(xj) dx );

Qnew = Q(F (xj + dx))

if —Qnew −Qmin| < λ then

a new minimizer is detected;

xj ← xj + dx;

else

flag = false;

xopt = xj;

end

end

Algorithm 1: Iterative function optimization pseudocode

Example 1: Consider the following nonlinear function representing the actual

system F (x), the nominal model G(x), and the objective function Q(x):

F (x) = 0.2(x− 0.5)3 + 21 ,

G(x) = 0.5x2 + 13x ,

Q(x) = (x− 1)2

(2.44)

The example is simulated using Matlab with the parameters shown in table 2.1. The

actual model represented by F (x) is assumed to be unknown but its output can
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be measured for a given x. Fig. 2.7 shows both the function and its approximate.

The cost functions Q(.) for both functions are plotted in figure 2.8 for comparison.

One can note that the minimizer for Q(F (x)) is x∗ = −4.142 and the minimum of

Q(G(x)) occurs at x = 0. The iterative optimization started with an initial guess

of the minimizer (xc = 2.0). The maximum number of iteration is concerning if

the solution is needed in real-time. In this case, it is not critical and we choose it

arbitrary large. Relaxing this parameter is important especially if the initial guess

is away from optimal value and the maximum deviation in each iteration δ is small

which can cause immature termination. The search region is selected around the

minimizer of G(x). The parameters δ and λ are design parameters that are selected

based on the problem. Some examples will be given later in this part.

At each iteration, we compute F (xj) and ∇G(xj) and solve the nonlinear opti-

mization in 2.43 using Matlab, fmincon which results in the deviation dx. The new

value of the optimizer is updated for the next iteration, xj+1 = xj + dx. Figure 2.9

shows the value of the cost function associated with the model and actual systems for

all iterations. The optimization is terminated when no longer improvement can be

achieved, this occur at j∗ = 127. In this example, the initial guess of the optimizer

converges to the optimal values x∗ = −4.142 where the cost Q(F (x∗)) is zero. Note

that the cost function value associated with the model at the optimizer is different,

Q(G(x∗)) ≈ 2000, which is way off from the optimal value of Q(G(x)).

Example 2:

In this example we consider another nonlinear function that is approximated using

the same function used in the first example:

F (x) = 8x+ 3 cos(2x)− 26 ,

G(x) = 0.5x2 + 13x ,

Q(x) = (x+ 5)2

(2.45)
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Parameter Example 1 Example 2
xc 2.0 -3.0
jmax 200 200

[xmin, xmax] [−12, 12] [−10, 10]
δ 0.05 0.1
λ 0.01 0.01

Output
x∗ -4.142 2.511
x# 0.08 -0.39
j∗ 127 58

Q(F (x∗)) 0 0
Q(G(x∗)) 2140 1664
Q(F (x#)) 399 283.7
Q(G(x#)) 0 0

Table 2.1: Optimization parameters and output results of the iterative function op-
timization examples.

Figure 2.7: Actual and nominal model functions (Example 1).

The region of interest for solving the optimization is x ∈ [−10, 10]. Figure 2.10 shows

both the actual and the approximate model. The iterative optimization is solved

in similar way to example one except increasing the maximum allowed deviation in

each iteration. This results in faster convergence, j∗ = 58. The initial guess of

the optimizer is xc = −3. The minimizer of Q(F (x)) is computed for comparison.
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Figure 2.8: Cost function of the actual and approximate models (Example 1).

Figure 2.9: Cost functions value at every iteration (Example 1).

The objective function optimizer is achieved through the iterative optimization. The

nonlinear optimization problem fo minimizing Q(G(x)) and finding is optimizer x# is

computed in both examples. Table 2.1 shows that the value of the objective function

with respect to the actual and approximate model is very different at x∗ and x#.

Solution convergence is affected by the initialization parameter and the model

approximation. Here we list some important aspects of the approach:
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Figure 2.10: Actual and nominal model functions (Example 2).

Figure 2.11: Cost function of the actual and approximate models (Example 2).

Selection of Initial Guess of the Optimizer:

One need to be careful in selecting the initialization optimizer xc. Consider the

optimization problem in equation 2.43. At each iteration, the function output of the

actual system F (xj) is measured and the gradient of the model is computed ∇G(xj).

The cost function becomes a function of some linear function where the slope is the
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Figure 2.12: Cost functions value at every iteration (Example 2).

deviation dx. The optimization problem in equation 2.43 becomes:

minQ ( a+ b dx ) (2.46)

If the initial guess of the optimizer is xc ∈ xp where xp results in zero or non identified

value of the gradient of G(x):

∇G(x) = 0, for x ∈ xp. (2.47)

Under this condition, the optimization problem is not solvable and no improvement

can be achieved. In example one for instance, selecting the initial guess xc = −13

would be problematic. Luckily, the approximate model is assumed to be known and

its gradient can be analytically computed. Then, the zero intersection points for the

gradient can be computed in advance. Those values of initial optimizer are avoided.

Although this resolve the problem initially, we can prevent getting into one of the

zeros as the iterations proceed. So, an additional submodule can be added that

takes care of perturbing the current optimizer value if it happens to result in zero
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gradient. Note that the actual model F (x) is assumed to be unknown and the results

in the examples are for illustration purposes. The situation becomes tricky when the

optimizer of Q(F (x)) results in zero model gradient. In this case, we are uncertain

whether to force it to leave that point or declare convergence. One possible approach

that can result in local minimum is to search the neighborhood of xj ∈ xp.

Approximate Model:

The approximate model G(x) is assumed to well estimate the behavior of the actual

model F (x). So if they have different values and curvature properties, the solution

might not converge to the optimal solution. The discussion above was always based

on some region of interest, a better minimizer might be found outside this region

for the actual system. Under these assumptions, the converged minimizer can be at

the edge of the interval. One can employ a variant of the method and consider a

dynamic search region that changes based on the solution found. If the solution is at

the edge of the interval, we can search the neighborhood of that point for a better

optimizer. This is lift to the design requirements. The gradient of the approximate

model should make sense compared to the actual system. The function signs affect

the solution especially if the cost function is sign dependent. If the objective function

is always positive or always negative, the problem of gradient difference will not be

present. If the difference is large, the solution may diverge.

Maximum Deviation Constraint:

The maximum allowed deviation in each iteration is another design parameters that

should be carefully selected. Small values of δ can results in slower convergence

(requires more iterations) while choosing δ very large can result in converging to

suboptimal solution. The knowledge of the approximate model G(x) can help in

choosing a good δ since we assume it is a good approximation for the actual model

in that interval. A variable deviation parameter can be used while iterating near a

slowly varying cost function value.
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Figure 2.13: Iterative function optimization approach.

2.3.3 Iterative Optimal Control in Dynamical Systems

The case of dynamical system will be treated in a similar way to static function

optimization except that the optimizer and the system output are trajectories rather

than a single point. Consider the general nonlinear system in equation 2.1 that

represent the actual dynamics after discretization. Let us neglect the process and

measurement noise for now and focus on the modeling error g(x(k), u(k)) that is

unknown. Let us denote the actual system by F (x(k), u(k)) where:

F (x(k), u(k)) = f(x(k), u(k)) + g(x(k), u(k)) (2.48)

The goal here is to attenuate the effect of the modeling uncertainty via iterative

refinement of an initially known control trajectory. More formally, starting with a

feasible control trajectory u0(k) that steers the system from x(0) = si to x(N) = sf

and results in the state trajectory x0(k), we would like to improve some system

performance measures such as time N j+1 < N j through iterative input trajectory
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refinement and execution. The nominal dynamics of the system are:

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k))

y(k) = h(x(k))
(2.49)

The states, inputs and outputs are in general vectors of size n, m, and l, respec-

tively. The output model h is not discussed in this part, we will assume the states

are directly measured. The optimal control problem to steer the system toward the

target state is given by:

min
u
Q(u(k), x(k + 1))

=
∑N−1

k=0 v1u(k)2 + v2(x(k + 1)− sf )2

subject to:

x(k + 1) = f(x(k), u(k))

u(k) ∈ Ua, x(k) ∈ Xa

(2.50)

where the objective function aim to minimize energy and time through weighted

penalization of input and states. The system saturation limits and environmental

constraints are represented by the allowable sets of inputs and states, Ua and Xa.

The weighting vectors v1 and v2 help in defining objective priorities. If the objective

is minimizing navigation time, v2 is given more attention. However, v1 is still valuable

for a smooth input trajectory. The initial states and input trajectory are generated

using some control means such as, human operator or feedback control. The deviation

vectors from the nominal trajectory are given by:

x̂0(k) = x(k)− x0(k)

û0(k) = u(k)− u0(k)
(2.51)

Using the linearizion tools presented in 2.3.1, the nonlinear nominal model f(x(k), u(k))

is linearized around the trajectory x0(k) and u0(k) which results in the following linear
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time varying system:

x̂0(k + 1) = A0(k)x̂0(k) +B0(k)û0(k), (2.52)

Let us concatenate the states x̂0(k) and inputs û0(k) for the full trajectory:

X0 = [x̂0(1)T x̂0(2)T . . . x̂0(N)T ]T

U0 = [û0(0)T û0(1)T . . . û0(N − 1)T ]T
(2.53)

The states vectors x̂0(1), ..., x̂0(N) can be written as:

x̂0(1) = Ā0(0)x̂0(0) + B̄0(0)û0(0)

...

x̂0(N) = [
∏i=N−1

i=0 Ā0(i)]x̂0(0)

+
∑j=N−2

j=0 ([
∏q=N−1

q=j+1 Ā0(q)]B̄0(j)û0(j))

+B̄0(N − 1)û0(N − 1)

(2.54)

The system dynamics in equation (2.52) can be expressed as:

X0 = MU0 +M0x̂
0(0) (2.55)

where matrices M ∈ RNn×Nm (block lower triangular) and M0 ∈ RNn×n are con-

structed using equation (2.54). n and m denote the number of states and controls,

respectively. Similar to the case of function optimization, we have two functions: the

first is the nominal model f(x(k), u(k)) that is mathematically and the second is the

actual system F (x(k), u(k)) that is treated as black box, not known mathematically

but generate measurable output for a given input. For the rest of the derivation, the

input û and the state x̂ will be denoted as u and x for easier representation. Let us
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write the modified version of the linear expansion of F (x(k), u(k)) at the jth iteration:

F (x(k), u(k)) ≈ F (xj, uj) +∇xf(xj, uj)x+∇uf(xj, uj)u+ E(x, x0) (2.56)

Equation 2.55 enable expressing the state evolution in terms of the of the initial state

and inputs in matrix form. This allows us to write the function of the next iteration

input in terms of the current iteration output, nominal model gradient and the error:

F (U j+1) = F (U j) +∇f(U j)(U j+1 − U j) + (f(U j)− F (U j)) (2.57)

the first term F (U j) represent the system output at iteration j and the gradient of

the nominal model is computed for the current trajectory. The unknown variable in

this equation is U j+1 (the input trajectory for next iteration). The objective is to

minimize an objective function Q(.) through modifying the control trajectory in each

iteration. At each iteration, the following optimization is solved:

δu∗ = arg min
|δu|≤δmaxu

Q(F (δu)) (2.58)

the deviation of control input in current iteration is constrained with the previous iter-

ation and maximum state deviation can be also introduced to avoid instabilities. The

selection of δmaxu need to be sufficiently small to stay around the nominal trajectory.

Larger values may cause learning divergence.

U j+1 = U j + δu∗ (2.59)

The resulting optimization problem is in general a nonlinear program. Neglecting v1

term and rewriting the optimization problem in equation (2.58) results in a quadratic
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program that can be efficiently solved using available optimization tools.

min
δuj+1

1
2
(δuj+1)TK1δu

j+1 +KT
2 δu

j+1

K1 = 2∇f(U j)TV2(F (U j)− xd)

K2 = ∇f(U j)TV2∇f(U j)

(2.60)

It might be hard to execute this optimization for high dimensional systems and large

N where computation resources are limited. However, the execution time to solve

this optimization problem is not critical as it can be done offline before executing

each trial. More on execution time will be discussed in the context of applications.

The learning approach illustrated in figure 2.14 is executed as follows:

1. Start (j = 0) with initial feasible state and input trajectories xj(k) and uj(k)

that steer the system from si to sf within N j time steps.

2. Define an envelope around states xj(k) to limit deviation from this trajectory:

xj −∆1 ≤ xj+1 ≤ xj + ∆2 (2.61)

3. Linearize the nominal model f(x(k), u(k)) about the current trajectory and

generate time varying matrices Āj(k) and B̄j(k). Then, construct the matrices

M and M0 from the linear system matrices, equation (2.55).

4. Compute K1 and K2 from equation (2.60) and optimize to generate δu. Update

control input for the next iteration, uj+1 = uj + δu∗.

5. Starting at the initial state si, apply the updated input trajectory uj+1 and

measure the output of the system F (U j+1).

6. If the final state neighborhood is achieved, sf − σ < x(N) < sf + σ and

the maximum number of iteration jmax is not achieved, then check for time
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performance improvement:

(a) If the current trajectory time is lower, N j+1 < N j, update the current

input trajectory U j ← U j+1 and go to step (2).

(b) If no performance improvement is achieved, then terminate.

7. If the final state neighborhood is not achieved or the trajectory leave the envelop

defined by ∆1 and ∆2, then stop at the current state and denote it by xw:

(a) If the distance between the initial state x0 and xw is bigger than the mini-

mum distance, |xw−x0| > dmin, then introduce an intermediate waypoint.

Set the new initial state sf = xw and go to step (1).

(b) If minimum distance is not achieved, then reduce the allowed input devi-

ation, δmaxu, and go to step (4).

The learning approach involves two levels of iteration. inner iterations that handle

re-planning in the situation of divergence or obstacles and outer iterations that learns

the full trajectory from the initial state si to the final state sf .

Example: Single Joint Manipulator

Here we illustrate the learning approach on a simple nonlinear system that consists

of a single joint, see Fig. 2.15. The load with mass m is moved around a circle of

radius l by applying an input torque u. The system model is:

θ̈(t) = −g
l

sin(θ(t))− v
ml2

θ̇(t) + 1
ml2

u(t) (2.62)

Similar to the static optimization case in the last section, we will use the actual

system for comparison. It will not be utilized in the iterative approach optimization.

The control objective is to steer the system from vertical down initial position θ(0) = 0

to the final angle of θ(N) = 0.7 radians. We will first write the discrete version of
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Figure 2.14: Trajectory based iterative learning approach, green arrows denotes (yes)
and red arrows (no)

the system and solve it using nonlinear optimization similar to [107]. These results

will be used for performance benchmarking later in this example. We can write the
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Figure 2.15: Controlled Single Joint Manipulator.

system in state space form:

ẋ1(t) = x2(t)

ẋ2(t) = −g
l

sin(x1(t))− v
ml2

x2(t) + 1
ml2

u(t)
(2.63)

where the states x1 = θ and x2 = θ̇. Table 2.2 shows the parameters used in the

simulation. The discrete time model with sampling time ts is:

x1(k + 1) = x1(k) + ts x2(k)

x2(k + 1) = x2(k) + ts [−9.8 sin(x1(k))− 3x2(k) + 0.5u(k)]
(2.64)

2.3.3.1 Nonlinear optimization of the actual system

The objective function of the nonlinear optimization can be written as the sum of

quadratic stage costs that penalizes the distance error between the current state and

the desired state:

J =
N∑
k=0

v1 (x(k)− xd)2 + v2 (u(k)− us)2 (2.65)

where v1 and v2 can be constant or function of k. the desired state is denoted by xd and

the steady state input is denoted by us. In addition to the the nonlinear dynamical
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Parameter Vlue Unit
g 9.8 m/s2

l 1 m
v 6 kgm2/s
m 2 kg
ts 0.05 s
N 40
θi 0 radian

θ̇i 0 radian/s
θd 0.7 radian

θ̇d 0 radian/s

Table 2.2: Model Parameters and State Constraints for the Single Joint Manipulator.

constraints, constraints on the angular speed and input torque are introduced:

|x2(k)| ≤ 0.4, for k = 0, 1, ..., N.

|u(k)| ≤ 15, for k = 0, 1, ..., N − 1.
(2.66)

The nonlinear optimization is solved using Matlab, fmincon and simulated using

the ode5 solver. There is no initial guess of the optimizer is considered for this case.

It is set to a vector of ones. Figure 2.16 shows the resulting input and states from

the nonlinear optimization. Note that the optimization weights used here will not be

changed for consistency. Later in this section, the optimization will be solved with

a prior feasible trajectory for comparison purposes. The cost J∗ associated with the

optimal solution is 65.2 and the minimum associated time that correspond to the

convergence to the desired state is N∗ = 58.

2.3.3.2 Feedback control using PID

There is no feasible prior considered for the case of the nonlinear optimization of

the actual system. The problem still generate a feasible trajectory converging to the

desired point since the actual dynamics are encoded in the objective function. The
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Figure 2.16: Nonlinear optimal control input and outputs of the manipulator system

constraints on input and stated will be always present. For the iterative learning

approach, initializing with a feasible trajectory contributes to the converging speed

and finding a solution that is stable.

The PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) controller designed here aims to find

a feasible trajectory rather than an optimal one. It will be illustrated later in this

section that the initial feasible trajectory affects the iterative solution. A PI controller

is designed to stabilize the discrete time nonlinear system where control and states
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saturation are considered:

e(k) = xd − x(k)

ei(k) =
∑k

s=0 e(s)

u(k) = Kp e(k) +Ki ei(k)

(2.67)

the PI gains are selected to generate a smooth stable response. The gains in this

example are: Kp = [ 4.25 2.7 ] and Ki = [ 0.9 0.45 ]. The control input and outputs

are shown in figure 2.17. The cost associated with this solution is 147.4 and the

corresponding convergence time is N = 173.

Iterative learning optimization:

The learning is initialized with a feasible trajectory. The input and state trajecto-

ries are generated from the feedback control is used in this example. Note that we

assume that there is no knowledge of the nonlinear dynamics in equation 2.63. The

trajectories in figure 2.17 are used to initialize (j = 0), xj(k) and uj(k). The initial

time is N j = 173. The nominal model considered in this example is:

θ(k + 1) = θ(k) + tsω(k),

ω(k + 1) = ω(k) + ts(−θ(k)− 5ω(k) + 2u(k)),
(2.68)

where ω denotes the angular speed. The nominal model is not assumed to reproduce

the same results as the actual model given the same input trajectory. Figure 2.18

shows the difference in response of the nominal and actual model with two input

trajectories, uopt and uPID. The solution diverges for the nominal model under the

same input that steer the actual system toward the desired state.

Our learning objective is improving the trajectory time to steer the system from

an initial equilibrium point to the desired state. The initial time is the best time

achieved by the PID controller, N0 = NPID, our goal is decrease N and make it close
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Figure 2.17: PID control input and outputs for the manipulator system

to the optimal value, N j → N∗ for some j∗ before termination. The knowledge of N∗

will not be utilized in this example as in practice no prior knowledge of the optimal

control solution is available. The termination may occur earlier as illustrated in figure

2.14. The approach is initialized with following:

u0(k) = uPID (vector)

x0(k) = [θPID(k) ωPID(k)] (matrix)

for k = 0, 1, . . . , NPID

(2.69)
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Figure 2.18: The actual system and nominal model response comparison for the same
nonlinear optimal control input u∗ and the PID control input

Note that the nominal model selected in this example is a discrete linear time-invariant

system. So the step of linearizing the system around a trajectory is skipped in this

example. Another nonlinear nominal model will be discussed later in this section.

The first step to write the objective function in equation 2.50, we need to construct

the matrices M and M0 in order to write the function expansion in terms of the

inputs and the initial state. The problem can be formulated as a quadratic program

in equation 2.60 that is iteratively solved to generate the input deviation for the next

step. Although the initial trajectories are not utilized for linearization, they are still

used to define the constraints on output deviation for consecutive iterations.

Termination occurs when no improvement can be achieved or the maximum num-

ber of iteration is reached. Figure 2.19 shows the input for each iteration j =

1, 2, . . . , 23. Between each consecutive iterations, the control input is allowed to
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Figure 2.19: The torque input for a number of iterations

deviate within the allowed divination limit. Increasing that limit results in faster

convergence but worse performance at iterations. In addition, too large values can

cause divergence. The selection can be based on the size of the nominal input and the

system sensitivity to input change. In actual systems, the best way is to run several

experiment to tune the deviation for better results. Figure 2.20 and 2.21 shows the

states evolution for different iterations. In order to assess the converged solution, it

is compared to the optimal solution in figure 2.22. Since our performance measure

in this example is time, we can see from the results that the time to achieve the de-

sired state is reduced from N0 = 173 to N23 = 76 compared to the optimal solution

N∗ = 58. Note that the converged solution does not steer the nominal model to the

exact same state in different solutions.
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Figure 2.20: Angle trajectories for a number of iterations

Figure 2.21: Angular velocity trajectories for a number of iterations
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Figure 2.22: Comparison between the nonlinear optimal control solution and the
iterative learning solution
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Nonlinear Nominal Model:

Let us represent the same system with another nominal model that is nonlinear. For

instance consider the following discrete time model approximating the actual system:

θ(k + 1) = θ(k) + ts ω(k),

ω(k + 1) = ω(k) + ts (−3 θ(k)2 − 1.8ω(k)3 + 4u(k)),
(2.70)

The iterative learning approach is initialized by the same feasible trajectory gen-

erated using the PI control with the initial trajectory time N0 = 173. The objective

function and termination conditions are kept the same as the last case. Since the

nominal model is nonlinear in this case, it is linearized around the current trajectory.

This linearizion step is repeated after every iteration to generate the time varying

matrices, A(k) and B(k) that are used to construct the matrices M and M0.

Figure 2.23: Angle Trajectories for different iterations (nonlinear nominal model)

Successful termination occurs at iteration j = 71 and the resulting trajectory

converges to the desired state within N = 64. Although the problem requires higher

number of iterations to converge compared to the last case, it results in another
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Figure 2.24: Angular velocity Trajectories for different iterations using a nonlinear
nominal model

Figure 2.25: Input torque for different iteration using a nonlinear nominal model

suboptimal solution that is closer to the optimal solution. The selection of the nominal

model is not explicitly discussed in this scope because we essentially assume that the

existing nominal model represent the best knowledge available about the system.
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Figure 2.23–2.25 shows the states and control inputs for a subset of the iterations.

The comparison between the converged solution and the optimal solution is shown in

figure 2.26.

Figure 2.26: Comparison between the nonlinear optimal control solution and the
iterative learning solution using a nonlinear nominal model
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2.3.4 Iterative Learning in Closed-loop Systems

The iterative learning approach is illustrated on the closed loop system where the

inputs are setpoints. We assume the existence of a stabilizing controller that is able

to steer the system from an initial state xi to a final state xf . This same controller

can stabilize the nominal model. The state trajectories of the nominal model differs

from the actual system. The single joint example is used to validate the closed-

loop learning. The nominal model is represented by the system in equation 2.68.

The actual system is represented by the nonlinear dynamics in equation 2.64. The

feedback control is achieved using the same PI controller in equation 2.67. The

closed-loop response of the actual and nominal models is shown in 2.27. Note that

the control objective is achieved faster for the nominal model. This is clearly justified

since the velocity saturation constraints are removed for the nominal model. We

should be reminded that the actual system is assumed to be unknown and the available

information is the output trajectory. The setpoint for both systems is constant desired

angle, xf = [0.7 0]T . The initial state is kept the same, xi = [0 0]T .

Figure 2.27: The actual system and nominal model closed-loop response using the
same controller
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The PI controller has both a proportional and an integral term which is represented

by the sum for the discrete time case. This can be problematic when representing

the system in compact form as all the past states would appear in the model. This is

resolved by introducing two new axillary states that represents the dynamics of the

integral error terms for the angle and angular velocity.

x3(k) =
k∑
i=0

(θ(k)− θd), x4(k) =
k∑
i=0

(ω(k)− ωd) (2.71)

The closed loop response of the manipulator nominal model and the error integral

states for a PI controller can be written as:

x1(k + 1) = x1(k) + ts x2(k)

x2(k + 1) = x2(k) + ts [−(1 +Kp(1))x1(k)− (5 + 2Kp(2))x2(k)

+2Ki(1)x3(k) + 2Ki(2)x4(k)

+2Kp(1)xd1(k) + 2Kp(2)xd2(k)]

x3(k + 1) = x3(k)− x1(k) + xd1(k)

x4(k + 1) = x4(k)− x2(k) + xd2(k)

(2.72)

The inputs to the system are given by u(k) = [xd1(k) xd2(k)] which represent the

angle and angular velocity. The input setpoints in this context are not necessarily

constant. This formulation helps in putting the closed-loop problem in a standard

form as before for the direct application of the iterative learning approach.

Our objective here is to modify the setpoints to the closed-loop to enhance navi-

gation time. The cost function is modified to mainly penalize the error of the system

states. Small weights are given to the axillary error states with desired values of

zero. The initial navigation time is N0 = 175. The iterative learning approach is

terminated after 50 iterations with termination time N50 = 92, time reduction of

47%. The state trajectories and setpoint inputs are shown in figure 2.28 and 2.29,
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Figure 2.28: The closed-loop outputs for different iterations

respectively. The main idea of the closed-loop learning is illustrated in figure 2.30.

The figure shows the modified setpoint input that reduce the trajectory time resulted

from changing the setpoint from a constant value to a varying trajectory, xd → xd(k).

2.4 Application: Quadcopter UAV Trajectory Learning

2.4.1 Quadcopter Modeling

2.4.1.1 Reference Frames and Quadcoptor Pose

Before to discussing quacopters states and dynamics, we need to introduce two op-

erating frames, body (or local) frame and inertial (or earth) frame. The inertial

reference frame is fixed with respect to earth and usually follows the convention of

NED (North-East-Down). The body frame is a mobile reference and can be seen as

an attached frame to the quadcoptor structure. Directions and poses conventions are

usually decided based on the placement of the inertial measurement system (IMU)

on UAV frame. We will refer to body frame using B and inertial frame using A. XA
B

denotes transformation operator from body frame to earth frame.

A quadcopter UAV is shown in figure 3.2, with 4 rotors denotes by R1, .., R4. The

forward direction is aligned with positive x− axis. R1 and R3 rotate in the counter-
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Figure 2.29: Varying angle and angular velocity setpoints for different iterations

clockwise direction while R2 and R4 rotate in clockwise direction. The axes shown

in the figure represents body frame coordinate system. When all rotors rotate at

the same angular speed, a vertical thrust force is produced along z − axis. Varying

the rotor speeds results in deflection from the hover pose and positive or negative
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Figure 2.30: Comparison between the initial constant setpoints and the setpoints at
iterative learning convergence

attitudes. For instance, decreasing R1 and increasing R3 result in pitch angle change

causing forward motion. Increasing R2 and decreasing R4 result in roll angle rotation

causing moving to the right along the y − axis. A sequence of controlled attitude

combinations result in a translation trajectory.

Figure 2.31: Quadcopter UAV body axes
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2.4.1.2 Quadcopter States and Rigid Body Dynamics

Quadcoptors UAVs can be seen as a rigid body in 3D subject to three rotational

and three translational degrees of freedom. It follows Newton’s second law when

represented in inertial frame. Quadcopter dynamics are described with a 12 state

nonlinear model with six translational and six rotational states:

x = [px py pz vx vy vz φ θ ψ ωx ωy ωz]
T (2.73)

translational states are position and velocity in 3D, denoted by px, py, pz and vx, vy, vz,

respectively. Rotational states are attitude angles and velocities denoted by φ, θ, ψ

and ωx, ωy, ωz, respectively. In order to transform vectors from body frame B to

inertial frame A, one need to multiply that 3D vectors by the rotational matrix:

RA
B =


cψcθ − sφsψsθ −cφsψ cψsθ + cθsψsφ

cθsψ + cψsθsφ cφcψ sψsθ − cψcθsφ

−cφsθ sφ cφcθ

 (2.74)

where c denotes the cosine function and s the sine function. We can use Newton’s

equation of motion to write the dynamical model of forces and moments:

m


p̈x

p̈y

p̈z

−


0

0

mg

 = RA
B


Fx

Fy

Fz

 (2.75)

J


ω̇x

ω̇y

ω̇z

+


ωx

ωy

ωz

× J

ωx

ωy

ωz

 =


τx

τy

τz

 (2.76)

where p̈x, p̈y, r̈z are the accelerations in the inertial frame, m is the mass of the quadro-

tor, g is the gravitational acceleration 9.81m/s2, F is the total thrust force generated
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by all engines and Fx, Fy, Fz and τx, τy, τz are the forces and torques in body frame.

J is the inertia matrix that represent the inertia about x, y, z axes and the product

of inertia.

J =


Jxx Jxy Jxz

Jyx Jyy Jyz

Jzx Jzy Jzz

 (2.77)

When the mass is perfectly distributed around the center and the frame is symmetric,

the inertia products (off-diagonal) terms can be neglected. In order to transform the

rotational rates from the body frame to the inertial frame, one need to multiply by a

transformation matrix, t denotes the tangent function:


φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

 =


1 sφ tθ cφ tθ

0 cφ −sφ

0 sφ
cθ

cφ
cθ



ωx

ωy

ωz

 (2.78)

2.4.1.3 Forces, Torques and Aerodynamics

Multirotors share similar body dynamics but they are clearly different in terms of

forces and torques acting on airframe. The number of rotors reflects on the mixing

model. In the case of quadcopters, the thrust and torque generated by each rotor are

denoted by Ti and Qi for i ∈ {1, ..., 4} which can be proportional to the square of

the rotor speed si in (rad/s).

Ti = pT s
2
i Qi = pQ s

2
i (2.79)

pT and pQ are the thrust and torque coefficients respectively. These are functions of

motor specs, rotor radius, area and density of air. The forces and torques acting on
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the quadcopter structure expressed in body frame can be written as:


Fx

Fy

Fz

 = (
4∑
i=1

|Ti|)


0

0

1

+


Wx

Wy

Wz

 (2.80)


τx

τy

τz

 =


L pT (s2

2 − s2
4)

L pT (s2
3 − s2

1)

pQ(−s2
1 + s2

2 − s2
3 + s2

4)

 (2.81)

Where Wx,Wy,Wz are the induced aerodynamical forces acting on the vehicle when

it is away from hover state. L is the length of vehicle’s arm (distance between center

of the quadcopter and the effective thrust point). These can be modeled as linear or

nonlinear functions of translational velocities. The aerodynamical parameters can be

obtained through wind tunnel testing or CFD simulations. Further detailed discussion

of quadrotor dynamics and modeling effects can be found in [32]. Using equations

2.74–2.81, we can write the gathering equations that represent the effect of the low

level inputs of engine thrust an torques on the system states.

ṗx = vx, ṗy = vy, ṗz = vz

φ̇ = ωx + sφ tθ ωy + cφ tθ ωz

θ̇ = cφ ωy − sφ ωz

ψ̇ = sφ
cθ
ωy + cφ

cθ
ωz

(2.82)


v̇x

v̇y

v̇z

 = −g


0

0

1

+
∑4
i=1 |Ti|
m


cψ sθ cφ+ sψ sφ

sψ sθ cφ− cψsφ

cθ cφ

−

Wx

Wy

Wz

 (2.83)
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φ̈

θ̈

ψ̈

 = J−1




τx

τy

τz

−Q

φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇




Q is 3× 3 matrix with elements Qij :

Q11 = 0

Q12 = (Jyy − Jzz)(θ̇ cφ sφ+ ψ̇s2φcθ) + (Jzz − Jyy)ψ̇ c2φ cθ − Jxxψ̇ cθ

Q13 = (Jzz − Jyy)ψ̇ cφ sφ c2θ

Q21 = (Jzz − Jyy)(θ̇ cφ sφ+ ψ̇ sφcθ) + (Jyy − Jzz)ψ̇c2φ cθ + Jxxψ̇ cθ

Q22 = (Jzz − Jyy) φ̇ cφsφ

Q23 = −Jxxψ̇ sθ cθ + Jyyψ̇ s
2φ sθ cθ + Jzzψ̇ c

2φ sθ cθ

Q31 = (Jyy − Jzz)ψ̇ c2θ sφ cφ− Jxx θ̇ cθ

Q32 = (Jzz − Jyy)(θ̇ cφ sφ sθ + φ̇ s2 φ cθ) + (Jyy − Jzz) φ̇ c2φcθ

+Jxxψ̇ sθ cθ − Jyy ψ̇ s2 φsθ cθ − Jzzψ̇ c2φsθ cθ

Q33 = (Jyy − Jzz)φ̇ cφ sφ c2θ − Jyyθ̇ s2φ cθ sθ − Izz θ̇ c2φ cθ sθ + Jxx θ̇ cθ sθ

(2.84)

2.4.2 Quadcopter Trajectory Control

In this part, general concepts of quadcopter control techniques is introduced as prepa-

ration for the iterative learning approach for quadcopter navigation. The simplest

form for controlling quadcopter UAVs is cascaded PID control where each control

level is handled by a separate loop. The lowest level control is handled by the Elec-

tronic Speed Controller which control the input power to the engine to achieve the

target rotational speed. The second level of control handles the thrust and torque

generated. The model relating these quantities to the engines speeds are assumed to
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be known from the propulsion system specifications or via experimental thrust, torque

measurement setup. In our discussion, the total thrust and torques about the three

axes are the inputs to the vehicle. The next level of control is attitude control and

stabilization which is handled by its own PID controller. The next levels of control

are altitude, velocity, and position. Figure 2.32 shows the different control levels that

is used in many of the auto-pilot controllers.

Figure 2.32: The hierarchy of control implementation in multirotors UAV

Two levels of control are discussed here, the first is stabilizing altitude and atti-

tude which means a controller that steer the quadcopter from an initial altitude and

orientation to another target altitude and orientation. The second controller is tra-

jectory control where the thrust and torques generated aims to track some position

trajectory. The change in forces is converted to change of acceleration then velocity

and finally positions in three dimensional space.

Let us denote the initial altitude and attitude angles with pzi , φi, θi, and ψi,

respectively. The target states are denoted by pzd , φd, θd, and ψd. Some linear

assumptions are assumed for this controller. The goal is reaching the desired state.

Performance is not crucial at this point. The four control inputs are the total thrust
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T and the three torques τx, τy, and τz. The errors and their derivatives are given by:

ez = pzd − pz, ėz = ṗzd − ṗz

eφ = φd − φ, ėφ = φ̇d − φ̇

eθ = θd − θ, ėθ = θ̇d − θ̇

eψ = ψd − ψ, ėψ = ψ̇d − ψ̇

(2.85)

Consider the following PD feedback control that manipulate the four inputs to move

the system to the desired state starting at an initial state:

T = m
cφ cθ

(KPz ez +KDz ėz + g)

τx = Jxx(KPφ eφ +KDφ ėφ)

τy = Jyy(KPθ eθ +KDθ ėθ)

τz = Jzz(KPψ eψ +KDψ ėψ)

(2.86)

The commanded speed to individual motor is given by:

s2
1 = T

4pT
− τy

2pT L
− τz

4pQ

s2
2 = T

4pT
− τx

2pT L
+ τz

4pQ

s2
3 = T

4pT
+ τy

2pT L
− τz

4pQ

s2
4 = T

4pT
+ τz

2pT L
+ τz

4pQ

(2.87)

A trajectory can be characterized by a time series of position vector and heading

[px(t), py(t), pz(t), ψ(t)]. We can compute the desired acceleration trajectories from

the desired position vector. Neglecting the aerodynamic effect, we can write the

thrust in terms of acceleration vector:

T = mRT


p̈x

p̈y

p̈z + g

 (2.88)
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The desired thrust, roll, and pitch angles are given by:

Td = m(p̈x(sθ cψ cφ+ sψ sφ) + p̈y(sθ sψ cφ− cψ sφ) + (p̈z + g)cθ cφ)

φd = arcsin( p̈x sψ−p̈y cψ
p̈2
x + p̈2

y + (p̈z+g)2 )

θd = arcsin( p̈x cψ+p̈y sψ

p̈z+g
)

(2.89)

The desired rotational velocity and acceleration can be calculated from φd, θd, and

ψd. Then, the torque control inputs are computed using equation 2.82.

2.4.3 Quadcopter Iterative Learning Simulation

2.4.3.1 Quadcopter 2D Simulation

A two dimensional model of quadcopter is initially considered to simulate the proposed

learning approach. The number of states are reduced to six states (pz, ṗz, py, ṗy, φ, ωx)

considering two translational (py and pz) and one rotational (roll, φ) axes. The pitch

and yaw axes are assumed to be stabilized using inner feedback loop that minimizes

the angles and rotational speeds around those axes, θ ≈ 0, ψ ≈ 0, ωy ≈ 0, and ωz ≈ 0.

The 2D model dynamics are derived from equation 2.82:

p̈z = 1
m

cos(φ)
∑4

i=1 Ti − g

p̈y = − 1
m

sin(φ)
∑4

i=1 Ti

ω̇x = L
Jxx

(T2 − T4)

(2.90)

The inputs are engine thrusts u = [T1 T2 T3 T4]T , the thrust-speed model can

be derived from engine/propeller specifications or by experimentation. In this setup,

the thrust of the rotors along the xaxis are approximately equal for mass balanced

vehicles, T1 ≈ T3. If this is not the case then their nominal values can be computed.

It is sufficient to replace the four inputs with two inputs which are the total thrust and

the torque about the x-axis, u = [
∑4

i=1 Ti τx ]. For the rest of this section, we will
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denote the total thrust by T for simplicity. The state vector is x = [ py vy pz vz φ ωx ].

The dynamics in 2.90 can be written in standard discrete time state space form:

x1(k) = x1(k) + ts x2(k)

x2(k) = x2(k) + ts
1
m

sin(x5(k))u1(k)

x3(k) = x3(k) + ts x4(k)

x4(k) = x4(k) + ts ( 1
m

cos(x5(k))u1(k)− g)

x5(k) = x5(k) + ts x6(k)

x6(k) = x6(k) + ts
1
Jxx
u2(k)

(2.91)

Environmental constraints on positions, safety constraints on states, and input

saturation are defined by:

0 ≤ Ti ≤ Tmax

−τxmax ≤ τx ≤ τxmax

xmin ≤ x(k) ≤ xmax

(2.92)

2.4.3.2 PID Feedback Control of Quadcopter

The initial control and state trajectories used in the iterative learning simulations

are generated via feedback control. The PD controller is introduced in this section

and closed-loop results are presented. The objective of this controller is to steer the

system from an initial state x0 to a final state xd with no time restrictions. Let us

define the following functions of error for y–z position and roll angle:

dy = Kpy(pyd − py) +Kdy(ṗyd − ṗy)

dz = Kpz(pzd − pz) +Kdz(ṗzd − ṗz)

dφ = Kpφ(φd − φ) +Kdφ(ωxd − ωx)

φd = arcsin( −dy
dy2+(dz+g)2 )

(2.93)
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The two control inputs, total thrust and torque, can be computed directly from the

above error functions:

T = m (g + dz) cos(φd)− dy sin(φd))

τx = Jxx dφ
(2.94)

The parameters used in the simulation example are shown in table 2.3. The nominal

thrust required to hover is equal to the weight of the vehicle (mg) which is approx-

imately 4.9N . Starting from hovering at the initial position, our goal is to reach

at the final position and hover. In other words, the trajectory starts with (φ ≈ 0,

ωx ≈ 0) and ends with the same values. The final state condition will be further

relaxed later when introducing learning. The target state is achieved with N0 = 311.

The states and inputs are shown in figures 2.33 and 2.34, respectively. Note that the

designed PID does not go through a long systematic tuning process. Its main goal is

to general any possible feasible trajectory. The quality of the initial trajectory affects

the iterative learning converged solution. Starting with a different initial trajectory,

results in different results at termination in general. The resulting py − pz position

trajectory is shown in figure 2.35.

Parameter Value Unit Parameter Unit Value
m 0.5 kg Kpy 1.9
g 9.81 m/s2 Kdy 7.1
ts 0.05 s Kpz 0.85
Jxx 5× 10−3 kgm2 Kdz 1.8
pyi 0 m Kpφ 4.5
pzi 0.5 m Kdφ 2.85
pyd 5 m T [0,10] N
pzd 1.5 m τx [-0.3,0.3] N.m
vx [-3,3] m/s vy [-3,3] m/s

Table 2.3: Quadcopter Model and Control Parameters.
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Figure 2.33: Actual system outputs using PID control

Figure 2.34: The PID thrust and torque control inputs

2.4.3.3 Iterative Learning, Single Trajectory

The objective of the iterative learning in this example is to reduce the overall naviga-

tion time N j∗ < N0. There is no obstacles constraints are considered for this example.

So the trajectories are allowed to deviate freely. However, at each iteration, the new
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Figure 2.35: The two dimensional position trajectory output from using a PID con-
troller

trajectory is constrained with the current trajectory. The iteration is repeated with

tighter input deviation constraints when the deviation exceeds the limits.

The control and state trajectories generated using feedback control is used to

initialize the iterative learning process. The dynamical model in 2.91 is assumed to

be unknown. It is treated as black-box where we are able to measure the response for

a given input. Let us define an approximate model with the same number of states

and inputs. The nominal model is given by:

x1(k) = x1(k) + ts x2(k)

x2(k) = x2(k) + ts g x5(k)

x3(k) = x3(k) + ts x4(k)

x4(k) = x4(k) + ts (g − u1(k))x5(k)

x5(k) = x5(k) + ts x6(k)

x6(k) = x6(k) + ts k u2(k)4

(2.95)

Feeding the same inputs in figure 2.34 to the nominal model generates different

outputs as shown in figure 2.36. Note that the response of the nominal model diverges
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Figure 2.36: Nominal model response for the same PID control input stabilizing the
actual system

with the same input that stabilizes the actual system. The iterative learning process

is initialized with the PID control trajectory, x0 (6 × 311) and u0 (2 × 311). The

input deviation is |du| ≤ [0.1 0.01]T . The iterative learning approach discussed in

2.3.3 is executed to improve the overall navigation time from the same initial to the

same final state. In this example, the system start and end at hover state. Figure

2.37 shows the two dimensional position vector for a subset of iterations. Learning

termination occurs at j = 28 when no better performance can be achieved by solving

the optimization multiple time with different constraint of the allowed deviation. In

each one of these cases, the optimizer vector is less than a threshold value that is

a design parameter. The deviation threshold can be selected as the minimum input

value that results in a measurable output deviation. The control inputs for these six

trials are shown in figure 2.38. The different figures axes limits are kept the same

for easier comparison. At termination, the trajectory time is N28 = 213 with around

32% less time compared to the initial trajectory.
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Figure 2.37: The position trajectory of the actual system for different iterations

2.4.3.4 Iterative Learning, Trajectory Concatenation and Re-learning

The idea of a single trajectory learning will be further generalized. Let us considers

two more single trajectory learning problem similar to the first example. The first

trajectory is denoted by tr1 and starts at xi1 = [1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0] and terminates at

xf1 = [2; 0; 3; 0; 0; 0]. The second trajectory is denoted by tr2 and starts at the

final states of the first trajectory xi2 = xf1 and terminates at xf2 = [6; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0].

Applying the iterative learning approach for both trajectory yield the results in figure

2.39 and 2.40 for the first and second trajectories, respectively. For the first trajectory,

the learning terminates at j = 17 with trajectory time reduced from N0 = 264 to

N17 = 136 (48%). The learning termination for the second trajectory occur at j = 9

resulting in time reduction from N0 = 342 to N9 = 277 (19%). Let us consider the

navigation task shown in figure 2.41 where the quadcopter UAV is required to navigate

from a starting position of xqi = [1; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0] and landing at xqf = [6; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0] in

the presence of an obstacle that cover an area defined by the red shaded object. Note

that the coordinates are relative to some reference position which can be for instance

the Home position. We also assume no deviation in the x-axis which makes rotating
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Figure 2.38: Iterative learning control inputs for different iterations

around the obstacle not possible. One can notice that one possible safe trajectory to

accomplish the objective is formed by concatenating the trajectories tr∗1 and tr∗2. .

Figure 2.41 shows how the trajectories are connected to form an initial feasible

trajectory. These trajectories are executed sequentially starting at xi1 and reaching a
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Figure 2.39: Initial and converged input and output trajectories for tr1

hover state at xf1(xi2) and start executing the second input trajectory. The navigation

task can be accomplished within N0 = N∗1 + N∗2 = 413. We aim to iteratively learn

the new formed trajectory generated from the two sub trajectories to improve the

overall navigation time. Less weight is imposed on the state constraints around the

intersection point which is assumed to be a hover point. In other words, a new

intermediate state is introduced where the terminating points of the first trajectory
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Figure 2.40: Initial and converged input and output trajectories for the tr2

are attracted to the initial points of the second trajectory:

xi2 + σ1 ≤ xf1 − α : xf1 ≤ xi2 + σ2 (2.96)

where the variables α, σ1, and σ2 are positive integers. Figure 2.42 shows a subset

of the iterations for the complete trajectory starting with the initial trajectory x0 =

[xtr1 ;xtr2 ] and u0 = [utr1 ;utr2 ]. The learning termination occurs at j = 30 with the

total navigation time N30 = 339 which result in 18% time improvement compared to
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the initial trajectory. The control trajectories for five iterations is shown in figure 2.43.

Although the initial trajectory is formed by concatenating two converged solutions,

we were still be able to enhance the performance further. This example illustrates the

possibility of re-learning from a combination of already known trajectories. Therefore,

making this learning framework suitable for practical applications.

Figure 2.41: Trajectory concatenation and re-learning example

2.4.3.5 Iterative Learning in Close-Loop System

The iterative learning approach is applied here on the closed loop system where the

desired setpoint is the input to the close-loop system. The actual system is represented

by the same system in equation 2.91. The nominal model is given by:

x1(k) = x1(k) + ts x2(k)

x2(k) = x2(k) + ts g x5(k)

x3(k) = x3(k) + ts x4(k)

x4(k) = x4(k) + ts c1(u1(k)/m− g)

x5(k) = x5(k) + ts x6(k)

x6(k) = x6(k) + ts c2 u2(k)

(2.97)
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Figure 2.42: Position output of the concatenated trajectory for different iterations

The objective is to navigate from a starting position [2, 2] to the end position

[4, 4]. It is required that the same PD controller stabilizes the nominal model and the

actual system. The same controller in table 2.3 is able to steer the nominal model to

the same target. The two dimensional position for both the actual system and the

nominal model is shown in figure 2.44 with constant setpoint. Our goal is to find a

varying setpoint trajectories that result in faster response. The desired setpoint will

be denoted by v(k) to avoid confusion with the actual input to the system. The two

control inputs of thrust and torque is now replaced with six inputs that represent the

desired states vectors representing the two position components, two velocities, roll

angle, and angular velocity. The close-loop system combining the nominal system
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Figure 2.43: Torque and thrust inputs for the combined trajectory

and the controller can be written as:

x1(k) = x1(k) + ts x2(k)

x2(k) = x2(k) + ts g x5(k)

x3(k) = x3(k) + ts x4(k)

x4(k) = −Kpz ts x3(k) + (1−Kdz ts)x4(k) + tsKpz v3(k) + tsKdz v4(k)

x5(k) = x5(k) + ts x6(k)

(2.98)
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x6(k) = −α tsKpθKpy x1(k)− α tsKpφKdy x2(k)− tsKpφ x5(k)

+(1− tsKdφ)x6(k) + α tsKpφKpyv1(k) + α tsKpφKdyv2(k)

+tsKdφ v6(k)

(2.99)

The two dimensional position output for the actual system and the nominal model is

shown in figure 2.44. The selected nominal model well approximate the actual system

for this specific navigation objective. If the model output considerably differs from

the actual output, it would be challenging to find one controller that stabilizes both

and satisfy the constraints.

Figure 2.44: Actual system and nominal model output using the same PID controller

The iterative learning approach is executed iteratively utilizing the system output

and the closed-loop model shown in equation 2.99. For trials where the trajecto-

ries diverge from the current trajectory, the iteration is terminated and repeated

after reducing the maximum allowed deviation and relaxing the time penalization.

The learning convergence occurs at j = 83 with time reduction from N0 = 199 to

N83 = 112 (44%). Figure 2.45 shows py and pz positions for some iterations. The

corresponding input setpoints trajectories v1(k) and v3(k) for these iterations are
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shown in figure 2.47. Faster response can be achieved by varying the setpoints from

their nominal values, xf for this example. For direct comparison, the initial constant

positions setpoint trajectories are shown on the same figure 2.45 along with the input

trajectories at convergence.

Figure 2.45: The close-loop position output of the actual system for different iterations

Figure 2.46: The input position setpoints trajectories for the initial and final iterations
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Figure 2.47: The input setpoints trajectories for different iterations

2.4.3.6 Simscape Physical System Simulation

The presented iterative learning approach is simulated in a realistic simulation setup

where the model components are separately simulated and the system response is

solved utilizing nonlinear solvers. The selected simulation example is SimScape, a

physical model simulator by Mathworks. Since the learning function is implemented

using Matlab functions, the integration with Simulink and SimScape is simplified.

The quadcopter system in is designed using Solidworks engineering design software.
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Each component is designed and imported separately to Simscape where geometrical

relations are introduced. To reduce computational requirements for visualization, the

number of components is minimized to th main frame, four engines assemblies and

propellers. The main components of the simulation setup as shown in figure 2.48 are:

• Part Import: the imported parts need to be initialized with a nominal orienta-

tion and relative positions. For simplicity, we can define a coordinate around

the main part, for instance, the frame in this example and other components are

positioned relative to that frame. Different types of mates can be introduced to

create the system assembly. Two types are considered, fixed mate between the

engines and the frame, and axial rotation between each motor-propeller pair.

• Graphical Model: defines the visual properties of each part and the components

display when static and while moving. The relation to other possible reference

axes can be introduced.

• Physical Model: the type of the system and its behavior is defined here. The

dynamical constraints can be introduced and connected to different states. This

is connected to the graphical model and the solver to update the system state.

• Sensor Placement: the physical model block ideally output the state of the 6-dof

object but we might be interested in the state of the system with respect to an-

other reference different from the global frame assumed in the simulation. This

utility enables introducing virtual sensors attached to different components, for

instance, explicitly measuring engine speed for a given torque.

• Simulink Solver: takes the input to the system and solve for the updated state

of the nonlinear system.

• Cascaded PID Controller: implemented in Simulink to generate the initial fea-

sible trajectory needed for the iterative learning approach.
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• Iterative Learning Function: it receives the updated trajectory of state from

the sensor module and update the input for the next trial.

Figure 2.48: Simscape physical system simulation setup

Three navigation examples are considered as shown in Fig. 2.49. Point to point

navigation in space as fast as possible while staying inside safe envelope. The sec-

ond example is a parabolic path in Y-Z plane where motion direction changes with

respect to gravity force throughout the navigation course. In the third example, the

quadcopter UAV navigates through a sample maze while avoiding obstacles in the en-

vironment. In the presented simulation setup, no system identification is performed

on the imported physical model. Initial feasible trajectory x0(k) and u0(k) are found

using a PID output feedback control. A cascaded PID controllers are designed to sta-

bilize rotational speeds, attitude, velocity and position. Obstacle detection is handled

by a sensing module. The states of the quadcopter are assumed to be observable from

outputs. The discrete controller runs at 50 Hz. States and individual engine thrust
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inputs trajectories are used to initialize the iterative trajectory learning. Constraints

on input and state deviations are introduced to avoid divergence of learning. Itera-

tion terminates when no further improvement in navigation time can be achieved and

the input change is below a threshold value. The safety region is sufficiently large to

accommodate the vehicle size and allow trajectory deviation.

Figure 2.49: Three examples of navigation tasks in Simscape

Simulation results for a subset of iterations for the three presented navigation

examples are shown in Fig. 2.50, for Y Z position, total engine thrust,
∑4

i=1 Ti and

rotational speed about the x-axis in body frame, ωx which is directly proportional to

torque acting on that axis.

The objective of learning is minimizing navigation time. The fastest trajectory

from initial state to final state is not necessary the shortest path geometrically. For

each iteration, a number of waypoints on the trajectory is selected based on features

or equally separated. This allows partial learning if the final destination can not be

achieved using the current model and data or an obstacle is within small distance.

Waypoints are also useful for introducing new similar trajectories for the learning

routine. The input trajectories of thrust and rotational speed are shown in Fig. 2.50.

Higher input amplitude does not necessarily result in faster navigation. It is the right
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input sequence that produce better performance. Bigger free space envelope around

the initial trajectory allows more deviation and better improvement over time in gen-

eral. Tight spaces limit this deviation and therefore improvements resulting in faster

learning termination. For the presented simulation examples, the thrust limit for a

single engine is Ti ∈ [4, 8]N and the vehicle rotational speed limits is ωx ∈ [−1, 1]

rad/s. The amount of deviation in state and input between iterations is decided based

on system parameters, environmental constraints and geometry of trajectory. Select-

ing larger envelope can improve learning results but can cause intermediate divergence

or instability. On the other hand, tighter deviation envelope can limit exploration for

better trajectories. The amount of allowable deviation can be experimentally calcu-

lated. It can also be a function of the current state and the distance from obstacles.

The quality of the initial trajectory affects improvement. The UAV starts at hover

state and the final state is defined by a region centered at the target position. Initial

navigation times are 8.92, 12.04 and 6.48 seconds for the linear, parabolic and maze

trajectories respectively. Learning terminates at different iteration with navigation

time of 4.28, 6.78 and 3.36 seconds. The results shows reduction in navigation time

by 40–50%.

2.4.4 Experimental Validation

2.4.4.1 Experimental Setup

Flight testing is done in indoor environment at the flying arena of Robotics, Intelligent

Systems, and Control (RISC) Lab at KAUST. The volume of the arena is approxi-

mately (8.5×6×3) meters. The arena is equipped with OptiTrack Prime 17W motion

capture systems for accurate positioning of the vehicle. A number of special silver

plated markers are attached to the tracked object to allow the cameras to detect it

inside the captured volume. The cameras are connected to one switch hub with the

motion capture machine via Ethernet. The images are processed in a special software
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Figure 2.50: Position output of the actual system for different iterations with the
corresponding control inputs for the three navigation tasks

(Motive) in order to generate the vehicle pose estimate. This data is typically the 3D

position and orientation of the body.

A central control machine exists in the arena for general flight monitoring and

network management. The arena is covered by a 5 Ghz static wireless network using

a D-Link router that shows more communication robustness and less interference

compared to the 2.4 Ghz network. Different components in the setup are connected

using the Robot Operating System (ROS) which simplifies sharing of data between the

interconnected components. For more information on how ROS works, please refer

to [74]. The motion capture data is read using a ROS node and the pose feedback

in the global frame is sent to the quadcopter over the ROS wireless network. The

control station also runs QGroundControl flight management system for monitoring.

The quadcopter UAV used in this experiment is a custom built system. The pa-

rameters of different components is shown in table 2.4. The frame is a Storm 4, made
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of combination of glass fiber and carbon fiber. The propulsion subsystem consists of

a LiPo (Lithium-Polymer ) battery, four DJI E310 brushless engines and electronic

speed controller, and a power management module. Four self-tightening propellers

are used in the frame. A number of markers are attached to the frame to make it de-

tectable by the motion capture. The low-level control and engine interface is handled

by a MindPX flight controller running PX4 open-source firmware and MAVLINK

protocol for communication. The high-level control and WiFi communication with

the control station is handled by an onboard embedded Linux based computer, Odroid

XU4. The Odroid is connected to the flight controller serially to exchange data. The

quadcopter system used in the experiment is shown in figure 2.51.

Figure 2.51: Quadcopter system used in the experiment

The iterative learning algorithm runs on a separate PC connected to the same

network. In addition to the control function, a ROS node is established withing

Matlab to communicate with the ground station and the companion computer over

the wireless network. Before executing the trajectory learning routine, a feasible

trajectory is generated using manual control or the PX4 controller. The learned
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Quadcopter Frame Propulsion System

Spec. Value Spec. Value

Mass 1.6 Kg Engine kv 960 rpm/V

Max height 0.22 m Max Speed 10400 rpm

Diameter 0.42 m Max Thrust 25N

Material
Glass/Carbon

Fiber
Prop. Length 9 inch

Odroid XU4 MindPX

Spec. Value Spec. Value

Processor
2GHz

Cortex-A7 Octa
core

Processor
168 MHz ARM

Cortex

Memory 2GB Memory 256 KB

Firmware
Linux-Ubuntu

16.04
Firmware

PX4 1.80
Autopilot

Table 2.4: Quadcopter Experimental Setup Parameters.

trajectory should starts and terminates at the same positions as the initial target

trajectory. The trajectory data is sent from the motion capture computer to the

computer running the learning via ROS. The inputs are sent from the flight controller

to the computation machine through the companion computer wireless link. The

updated control trajectory is sent to the companion computer that sends it as a series

of setpoints to the flight controller via MAVROS. The new trajectory is executed

and the state feedback is sent to the learning function. The process is iteratively

repeated for a number of iterations or when the new control no longer improve the

time performance. A trial is terminated immaturely when the trajectory deviates

from the previous trajectory by some threshold value. Note that we assume that

the model parameters estimation is done with the best knowledge we have. The

nominal model considered does not account for aerodynamical effects of unbalanced

mass distribution. The experimental setup overview is shown in figure 2.52.
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Figure 2.52: Indoor flight experiment setup

2.4.4.2 Flight Trials

The indoor experiment is designed to validate the learning approach on a quadcopter

system. Since the system is unstable and the sensor measurement are noisy, we

apply the learning approach in the closed-loop setup. The quadcopter starts at hover

state at an initial position before a setpoint is commanded to the UAV. The target

position is achieved using the autopilot onboard PID controller. This trajectory is

used to initialize the closed-loop learning. Our objective is to compute the setpoint

trajectory deviations to decrease the overall trajectory time.

The quadcopter UAV starts at pi = (−2.5,−1.8, 0.5) meters and navigate diag-

onally to reach the position pf = (2.5, 1.8, 2) meters. The two points are defined

with respect to the center of the flying arena. The initial position and orientation
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Figure 2.53: Quadcopter Snapshot During Experiments

Figure 2.54: Initial System Output Trajectory

states trajectories are shown in figure 2.54. The general parameters of the quad-

copter such as mass and diameter are measured. The nominal model considered in
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Figure 2.55: Closed-loop Response of the Nominal Model

this experiment is a 12 states nonlinear model in equations 2.82–2.84 and the closed

loop response is achieved using the trajectory control in equations 2.86 and 2.89. The

same controller gains used in the quadcopter UAV stabilize the nominal model. The

closed-loop nominal model response is shown in figure 2.55. The deviation of inter-

mediate position states is (dx, dy, dz) = (0.5, 0.5, 0.2). The termination condition is

du < δumin. In this experiment, the termination occurs after 8 iterations. Between

every two consecutive iterations, the output of the system is used to compute the

input deviation for the next iteration. The input to the system is the desired position

setpoint u = (pxdesired
, pydesired

, pzdesired
). An iteration is prematurely terminated if the

trajectory crossed the allowed region. Initially, the input trajectories are constant

setpoints. Figure 2.56 shows the setpoint input trajectory for four trials. The ini-

tial and final setpoint trajectories are shown in figure 2.57. The navigation time at

termination is reduced by about 60%, N8 = 107 compared to the initial N0 = 265.

The control frequency in this experiment is 50 Hz. The 3D position trajectory for all

iterations is shown in figure 2.58. For one iteration (j = 7), the trajectory diverged so
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the trial is terminated prematurely and the constraints on control deviation is further

increased. The position trajectories for some iterations are shown in figure 2.59.

Figure 2.56: Input Setpoint For Four Different Iterations

2.5 Chapter Summary

A trajectory based iterative learning control approach is developed in this chapter.

For a given navigation task, an initial feasible control and output trajectories are uti-

lized along with the nominal model of the system to iteratively improve performance.

The navigation problem is formulated as a minimum time constrained optimal con-

trol problem and solved efficiently using Quadratic Programing. Before each trial, the

nominal model is linearized around the current trajectory and the control deviation

vector is computed offline for the next iteration. The method has been validated on

a simple nonlinear manipulator and quadcopter UAV simulations. The results shows

the effectiveness of the presented method in the open-loop and closed-loop configura-
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Figure 2.57: Initial and Final Position Setpoint Trajectory

Figure 2.58: 3D Position Trajectory of Different Trials
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Figure 2.59: Position Trajectories of Some Iterations

tions. A generalization of the navigation approach is illustrated through combining

trajectories and re-learning. An experimental setup is developed using Matlab and

ROS for indoor flight testing. The iterative learning acts on the commanded setpoints

to the UAV to improve overall navigation time. Experimental results shows that the

navigation time is reduced to less than half the time of the initial trajectory.
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Chapter 3

Multirotor Automated Modeling and Simulation System

3.1 Background and Motivation

There has been remarkable innovation and development in vehicle design and model-

ing of small and medium size UAVs. Additionally, these vehicles are standard testbeds

in several research fields, such as: robotics, control, estimation, computer vision and

artificial intelligence. Multicopters represent an excellent example of 6 six degrees of

freedom (6-DOF) dynamical system with highly nonlinear fast dynamics. This mo-

tivates the consideration of these platforms to develop various aspects of controllers

design and algorithms validation. This includes stability control, planning and navi-

gation, autonomy and learning approaches. Some examples of multicopters UAV uses

are presented in [51].

Working with multirotors UAVs often involves development of the experimental

setup. This can be achieved by purchasing fully working systems or building them.

The advantage of first option is saving time and debugging effort by considering turn

key solutions. However, these systems are often rigid in terms of hardware/software

structures and mostly offer limited access for developers. Building the system using

combination of off-the-shelf and self designed components has the advantage of high

customization and possible modularity for multi application utilization. The cost here

is development time to build the testbed. In research, the second model is common

due to the flexibility it offers specially the access to open-source software and hardware

which is a natural need for researchers. Available components combinations to build
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a multirotor system is limitless given the large number of manufacturers for every

single component. The selection is usually done based on recommendation and basic

calculations. Accurate simulation of such systems can be tedious because it involved

a lot of time spent on CAD design and simulator setup. In many cases, one simulates

a generic multirotor model then spent long time in the implementation phase because

it is very different setup.

The goal of this project is to develop a software system that automatically gener-

ates realistic simulation models using a user friendly environment. The software tool

is developed using Visual Studio platform and CAD software interface is enabled em-

ploying SolidWorks Application Program Interface (API). This API allows interacting

with the various CAD functionalities. Users choose parts properties or select com-

ponents from commercially available hardware library that is expendable. Then the

software create an assembly through SW API and run some analysis and simulations

to obtain the model. After that the CAD and mathematical models are generated

for the desired simulation software: MATLAB Simscape, Gazebo, and V-Rep.

3.2 Literature Review

Currently, some generic simulation toolboxes are available for researchers and devel-

opers, for instance [52]. These toolboxes provides examples of system models with

sample controllers that usually serves the educational goal. The challenge often is

getting a good enough model of real system that makes simulation more useful and

relevant. Model development usually involves multiple iterations of system identifica-

tion experiments in order to obtain a dynamical model. Some simulation software is

packed with physics engine solvers that offer a more realistic dynamical study. Some

examples that will be discussed further in this article are Matlab Simscape, V-Rep

and Gazebo [53], [54], [55], [56]. These simulators allow the user to model and simu-

late every component in multirotors including actuators, sensors and cameras. These
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simulation tools normally need higher computational and graphical requirements to

run compared with numerical simulators. Luckily, this challenge is gradually disap-

pearing with the rapid development of computer hardware and the reduced cost of

technology. The second challenge is the need to have a good geometrical representa-

tion of the system with mass distribution. This task is not trivial and usually involved

tremendous effort in CAD design of individual components and assembly creation.

There are different approaches for modeling and system identification of multi-

rotors UAVs. The structure mass and aerodynamics properties play major rule in

designing stabilizing and navigation controllers. The model might be simplified with

linear assumption or detailed to include modeling mass distribution and inertial sys-

tems in addition to thrust and power systems. Classically, the modeling process is

done experimentally by measuring the thrust generated by each rotor and torques

about vehicle’s center of gravity (COG). Mass of individual components can be mea-

sured and the inertia tensor can be computed analytically or experimentally [57].

Other modeling efforts aim to simplify the task by assuming fixed structure and ini-

tial guess of parameters that are tuned online using flight data. This achieved using

proper deterministic and stochastic estimation techniques [58]. CAD based design

and modeling tools have gained popularity in engineering research communities due

to rapid advancements in computer simulation capabilities. Faster CPUs and GPUs

allow us to run powerful engineering tools, such as, virtual wind tunnel studies using

embedded CFD solvers, force/torque analysis and inertial properties [59],[60], [61].

3.3 Multirotor Configurations

Multicoptor UAVs are actuated by a number of rotors that can be in different config-

uration around the center of vehicle [62], see figure 3.1. In this work we focus on the

three most popular multirotor platforms; quadcopters, hexacopter and octacopter dif-

fering in the number of rotors, four, six and eight respectively. Although they share
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similarity in motion mechanisms and modeling procedure, they differ from control

point of view since quadcopters are underactuated, hexacopter are fully actuated and

octacoptors are overactuated systems. Selection of the platform often depends on

research objectives and application. Below, we present the dynamics of quadcoptors

and leave discussing the other two. Dynamics and modeling of hexacopter and oc-

tacoptor are presented in [63] and [64] respectively. Different motion maneuvers and

poses can be achieved by varying the rotational speed of each rotors which is usually

called control inputs mixing.

Figure 3.1: Different Types of Multicopter Vehicles

3.4 System Identification and Dynamic Assembly

SolidWorks is the CAD software that is considered in this section and the coming

ones. A user might consider other CAD software tools depending on availability and

familiarity. Our choice is motivated by the user friendly interface and engineering tools

in the software [65]. The main and essential feature that is an enabler in this work

is the Application Program Interface (API) that allow interacting with SolidWorks

tools from other applications. Different tools that helps in model identification and

assembly creation are introduced in this section. Then, Macros and API are discussed

to show some examples of automating the process.
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Figure 3.2: Custom Designed Quadcopter Using Off-the-shelf Components

3.4.1 Material and Mass Properties

Mass of a part can be calculated or assigned to the part. If mass of the part is

known then it can be manually entered. The CAD software can compute the mass

of parts after material assignment that will define physical properties including den-

sities. Then, volume, mass and inertia of each part can be computed using Mass

Properties. Custom materials or densities can be defined if necessary. When gen-

erating an assembly of multiple parts, the total mass and center of gravity (COG)

is numerically computed using SolidWorks solvers. This is specially useful in giving

early feedback about the mass distribution in the model and assumptions on COG. If

the center of gravity is shifted dramatically from the model center, the designer may
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need to consider rearranging components. The inertia tensor, in equation 2.77, is

also computed using the same tool. The inertia and mass are model parameters that

are needed to describe the dynamics in the last section. It worth mentioning that

in general, we do not assume symmetry of the model and therefore the off-diagonal

terms in the inertia matrix are not necessarily zero.

3.4.2 Force and Torque Models

Another useful CAD modeling tool is the motion analysis and simulation. This tool-

box can be utilized to obtain the thrust and torque models generated by every rotor.

One can assume thrust and torque models as in equation 2.79. More detailed modeling

of rotor propulsion and back torque can be found in [32]. For the model we consider

the generated force and torque are quadratic functions of the rotor rotational speed

and the identification task melt down to find thrust and torque coefficients pT & pQ.

To apply this analysis in the most sufficient way, an assembly consisting of the frame

and engines are considered. The rotor speed effect is measured by introducing vir-

tual force and torque sensors. The rotation speed of rotors varies between zero and

maximum rotational speed, s0
i , s

1
i , s

2
i , ..., s

n
i where s0

i > 0 , sni < smax . smax is

the maximum motor speed usually measured in rotations per minute rpm and can

be found as part of manufactures’ engine specifications. An example of identified pa-

rameters is shown in figure 3.3. More advanced analysis related to friction and heat

can be done but this is omitted here because it is beyond the scope of this work.

3.4.3 Flow Simulation and Aerodynamical Effect

Further analysis is carried out to understand the force and torque models affecting

the full multirotor model, this time with the full setup of all components. Flow

Simulation Toolbox in SolidWorks is used to compute the forces and torques on

airframe during various flight conditions. This is achieved using the software built-in
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Figure 3.3: Left: Force and Moment of Brushless Motor and Propeller. Right: Mo-
tor/Propeller Model ID Setup In SolidWorks Motion Analysis Toolbox

computational fluid dynamics solvers. This study is valuable for design optimization

and performance assessment. We mention here some studies and analysis that can

be done using air flow simulator.

• Lift Force: is studied by rotating the four engines at variable speeds, this results

in lift force in body frame z-axix. Figure 3.4 shows airspeed cut plot around

propellers. The total generated thrust should be good enough to lift and at

least 1.5-3 times more than the weight. Engine and propeller size is constrained

by other components in the system such as frame size and power devices.

• Aerodynamical Drag : effect starts to appear when quadcopter vehicle is away

from the hover state where attitudes and rates are close to zeros. In many

contexts, this effect is ignored when modeling and being considered as part of

the noise that can be compensated by feedback controllers. When multirotors

move at high speed or execute agile maneuvers, the influence of drag is am-

plified and may affect control performance. A good approximate model of air

drag is considering a linear function of translational velocity in body frame.

Other effects like Blade Flapping are not modeled separately in the current

context. The advancing blade of the rotor generates more lift compared to the

retreating blade which causes inconsistency in the generated lift and therefore
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creating oscillation in the rotor blade. Flapping occur mainly when translating

in horizontal plane. Flow simulation is used to calculate the drag effect on the

airframe under different orientations and velocities.

• Vorticity and Turbulence: vorticity occurs when distance between center of

quadcopter and center of rotor is small and gets attenuated as displacement

becomes larger. The effective overall thrust is also reduced as the points of

thrust get away from the center of gravity. Stabilizing and controlling the system

become harder as vorticity increases. So it is a compromise choice between more

thrust and more stability in the system. Figure 3.5 shows low vorticity air profile

around the quadrotor.

• Optimizing Frame Design: when designing a new frame, choice of material and

thickness profile are essential to minimize vibration during flight. This results

in lower noise affecting visual and inertial sensing systems.

• Components Reconfiguration: Redistribution of components around the frame

body can be optimized. Furthermore, right selection of motor and propeller

combinations along with the corresponding power devices can lead to better

operation time and performance. CAD software tools allows iterating over dif-

ferent possible configurations.

3.4.4 Assembly and Smart Mating

Prior to introducing the developed software tool, we present here some mechanisms to

unify parts representation. Then the concept of smart mating is discussed. In order

to generate an assembly, a number of parts is assumed to be created already. It can

be in the form of library that includes parts of various types, such as frames, engines,

batteries, propellers, ... etc. Mating massless surfaces are generated for each part and

mate properties is saved in a special file that is attached to the corresponding part.
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3.4.4.1 Component Representation

: Multirotor parts are directly or indirectly attached to the frame. In order to make

the smart mating process well managed, we introduce multiple classes and subclasses

of parts as follows:

• Airframe

Parameters: number of rotors, size, base length, base width, arm length, arm

width, engine mount diameter, thickness (if uniform), material, color.

• Engine

Parameters: mass, maximum diameter, minimum diameter, hub size, color, wire

length, wire type, hole spacing, shaft, hight, KV, input voltage.

• Propeller

Parameters: material, hub size, blade length and width, pitch, number of blades.

• Power

Subclasses:

– Battery

Parameters: type, width, length, hight, wire length, wire type, weight,

number of cells, capacity, connector type.

– Speed Controllers (ESC)

Parameters: length, width, hight, weight, engine connector length, engine

connector type, battery connector length, flight controller connector.

– Voltage Regulator

Currently supports only some standard components.

• Hardware A

This class contains control and communication components. The parameters in
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all subclasses are dimensions and weight. No custom parts are supported in this

class. Subclasses are flight controller, telemetry module, companion computers

and RC receiver.

• Hardware B

This class is similar to the previous in terms of parameters and customization

and is dedicated to different forms of sensing systems. Subclasses are GPS

module, Range Finder, Camera, Stereo camera.

Figure 3.4: Airspeed Around Propellers
(Red: Max Speed, Blue: Min Speed)

Figure 3.5: Air Profile Around copter
(Red: Max Speed, Blue: Min Speed)

Component parameters are used to generate each individual custom part based on

pre generated special procedure for every component. Some parameters are optional

where default values are used if not entered. Other parameter are essential for mod-

eling (like material, size of frame or propeller blade characteristics) or compatibility

(motor hub and propeller hub). Based on this process, each part in the CAD soft-

ware will have an accompanied description text file describing its class, parameters

and compatible mating classes, for instance, a propeller can not be mated directly to

an airframe. There are different approaches to generate assembly parts:

1. Full model drawing : Prior engineering design skills is required with dedicated
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time for CAD drawing. Models can be created very close to reality in terms of

properties geometry and visualization

2. CAD template modification: this techniques is employed in our development

where we create a library of generic parts with the ability to modify geometry

and properties.

3. Macro file modification: a macro file can be generated for the design or mate

process. This might sometimes face issued if parts are changed and a Macro is

not modified properly.

4. Solidworks API : through the Application Program Interface, users can interact

with the CAD software tools from an external application. SolidWorks Macros

and API are discussed in more details in the next section.

3.4.4.2 Smart Mating:

Component description file is essential for generating the individual parts CAD mod-

els. In order to combine these parts into sub-assemblies and full system assembly,

information related to mating rules need to be defined. For each part, a mate de-

scription file is generated which defines virtual surface and entities created using

SolidWorks sketch tools. Fixed names are assigned to those entities to allow consis-

tency when mating the parts. Each mate entity is assigned allowable mated parts

to avoid errors when automating the process. An example of an airframe with high-

lighted mate surfaces is shown in figure 3.6. For instance, the mate at the far ends of

four arms accepts only parts of type ”engine”. Some entities like surfaces on top or

center can accept multiple part types like antennas, GPS or RC receivers. Parts mate

configuration files will provide platform flexibility toward automating the process of

multirotos model generation.
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Figure 3.6: Custom Quadrotor frame with highlighted smart mating surfaces

To further illustrate the use of smart mating. Consider the Hexacopter in figure

3.7. Special engine mates surfaces are created for airframes. In opposite side, airframe

mate surfaces are created for engines. Two different engines are shown in the figure,

on the right picture (Multistar Engines) and on the left picture (E-Max Engines).

Adding the mate surfaces to all parts make exchanging engines on the same airframe

is a straight forward mission. Now, we will look at two automation approaches;

Macros and API.
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of Smart Mating With Two Different Type of Engines

3.4.5 SolidWorks Macros & API

SolidWorks API allows developers to use recorded Macros as well as standalone

applications supporting multiple programing languages such as, C + +, C# and

V isualBasic.NET . Macro recording and editing is embedded in the software but

in order to access full functionality of the API, SolidWorks API SDK should be

downloaded and configured [66]. Macros are special recorded commands that call

the software API in order to execute CAD related commands, such as, sketching,
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dimensioning, mating ... etc. Macros can be used to do repetitive CAD tasks in a

faster and consistent way. It can be either recorded using SW tools or written using

the embedded editor [67]. Sub-assemblies for instance can be generated separately

and saved before adding it to the main assembly; power or propulsion systems sub-

assemblies. We use macros to construct and save sub-systems which greatly enhance

model generation experience. Some of Macro uses are:

• Part Generation: this is used in the form of part templates for various compo-

nents in multirotor to allow customization by the user.

• Subassembly: as mentioned above, macros can greatly speed up the model gen-

eration process by running multiple CAD instances where each handles one or

more sub-assembly.

• Parts Mating: in our library we assume consistency of naming of entities in every

class of components. This enables introducing smart mating given parts are pre

oriented. Figure 3.7 shows an example of using similar Macros to mate different

propellers to the same engine. If parts already exist in the library (three parts

in this example), several allowable combinations of components can be created

through Macros. This contributes to modularity of the developed application.

• Part Dynamic Modification: main parameters in each class or sub-class of com-

ponents have unique identifiers. These entities can be modified to scale parts

or generate totally new ones.

• Motion Analysis: to start force/torque study and save and read the simulation

results in order to automate modeling processes.

• Model Check: run diagnostics on parts or assemblies to figure possible incompat-

ibilities or sources of rendering errors. This is essential for model visualization

and export to simulators.
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Figure 3.8: Macro Recording Example for Subassembly Generation

The developed standalone application CopterCAD automatically saves macros of

processes done throughout its execution. For a fresh use, it does combination of calling

API commands directly and running Macros. More details on API utilization for

CAD automation are presented in [68],[69]. SolidWorks API offer the customization

requirements needed for the multirotor modeling and CAD generation platform that

is presented in section 3.6.

3.5 Multicopters Simulation Software

Multirotors simulators are effective tools for development in aerial robotics. They

provide ultra realistic real-time simulation and visualization of vehicles enabled by

advancement in computational and graphical hardware capabilities. These simula-

tors have their embedded solvers and physics engine which allows studying the actual

system model beyond mathematical models simulations. In our model generation soft-

ware, we consider three of the most popular simulators in within multirotors research

communities, Simscape by MathWorks, V-rep by Coppelia Robotics and Gazebo. Here

we present quick overview of the simulation structure for each and files that need to

be generated through the automated generation process discussed in the next section.
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3.5.1 MathWorks Simscape

Simscape is an add-on to Matlab software. It enables the development of physical

models and visualize them within Simulink [70]. Models can be created using the

embedded editor or can be imported from a CAD software like SolidWorks using

Simscape Multibody Link Plug-In. Although the plug-in automatically execute Sim-

scape model generation, it is still worth presenting its files structure. This will allow

automated remote modifications of parameters if needed. Files generated by SW ex-

port are geometry files for all parts in assembly and an XML multibody description

file that includes model parameters, relations and definition of moving joints. Figure

3.9 illustrates the import process from SolidWorks to Simscape.

Figure 3.9: Simscape Model Import Process

In addition to the standard generated files, a simulink model of the identified sys-

tem is generated by the developed application. Other files describing the gravitational

and environmental effects are automatically created along with some diagnosis and

plotting functions.

The user input to the simulation model are the rotational speed of the rotors s1, s2,

s3, and s4 or thrust and torques, outputs are 12 states, 6 translation motion positions
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Figure 3.10: Simscape/Simulink Quadcopter Simulation

and velocities and 6 rotational motion attitude and rotational speeds. Design of

variety of controllers and estimation techniques can be developed or merged from

available Simulink model and Matlab functions. Model and functions are saved in

the application library as templates for each type of multicopter vehicles. Figure 3.10

shows an example of imported Simscape model with its graphical representation.

3.5.2 V-Rep Simulation

V-rep simulator offers high flexibility through a rich API and interfaces to several soft-

ware and programming languages [53]. Vehicle control in V-rep can be accomplished

using local in-software scripts, or externally through API. The built in scripting lan-

guage is based on Lua and the multiple scripts can be written for the same model,

e.g. main script, child script, joint control callback script ... etc. The UAV script

embedded in the software is used to generate control scripts. External control can

be done through ROS (Robotics Operating System) [71] or Matlab/SimulinK [72],[73]

interfacing utilizing V-rep remote-API.

The setup that are currently supported by CopterCAD software are Matlab-V-rep

simulation and simple hover Lua script. The local (.lua) script, that is automatically

generated, is an updated version of the available script where more complex nonlinear
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Figure 3.11: V-REP Model Generation Process

dynamics of multirotors are considered and customized with the subject model pa-

rameters. The generated matlab functions includes remote-api library, configuration

function and motor command and hover control functions. The generation process

is illustrated in figure 3.11. Control design can be done in Matlab or Simulink and

simulation with the physics engine can be done through Matlab and remote-API or

by directly implementing the control script in V-rep.

3.5.3 Gazebo Simulation

Gazebo is an open source simulation platform currently compatible with Linux OS

[55]. In research and development, Gazebo combined with ROS [74] has increasing

popularity motivated by the simulator capabilities and modular open-source soft-

ware architecture. The main files associated with Gazebo simulations are world file

(describes environment), model file (dynamic definition and relations) and model ge-

ometry (CAD files). These files are automatically generated using the CopterCAD

application starting from a solidwork assembly. Templates of world and models are
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created with the help of [75] and customized to represent different multicopter frames.

Figure 3.12 shows process of generating the files.

Figure 3.12: Gazebo Model Generation

The generated Gazebo files are:

• Geometric Files: Gazebo supports multiple formats. The model here is con-

verted to STL files for propellers and rest of airframe. STL export is done with

lower resolution in order to reduce triangles and file size. This makes simulation

lighter on cpu and visuals rendering smoother.

• MultiCoptor Gazebo Model: this file define the model parameters in Gazebo

format that also describe relations.

• Gazebo World: it describes the simulation environment parameters and visuals.

Geometric files are needed for model definition and model files are included in the

world file. We assume that the control of a multirotor model is done through ROS.

The interface between Gazebo and ROS is established in a way similar to [75]. A ROS
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package, for interfacing and two basic control nodes, is also generated. The first node

create topics to control motor speeds and the second is a tunable hover controller.

3.6 CopterCAD Application

The application is an automation tool to generate multirotors’ CAD models, identify

system parameters, and interface files of simulators. It allows using components from

a library or custom defined parts by user. Software application development, structure

and GUI are discussed in addition to time performance and modeling assessment

and validation. CoptorCAD application is programmed with C# language utilizing

Microsoft Visual Studio and SolidWork API. The application is currently built for

Windows OS as a proof of concept in addition to the constraint of CAD software

supported OS.

3.6.1 Software Structure

The software tool is composed of two main components. The first component relies on

offline file entities generation and second component is online execution for custom

automated generation. Offlline part include constructing the library of hardware

components, creating model templates, generating simulator interface files and other

related configuration files. The tool is made with modularity in mind. In addition

to model customization, user can choose which partial operations are needed in case

complete generation is not required.

Component Generation:

The main building block for this system is the component generation and preparation

process. For part CAD generation, two forms of data are needed: 1) part dimensions

and 2) technical parameters. A standard dynamic SolidWorks part is made for ev-

ery class of components. This can help in generating user defined new components.
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Figure 3.13: Automated Component Generation Process [?]

Another source of this data can be datasheets, webstores, .. etc. SolidWorks API

is used to generate the target part/s. Component preparation process refers to gen-

erating component parameters file and smart mating file. The first file defines part

class and other parameters. Mating file includes information about mate surfaces and

compatibility. The component generation process is illustrated in figure 3.13.

System Layers:

The system consists of three main components, 1) User Interface, 2) Software Layer

and 3) CAD based design and modeling. The third layer is throughly discussed

in previous sections. It utilizes Solidworks API for various design and simulation

routines. The first layer represent the garaphical user interface inputs/outputs files.

This layer is discussed in 3.6.2. The second layer handles mechanisms to create

full models, store and import modeling data, generate simulation files, and provide

feedback to the user. See figure 3.14.

The system consists of three main components, User interface, Software layer

that is the main novelty of this work and the CAD based design and modeling which

is handled by Solidworks 3D design utility, solvers and simulation tools. The first

component is discussed in 3.6.2. The third component is discussed in the first 2
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sections. In this section, the software layer is discussed. Four main functions are

performed within this layer. The overall system structure is shown in figure (3.14).

The main components needed in the application operations are:

• Hardware Configuration and Mate Files : are the descriptive .XML files of every

part in the assembly. The content of each file may differ depend on the class

and type of hardware as described earlier. The smart mating configuration files

are also generated for every components.

• Hardware Database: it is constructed from 3D designs of generic and off-the-

shelf components with dynamic description of CAD entities. The database saves

computational time by avoiding performing all designs from scratch every time

a user run the application.

• Solidworks API Interface: it is the core bridging function between QuadCAD

application and Solidworks engineering tools [76]. The basic functionality is

3D modeling of parts by reading the hardware parameters files and converting

them to geometrical programming command. Then the mating data is be inte-

grated through introducing virtual surfaces to designed parts. After that, the

assembly function scans the parts configuration files and mating properties and

try to fix any simple incompatibility by introducing dynamic adapters between

parts and generate warning or errors if conflicts occur. The parts are mated

into sub-assemblies and main assembly. Mass properties are then calculated

before starting the motion analysis and flow simulations. The model parameter

identification is optional.

• Simulation File Generation for Multirotor Simulators : depending on the chosen

preference, corresponding files for the selected simulator are generated using the

stored templates that are customized based on the current model.
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Figure 3.14: Automated Quadcopter Design and Modeling System Overview

Additional functions related to operating system and computation and memory re-

sources handling in addition to interfacing and file processing functions are not dis-

cussed in this context.

3.6.2 Graphical User Interface

The interface is made simple and self descriptive for most parts. The interface consist

of multiple tabs and typical user will use it as a wizard to enter all relevant data and

options for model and CAD generations. Navigating back and forth between tabs

can be done freely to re-adjust user inputs as needed. Users can select partial or full

generation, for instance, generating only CAD assembly. A check routine reads the

input data by the user and display notification if any mismatch is found.

A screenshot of application starting screen is shown in figure 3.15. The first three

tabs (Main, Power and Electronics Components) are associated with multicoptors

parts. In the main tab, the nominal components of a vehicle can be found which

are airframe, engines and propellers. Power components includes electrical circuitry

like batteries, regulators, power modules ... etc. Controllers, communication modules

and sensors can be found in the electronics tab. Assembly Setting tab is where a

user defines constraints on assembly generating, such as, smart mating, orientation,
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Figure 3.15: CopterCAD Design and Modeling User Interface

and sub-assemblies. Model parameter identification and CAD simulation setup is

configured in the Modeling Setting tab. Choice of target simulator and selection of

associated files setting is handled by Simulator Setup tab.

3.6.3 Performance and Validation

In order to assess time performance, we tried to log the time consumed by every pro-

cess in generation routine. Delays were added to the code associated with SolidWorks

API to prevent loading the cpu or crashing the CAD software. Processes varies in

time between short execution in terms of seconds to very long execution taking hours

or days. The application timing was done on a MACBOOK Pro laptop running on

Figure 3.16: 3DR IRIS+ Quadcopter
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an Intel i7 CPU at 2.7GHz, 16GB of RAM and Nvidia GeForce GT 650M graphics

card. The average time consumed by every process is shown in figure 3.17. This as-

sessment was done on medium sized vehicle which we define as a model with 12 parts

at most and occupy geometric volume of 0.5x0.5x0.25 meters. Processes associated

with parts generation, mating and descriptive files are much faster compared to other

processes, sub-minute or few minutes. Tasks related to CAD simulation consume

longer time, e.g. a batch of flow simulations with relatively low mesh resolution takes

in average more than 8 hours. Some parameters of simulations can be adjusted to

optimize the performance.

Figure 3.17: Average Time Performance of Processes Execution

To validate modeling results, we consider a standard popular frame, IRIS+ by

3D Robotics. Airframe CAD parts are freely available by the manufacture while

other parts needed to be generated or designed. We considered the full weight of

IRIS+ including the engines, propellers and electronics in the CAD based model

identification. We compared the modeling results with experimental system ID results

obtained in [77]. We compare the values of mass, inertia matrix and thrust/torque
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Table 3.1: Identified Model Parameters, Experimental vs. CAD Design

Model Parameter Experimental Identification CAD Identification

mass 1.37 1.29

Jxx 0.0219 0.0226

Jyy 0.0109 0.0098

Jzz 0.0306 0.0310

pT 1.18e-04 1.06e-04

pQ 7.56e-06 1.02e-5

coefficients. Table 3.1 shows the comparison between model parameters for both

approaches. It is clear that CAD based identification with detailed CAD model

perform as good as the experimental identification approach.

3.7 Chapter Summary

A software tool to automate the process of multicopter design and modeling is intro-

duced. The main objective is to provide realistic UAV simulation and visualization

model in an easy and fast approach. Proposed system enable rapid customization

and assessment of different combinations of hardware modules. The system is built

around CAD software (SolidWorks) API that is used to automate most of the model

generation process. Additionally, three multirotor simulators interfaces have been

established with dynamic templates reflecting models geometry and parameters. Val-

idation results for model parameters identification are comparable to experimental

procedures. The back-end is based on the concept of smart-mating where hardware

components are classified into different categories and virtual surfaces are introduced

to define the object physical connectivity to other components. The system is illus-

trated for different commonly used simulators for multirotor UAVs.
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Chapter 4

Human Supervised Multirotor UAV System for Inspection

Applications

4.1 Background and Related Work

Multirotor UAVs are widely used for aerial inspection applications where missions

are accomplished either via manual or autonomous control. Human controlled UAVs

require trained pilots which can be a barrier from using the technology for general

inspection personnel. Fully autonomous navigation, which employs onboard sensing,

planning and coverage algorithms, is effective but comes with the cost of development

and operational complexities. A human supervised UAV system design is presented

where a deployed aerial vehicle operates in semi-autonomous mode. An operator,

who is equipped with a smart handheld laser pointer, gives the UAV global guiding

directions to reach the inspection target.

UAVs are widely used for modern agriculture including monitoring, inspection,

irrigation, ..., etc. In [78], a UAV system is proposed for yield estimation and early

warning of farming issues. The sector of product delivery is rapidly moving toward

aerial operation, [79]. Multirotors UAVs provide low cost solutions for thermal imag-

ing and mapping of various environments, [80]. A system for boarder security employ-

ing UAV monitoring is presented in [81]. Remotely piloted and autonomous UAVs

are widely used for search and rescue and disaster assessment similar to [82]. Low

cost environmental sensing is enabled by the advancement of UAV technology [81].

Multirotors UAVs are deployed in several UAV applications where efficiency and
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accuracy are desired. Technological advancements have increased robustness and

durabilities of these systems. They can also be equipped with state-of-the-art sensing

and communication devices that are essential for remote inspection applications. Au-

thors in [83], proposed a method for high infrastructure inspection using quadcopters

UAVs. A quadcopter UAV based system for asphalt pavement inspection is presented

in [84]. Inspection of walls using UAVs is discussed in [85]. Power lines inspection

using quadcopters is presented in [86].

Indoor autonomous navigation and operation in GPS denied areas have attracted

research efforts in robotics motivated by high mobility and size flexibility provided

by multirotors systems. In [87], a localization and navigation system is proposed

that uses ultra-wideband (UWB) antennas to operate. An approach that employs

landmarks and stereo depth maps for navigation is presented in [88]. Authors in

[89] proposed a deep learning algorithm that learns navigation in indoor environ-

ment through mimicking expert pilot actions. Laser range finder and sensor fusion

techniques for indoor navigation and obstacle avoidance is discussed in [90].

For some applications, full autonomy of systems is an advantage. However, for

many practical systems, human supervisory can greatly enhance efficiency and re-

duce complexity. Semi-autonomous systems involve human-robot interactions where

control actions are co-decisions taken by operators and machines. An approach that

decodes human gestures to control quadcopter UAVs is presented in [91]. Similarly,

authors in [92] proposed a system that employs stereo cameras and depth maps to

convert gestures to control signals sent to drones. The use of mixed reality for UAV

navigation control is demonstrated in [93] where experiments where designed to ac-

commodate objects from physical and virtual worlds. In [94], an interactive system

with minimal human involvement is presented. The operator task is limited to giving

general navigation objective while local planning is done autonomously. A system

that uses mental signals and eye movement to control a quadcopter is developed in
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[95] where an operator use EEG headset and eye tracking camera as sensing devices.

The main objective of the proposed aerial inspection system is to substitute pilot

needed expertise with a mechanism that can be use by an operator with minimal

training. A semi-autonomous aerial inspection system design and implementation is

presented in this work. The system consist of two main components: 1) Quadcopter

UAV with onboard sensing and computation capabilities. 2) Smart hand pointer

with embedded sensing and communication. Robot Operating System,(ROS) is used

to connect system’s components and implement control. The pointing device is used

by an operator to point at a certain inspection target. Relative direction vector is

commanded to a quadcopter UAV in form of global planning objective. Once it is in

inspection target neighborhood, the UAV utilizes its onboard vision sensing to align

it for best subject visibility.

4.2 Problem Definition and Current Systems

The description of target applications related to aerial inspection is discussed here

along with the current used techniques. Then description of our approach to tackle

the problem is presented and compared with other systems.

4.2.1 Environment Specifications

The scope of this work is inspection in indoor or confined outdoor environment. We

assume relatively static features during an inspection task. The size of UAV can

be scaled to fit into the target environment that assumed to be reasonable cluttered

to allow aerial robot operations. Examples of such environments are shown in fig.

4.1. We assume that the inspection target is within line of sight from operator but

far from bare eyes inspection. An environment is classified with its volume, V , free

space, Cfree and obstacle space, Cobs. Free space denotes areas where UAV operation

is possible. Obstacles space may refer to physical objects or areas where operating a
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UAV can be hazardous. Inspection target is characterized by distance from operator,

d and position vector in 3D , (px, py, pz). Visibility of targets depends on d, operator

vision and ambient conditions. Environment cluttering depends on applications and

vary between well structured patterned places, e.g. warehouses to more challenging

unusual environments, e.g. fabrication workshops.

Figure 4.1: Examples of environment subjects for inspection

4.2.2 Inspection Mission

Inspection missions can be put in one of two main categories, regular assurance in-

spection and on-demand inspection. Leading industries and facilities have for instance

annual inspection plans in please for quality control and early fix of potential problem

that can cause system failure or dangerous consequences on personal.

Inspection using aerial robots has become popular in the recent years motivated

by the advancement of technology and low cost alternative to classical techniques,

for instance, scaffolding. It also tremendously increase the readiness for on-demand

time critical inspection. Data produced by aerial inspection systems usually comes in
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the form of still images of video streams that help operator to assess situations and

take actions accordingly. Some systems are developed for specific applications where

computer vision algorithms are employed for automated assessment.

4.2.3 Current Systems Configuration

Here we present the two main common configurations in currently deployed inspection

systems. Comprehensive surveying of all available technologies is outside the scope

of this paper. Surveys of related work can be found in [96] and [97].

4.2.3.1 Autonomous UAV Systems

These system refer to systems with full autonomy. UAV is programed to execute

certain navigation objective that achieve inspection goals. This can be in the form of

optimal coverage, sense and avoid or preplanned path. Diagram showing autonomous

system is shown in fig. 4.2(a). Such systems are typically equipped with advanced

sensing, e.g. lidars, stereo systems, in addition to the usual inertial and navigation

sensors. They pack high computation capabilities for on-board real-time sensor data

fusion and control.

4.2.3.2 Remotely Piloted Systems

Operator controlled aerial inspection is more common where the UAV is controlled

by a trained operator who controls the vehicle using a joystick, see fig. 4.2(b). The

flight can be assisted where the on-board flight controller take care of certain low

level aspects related to stability and limits. First-person view (fpv) enables pilots

to navigate to areas where an operator line of sight can not be granted. This is an

advantage for inspection in cluttered environments. Operating such systems need

considerable amount of training and accumulated expertise. Typically the inspection

mission is done by third party specialist.
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4.2.4 Proposed System

The proposed system (fig. 4.2(c)) aims to bridge between autonomy and human

supervisory with mainly focusing on ease of operation and minimal training. The

system consists of a smart hand-held laser pointer with embedded micro-controller,

9-axis inertial measurement unit (IMU) and Wifi antenna. The device communicates

with UAV companion computer via Wifi. Operators use laser to get self reference of

the inspection target. Direction vector from UAV to target is calculated using the

pointer’s IMU measurements and using relative pose of UAV with respect to operator.

After that, UAV navigate along the generated dynamic directional vector, using its

on-board sensing and control, until it is in the neighborhood of target. Once target

is detected using the camera mounted on quadcopter. The alignment control for best

scene is accomplished using image date processing. The flying robot stays in position

weighting for a new pointing signal to a new target from operator or command to

land at predefined home location.

Figure 4.2: Different aerial inspection systems configurations: (a) Autonomous oper-
ation. (b) Manual control. (c) Operator guides UAV to inspection target.

4.3 Quadcopter Navigation Approach

Three coordinate frames are defined in this scope, an inertial reference frame, a

UAV body frame, and a pointing device frame as shown in figure 4.3. The inertial
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frame (xa, ya, za) is a fixed global reference. The UAV body frame (xq, yq, zq) follows

the convention of the onboard flight controller. The frame of the pointing device

(xp, yp, zp) refers to the IMU axes. We assume the human operator can point to

targets in 3D space moving the pointer around yp (pitch, θp) and zp (yaw, ψp) axes.

During system initialization, the operator is assumed to be static until receiving

LED ready flag that is sent from the UAV to the pointing device. The operator

remains inside a control base throughout the mission. In situations where an operator

moves freely in the inspection space, IMU data fusion can be utilized for pose and

speed estimation of the operator similar to [98] and [99], to update the reference

position of the operator with respect to the flying vehicle.

The initial pitch angles of the pointer and the UAV are assumed to be sufficiently

small, θpi ∼ 0, θqi ∼ 0, their initial headings are normally different. This difference,

referred to as the heading offset, is given by:

∆ψi = ψpi − ψqi (4.1)

The guidance algorithm, illustrated in fig. 4.3, calculates a set of waypoints, that are

separated by a step size s, which guide the UAV along a path closely following the laser

line. The waypoints do not exactly coincide with the laser line but are rather offset

from it by a distance r to prevent the UAV from obstructing the laser which would

otherwise make it difficult for the operator to point at the desired target. In order

to facilitate the waypoint calculation, five 3-dimensional vectors are defined. The

first two are defined in the inertial global frame (xa, ya, za) and they are the pointer

position (operator position) ~P and the UAV position ~Q in 3D space as follows:

~P =


px

py

pz

 , ~Q =


qx

qy

qz

 (4.2)
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The laser unit vector ~L is defined in the frame of the pointing device (xp, yp, zp) and

it has a length of one unit. It always points along the laser line towards the target

and is calculated using the orientation measurements obtained from the embedded

IMU in the pointer as follows:

~L =


lx

ly

lz

 =


cos(θp) cos(ψp)

cos(θp) sin(ψp)

sin(θp)

 (4.3)

In order to calculate the first waypoint, the projection of the UAV position onto the

laser line must first be obtained which defines the projected position vector ~N in the

pointing device reference frame (xp, yp, zp) as follows:

~N =


nx

ny

nz

 = (~L.( ~Q− ~P ))~L (4.4)

The laser occlusion offset r is applied to calculate the position vector of the first

waypoint ~W defined as well in the pointing device reference frame as follows:

~W =


wx

wy

wz

 = ~N + r
~Q− ~P − ~N

‖ ~Q− ~P − ~N‖
(4.5)

Each consecutive waypoint is given by the following equation which incorporates a

simple addition of predefined steps parallel to the laser line.

~Wk = ~W + k s ~L (4.6)

The waypoints are converted to the global inertial frame (xa, ya, za), as shown in the
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following equation, which are fed to the UAV at a constant frequency to achieve the

desired speed until the target or an obstacle has been detected.

~Wkglobal = ~Wk + ~P (4.7)

While waypoints are used to control the position of the UAV, its heading command

ψc is set such that it is pointing toward the target while compensating for any initial

deviation between the UAV heading and that of the pointer.

ψc = ψq + ψp −∆ψi (4.8)

Once the drone is in the neighborhood of the target, a vision based control mode

is activated if the laser dot is detected by the camera. The switch to vision-based

control is triggered by the UAV onboard sensing. The UAV stays around hover state

and starts adjusting its position in the body frame (xq, yq, zq) in order to align the

camera with the desired view. In the inertial frame, the position vector is given by:


xa

ya

za

 =


cos(ψq) −sin(ψq) 0

sin(ψq) cos(ψq) 0

0 0 1



xq

yq

zq

 (4.9)

During the vision based alignment control, the vehicle remains in near hover state with

θq ∼ 0 and φq ∼ 0. The UAV is assumed to have onboard obstacle avoidance sensing

and mechanism, such as stereo vision or ultrasound. When no pointing command is

given, the UAV returns to its home position and hovers in place until receiving the

next inspection command from the operator.

Visual Laser Light Sensing : the vision algorithm used consists of three stages

as shown in figure 4.4. For detecting the laser light, the camera is configured to

capture with low exposure settings. This reduces reflections and focuses the image
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on shiny elements. Exposure is experimentally adjusted based on the used camera as

an exposure that is too low can confuse laser reflections with other light sources in

the environment. The second stage is applying an RGB filter to the image using a

range that differentiates the purple laser reflection from surfaces with different colors

and finishes. The resulting image includes the laser dot and some light reflection

noise depending on the target orientation. A Hough circle transform is applied to the

image to search for and detect the correct circle [108]. The radius range of the circle

formed by the laser reflection can be computed offline and mapped to a lookup table

that is a function of the estimated distance between the source and the target.

4.4 System Design

The system consists of two main subsystems, a pointing handheld device (supervised

control device) and a semi-autonomous UAV system equipped with a programmable

flight controller, sensors and a companion computer.

4.4.1 Hardware Development

4.4.1.1 Smart Hand Pointer

Two different designs were considered; the first is based on embedded microcontroller

and low-level hardware integration. The second is based on a compact Linux com-

puting module with a higher level of components integration.

Microcontroller Based Pointer : it consists of a 32-bit MCU clocked at 80 MHz and

2 MB memory. Wireless communication is accomplished via a wifi module ESP8266

that is connected serially to the MCU. Orientation angles are measured using a 9-axis

bno055 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). It is interfaced with the microcontroller

using I2C protocol. An embedded circuit for two LED indicators, a digital switch,

and a blue laser diode is constructed to complete the system as shown in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of navigation approach showing the operator guiding the UAV
using a laser pointer (solid blue line). The dotted blue line is the navigation path
with an offset r to avoid laser occlusion. The blue circles represent the waypoints
separated with a step size s.

Linux Stick Pointer : the fundamental difference from the first configuration is

employing a compact Linux computer; the Raspberry Pi-zero W running Rasbian

Linux OS and the Robotics Operating System (ROS), that is ultra compact, light and

has embedded Wifi communication. Inertial measurements and attitude estimation

are acquired using a 9-axis IMU device, MYAHRS+, that is connected to the Pi-zero

using an I2C bus via its GPIOs. A similar circuit of LEDs, a switch and a laser

diode is constructed. These components are directly connected to the computer via

embedded GPIOs.
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Figure 4.4: Laser light detection using multistage image processing

Both approaches are similar in functionality but have some differences in imple-

mentation, operation requirements, and integration with the UAV subsystem. Power

consumption in the first configuration is a fraction of that of the second configuration,

it is around 20-30 %, which is expected given the overhead of running an operating

system. On the other hand, due to hardware limitations, the embedded Wifi chip

in the first configuration suffers from disconnections issues, unlike the RPi-zero inte-

grated wifi antenna that shows more communication reliability especially in a static

network configuration for indoor experiments.
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4.4.1.2 Quadcopter UAV

The quadcopter frame used is a Storm 4 frame equipped with DJI E310 propulsion

system. Low-level flight management is handled by a MindPX controller running

PX4 firmware. A companion computer, Odroid XU4 running Linux Ubuntu, is used

for high-level control and vision. It also provides the Wifi connection to the pointing

device and the ground station. The onboard computer is configured to be the Robotics

Operating System (ROS) master in the network that consists of a UAV, a pointing

device and a ground station. It is connected to the flight controller serially utilizing the

MAVROS package. Two cameras have been considered throughout the development

of the system, Pixy CMUcam5 programmable camera and oCam 1CGN-U global

shutter board camera. Pixy module provides a standalone image processing with its

dual-core processor. While this camera offloads the image processing burden from the

companion computer, it offers lower flexibility to use off-the-shelf image processing

libraries such as OpenCV unlike our experience with oCam camera.

4.4.2 Software Development

The complete system software is built over ROS Kinetic. ROS network consists of 3

agents, a UAV companion computer (Master), a pointer control device, and a Linux

ground station. Communication is accomplished using a static Wifi network. The

use of a ground station in this setup is for monitoring and emergency shutdown

purposes. Flight control and mode switching logic are embedded on the UAV and

pointer computers, see figure 4.7. Software running on different physical computing

devices are as follows:

• MindPx flight controller : running PX4 firmware that supports Offboard con-

trol via MAVLINK. Low level UAV attitude, altitude, and position control are

accomplished using tunable cascaded-PID control. It communicates with the
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ground station (QGroundControl) via MAVROS package and MAVLINK pro-

tocol.

• Odroid XU4 : configured as ROS master and runs the main offboard control,

planning and vision sensing nodes. It receives input data from the pointing

device, computes the direction vector, and sends position and heading setpoints

to the MindPX flight control unit.

• Handheld Pointer : runs three ROS nodes, the first node is handling the IMU I2C

interface and register read. The second node handles necessary data conversion

and extraction of physical quantities (raw measurements and Euler angles). The

third node manages the laser switching detection and feedback LEDs.

• Ground station: runs system monitoring nodes, camera stream nodes, and emer-

gency control nodes.

Figure 4.5: The Quadcopter system and the handheld pointing device
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Figure 4.6: Pointer controlled UAV hardware system

4.5 Indoor Flight Testing

The system was tested in the flight arena of the Robotics, Intelligent Systems and

Control (RISC) lab at KAUST. The arena is equipped with NaturalPoint OptiTrack

motion capture system for accurate indoor positioning. Quadcopter position and

attitude data is streamed at 120Hz from Motive to the ROS network using Virtual

Reality Peripheral Network (VRPN) interface. The flight testing arena is covered by

a dedicated dual-band router network where data is streamed over Wifi between the

motion capture PC, the ground monitoring station, the handheld pointing device,

and the onboard companion computer (Odroid XU4 ).

Some areas are marked as inspection targets as shown in figure ?? and experiment
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Figure 4.7: Software modules running on different devices

videos. The pointing device streams its IMU data and digital switch state over Wifi at

20 Hz. The onboard camera can stream images to the ground station at five frames

per second over Wifi or store the image data on Odroid memory as a rosbag with

other location stamped data.

In this experimental setup, the operator is assumed to be standing in a fixed

spot outside the flying arena while holding the pointer. During initialization, the

pointer is placed on a flat surface to compute the initial angles offset calculation. The

UAV arming and takeoff are manually done using an RC remote controller before

switching to offboard control mode to start the autonomous operation. This step can

be replaced with a programmed signal from the pointing device or the ground station

by calling the corresponding MAVROS services or topics. In offboard mode, control

node running on the UAV companion computer receives commands from the pointing
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device to navigate toward the next target.

Two modes of operation were tested. The first where the UAV returns to the

home position and initial heading whenever the laser switch is released. In the second

mode, the UAV is commanded to hover in place when the laser switch is not active

and returns to the home position only when a return command is explicitly sent.

An obstacle sensing node is developed where the cage boundaries are represented as

virtual obstacles. This allows the transition from one target to another without going

back to the base. Additionally, fast-changing pointing commands were given to the

UAV to assess the system’s response and real-time adaptation.

4.6 Chapter Summary

Design, implementation, and testing of a human supervised multirotor aerial robotic

system are presented. The system aims to bridge the gap between manually control

and full autonomy by introducing a natural gesture based supervised operations of

quadcopter UAVs. A Human operator controls the global navigation path of the

UAV using a handheld laser pointing device. The onboard vision sensing enables

local planning for optimal inspection missions. The hardware and software system

have been developed in-house at RISC lab. Two different designs of the smart pointing

device are introduced based on embedded microcontroller and Linux based chip. The

system has been tested and validated at RISC flying arena.
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Chapter 5

Design and Implementation of Gripper Mechanism &

MBZIRC Contribution

5.1 Background and Motivation

Robotic grippers have been an active research field over the last decades due to their

vast applications in industrial robotics, medical fields, remote exploration, humanoid

robotics research and several other areas. Tens of robotic manipulators can be found

in a single assembly line in today’s modern factory. Those custom designed robots

are utilized to perform tasks that are difficult for human workers because it can

involve working with huge parts or hazardous tasks. Efficiency and manufacturing

consistency are main incentives for deploying industrial automation systems.

Robotic manipulators are characterized by the number of degrees of freedom

(DOF), operating space and maximum payload in addition to some other power and

software system requirements. An essential part of the manipulator is the end effec-

tor element which can be embedded into the manipulator design itself or externally

attached for more generic designs. For applications that involve predefined tasks such

as welding or painting in factories assembly lines, the first type is usually used. Mis-

sions that require higher modularity utilizes manipulators where the end effector can

be easily exchanged.

In order to choose the proper end-effector for a robotic manipulation task, the

following entities should be defined:

• Object: the shape and nature of the object, affect the selection of the gripper
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type and geometry. For instance, a magnetic gripper is ideal for ferrous objects,

a vacuum gripper performs well for objects with flat surfaces, and a multi-figured

grippers are suitable for deformable objects or objects with complex geometry.

• Grasp: this defines the quality of grasp and whether a firm grip is essential. In

other words it defines the approach for moving the object from the environment

to the gripper body. The grasp approach for gripping a single object can vary

depending on the object orientation and the environment.

• Task: classically grippers have been utilized for pick and place objectives. This

have changed with the advancement of robotic manipulators capabilities. Grip-

pers can hold one or more objects and alter the environment using the grasped

object which can be for instance a tool.

• Environment: it defines the media where the gripper operates and the environ-

mental constraints that can be defined from geometrical (actuator limits) and

safety (obstacles) perspective. The gripper can be design to work in structured

environment such as, industrial assembly line or in unstructured environments

such as cave exploration.

The goal of this project is to design a robotic gripper to grasp hand-tools available

in a conventional workshop, such as, wrenches or other tools that fits vertically in the

gripping space. The target grasp position is the tool nick allowing manipulation of an

external system, e.g. a valve. The operating clearance is limited around the tool and a

firm grip is required as the picked tool is used to perform a manipulation task that will

exert back torque on the tool, [33]. This work was motivated by KAUST participation

in an international robotics competition, Mohamed Bin Zayed International Robotics

Challenge, held in Abu Dhabi, UAE in March, 2017. In order to accomplish the

ground challenge described below, we needed a mobile robotic manipulation platform

where the end effector plays a central rule to perform the target manipulation task.
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Figure 5.1: Different classification of gripping tasks

5.1.1 MBZIRC Overview and Contribution

5.1.1.1 Challenge Description

The challenge aim to simulate a disaster response scenario where human access is

impossible or dangerous. An unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) starts at an initial

launch zone and start to navigate an area and search for a target station. Once

the station is detected, the UGV should circulate around it and search for the side

where some tools are attached and a valve that need to be closed, see figure 5.2.

The manipulator mounted on the mobile robotic platform should grip the proper

key size and rotate the valve 360 degrees. The whole operation need to be done

autonomously using onboard intelligence and actuation. The set of key sizes and the

valve size are not known in advance and can vary between 10 different sizes. Any

human intermediate direct or indirect interference after the launch point results in

score deduction. Our goal is targeting fully autonomous operation.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of MBZIRC autonomous ground challenge

5.1.1.2 Mobile Robotic Manipulator System

Figure 5.3: Outdoor test of the HUSKY

UGV at KAUST

The UGV we selected to use in this chal-

lenge is an off-the-shelf platform from

ClearPath Robotics. The Husky UGV

is equipped with a six degrees of free-

dom manipulator from Universal Robots,

(UR5). The system is equipped with

a number of navigation sensors such as,

GPS, Lidar, IMU, Network camera, and

digital encoders. It also facilitates a long

range antenna for wireless communica-

tion. Computation and hardware man-

agement are managed by an onboard

mini-ITX computer. The gripping mech-

anism is built in-house at RISC. The
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mechanism and design are discussed in details in this section. Figure 5.3 shows the

complete system during an outdoor experiment at KAUST.

Contribution

The system has been built and programmed by a team from RISC lab. The discussion

in this thesis will be limited to the author contribution. The full system development

and testing can be found in [34]. The gripper system design is the main contribution

which is further detailed in this section. Another secondary contribution for this

challenge is the deployment, programming, and interface of a set of ultrasound sensors

that are used to compensate for the Lidar sensor uncertainties. Here we list some

challenges faced and how they were addressed through platform customization:

• Sunlight effect on Lidar sensors:

Lidar sensors are based on laser technology to measure distances from object.

A 2D Lidar is used as the main sensor for obstacle detection and alignment.

This sensor can get affected under strong sunlight in the afternoon which result

in unexpected operations compared with the lab results. One possible solution

was to introduce shading around the sensor which may cause occlusions and

false detection or full platform shading which will add to the weight and size of

the vehicle that was constrained.

Proposed Solution: using multiple two single source ultrasound sensor to get

a differential measurement. Although these sensors are affected by tempera-

ture outdoor, but they are affected equally. They showed good measurement

performance after calibration.

• Station corner detection:

During rotation around the panel, we faced the problem of noisy detected which

affected our rotation approach. This leads to diverging rotation and losing the

station from sight or early rotation which resulted in hitting the station.
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Proposed Solution: deploying multiple sonar sensors on the robot sides that

are fused with the Lidar data to maintain a good rotation radius.

• Front panel detection:

Initially, we completely rely on vision for front panel detection but we needed

a more reliable technique to detect the front side where the keys and valve are

located. The station was indented on the front side, this information was used

to develop an effective simple detection approach.

Proposed Solution: using two vertically aligned ultrasound sensors that are

mounted at different heights. The sudden change in measurements lead to

detection flag.

• Panel alignment:

In order to account for platform-station alignment uncertainty, an independent

manipulator-panel alignment mechanism is needed. Minimizing the error of

initial alignment helps the computer vision detection, key grasp, key-valve en-

gagement, and valve rotation.

Proposed solution: four touch switches are embedded in the gripper to sense

the panel touch and adjust the gripper orientation with respect to the front

panel. This technique is also useful if the station is place on uneven surface.

• Valve sizing:

In this challenge, the valve and its base were made from the same reflective

silver material which creates a lot noise for the vision-based sizing algorithm.

Proposed solution: one possible solution was to use valve pinching using the

gripper front rotating desk and utilizing force feedback for collision detection.

This approach was lab tested but it was not utilized in the final prototype.

• Tool grasp feedback:

Vision was essentially used to acknowledge grasp of the desired key but it was
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not sufficient to ensure quality of object grip.

Proposed solution: explicit force and touch feedback is embedded into the

gripper system design to sense key existence and strength. This data is fused

with the vision data about the key size to control the linear servo displacement.

5.2 Literature Review

Human hands offer high resilient and multitasking, for instance grasping objects with

different geometries, surface friction and weight distribution. In [35], Sintov presented

a gripper design process for picking and placing objects of different geometry by

proposing an algorithm that analyze the geometry of an object and build a library of

best grasping points utilizing a 3-fingered robotic gripper. Multi-finger grippers can

simulate human grasping especially if they are coupled with force/torque feedback

[36] or tactile accurate sensing [37]. However, this usually comes associated with

the cost of controlling higher number of actuators and sensor data processing which

increase the size and weight and make the control task more challenging.

Other designs targets specific operational requirements rather than mimicking the

structure of human hands. These designs prove effectiveness for their target tasks like

object picking [38],[39]. A two plates intelligent design is presented in [40] for picking

objects with simple geometry. A magnetic gripper design and development with the

assumption of metal objects lifting and unstructured environment is presented in

[41]. Mechanically adaptive two sided robotic gripper designs are presented in [42]

and [43] where the concept of compliance is utilized in the design to account for

different geometries and secured grip of objects. A novel design to grip fragile or soft

objects is developed in [44] by deploying deformable fingertips filled with liquid-gel

material. A bio-inspired gripper based on inflatable micro-fiber contact surface is

presented in [45]. The gripping mechanism attached to the object by controlling the

pressure of the air going flowing to the contact surface. Soft robotics is an evolving
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research field with the advancement of material science and algorithms. Flexibility

and compliance are important features of future robotic gripper designs. A low cost

flexible design is presented in [46]. A design that is based on artificial muscle is

discussed in [47] and a hydraulic/pneumatic driven claw like gripper is presented in

[48]. The advancement in the technology of 3D printing allows rapid prototyping of

low cost grippers [49],[50].

5.3 Gripper Mechanical Design

5.3.1 Design Requirements

The main design objective is to build a robotic gripper for grasping hand tools that

are typically hanged on a workshop panel, perform a manipulation task and place tool

back autonomously. The system is assumed to have the capability to use standard

hand-held tools such as wrenches. An example of experimental setup is shown in

figure (5.4) where a set of 12 standard wrenches are hanged to a workshop wooden

panel. The keys attachment pins are 5 cm apart which leaves a tool clearance margin

of only 2.5 cm from the center of each key. Grippers with horizontal axis closure

mechanisms or multi fingered bulky grippers are not suitable for this task as collision

with neighboring tools can occur. The depth clearance is another design parameters

that can be challenging for most of off-the-shelf robotic grippers. We mean by that,

the maximum distance between the gripped object and the wall which is reflected in

this scenario by the holding pin offset from the wall of the panel, 15 mm.

The picked tool is needed to be maintained in the same default orientation or

slightly off with small margin with respect to the robotic manipulator Cartesian co-

ordinate system. The tool need to be aligned with the vertical axis while maintaining

attitude Euler angles offset. The tool is required to be firmly gripped to maintain

its orientation while performing a manipulation task, for example, opening or closing

a valve. Side grasping is not optimal in this scenario where the contact surface is
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minimal and slip or complete fall of the tool can occur especially when high torque

acts on the tool. Accurate alignment of the tool simplifies the control task which

prevents performing complex trajectories by the robotic manipulator which requires

computational resources and accurate force and computer vision feedback. The grip

should also be immune against external forces and torques in all directions.

Variations in geometry and dimension need to be addressed so the designed gripper

has the capability to grasp a range of tools sizes. For the set of wrenches example,

the tools vary in size between 10 and 24 mm as shown in table (5.1). The range of

tool heights varies between 140 and 280 mm but this does not represent the effective

heights of the tools which is the maximum length of contact between the key and the

gripper excluding both operating ends. We call this the Nick Height and it varies

between 85 and 170 mm for the wrenches in consideration. The width of the tool nick

and the thickness vary between 12.5-27.5 and 4.5-9 mm respectively. This variability

poses design challenges as the picked tool for manipulation is not known in advance.

The designed gripper should be able to grasp a tool of size 10 and 24 with the same

performance and reliability.

Further design specifications include minimizing the number of degrees of freedom

which simplifies the operation logic and limit power consumption. The gripped tool is

required to actuate a valve with nominal torque of 5 N.m. No assumption of ferrous

tools or flat surface finish is assumed which makes the use of magnetic or suction

cup grippers not ideal for this application. We aim to design a low cost, light weight

and easy to implement and operate robotic gripper autonomously as part of bigger

systems with high efficiency and reliability while meeting all design requirements.

5.3.2 Gripper Design and Analysis

In this section, a gripping mechanism that is simple and effective is presented where

we address each of the design requirements mentioned in the last section.
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Figure 5.4: Tilted view of wrench tools panel example with keys varying from size 10
to 24, showing the horizontal and depth clearance constraints

Table 5.1: Standard Spanner Keys Dimensions (mm)

Key Size Full Height Nick Height Width Thickness

10 140 85 12.5 4.5

15 190 115 17.5 6

19 230 140 23 7.5

24 280 170 27.5 9
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5.3.2.1 Robot Coordinate System

The following Cartesian coordinate system is assumed which matches the coordinates

of the robotic arm where gripper is mounted. The origin coincides with the robotic

arm tip point when the robot is in some default ready position (x0, y0, z0). The

x and y axes are aligned with the global horizontal and vertical translation of the

robotic arm and the z-axis is pointing out of the gripper tip point. In ready position,

it is assumed that the last joint of the arm is aligned with the z axis. The gripper

coordinates is similar to the arm with shift in the origin. The end effector origin

(xg, yg, zg) is given by:

xg = x0,

yg = y0 + h+ α,

zg = z0 + L− β − γ

(5.1)

where h is the vertical displacement between the center of the robotic arm and the

gripper mount. Choosing h depends on the robot capability and, manipulation task,

tool length and control strategy. α is the distance in y direction between the edge and

the center of the gripper. This parameter depends on the geometry and orientation of

the tools to be grasped. Table (5.1) for instance shows the effective contact area for

tools of different sizes. In the wrench example, the gripper need to effectively grasp

tools of lengths 85-170 mm. L is the full gripper length which is minimized while

prioritizing minimum width due to clearance constraints along the x-axis. β is the

maximum offset between the gripper front edge and the effective grasping region. It

is chosen based on the clearance constraint between the tool and the wall as seen in

figure (5.4). γ is the radius of the biggest circle that can fit inside the grasp region.

The size of this circle is another design parameter, the bigger the circle, the bigger

the tool width and thickness it can accommodate and the wider the gripper overall

width which is undesirable according to the requirements.
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5.3.2.2 Grasp Mechanism

The robotic gripper design shown in figure (5.5) operates using two actuators acting

on two geared mechanisms. Multiple design iterations and refinement have been

performed, the current design is easy to integrate, low building cost and meet the

requirements in section 5.3.1. The gripper is designed and studied using Solidworks

engineering software.

The gripper mechanism is inspired by human hand motion when grasping a tool

for manipulation task. For a tool that is hanged on a panel, the way we grasp it

differs from one person to another but the majority follows similar strategy. Initially,

one need to make sure that there is sufficient contact area between the hand and

the tool. Then, the fingers push the tool against the forehand and secure it before

performing the manipulation task. In a similar way, the first actuator produces a

rotational motion around an axis that is parallel to the y-axis. This motion move

a geared cylindrical shell part to close the circular grasp region and that introduces

the needed contact surface with the tool. The second actuator acts on a linear gear

connected to a curved plate that pushes the tool against the cylindrical wall so it is

jammed. Figure (5.5) shows the gripper while a key is grasped, the actuator motion

directions are indicated by the red arrows. The open and close states are shown

in figure (5.6). The gripping force acts directly in the z-direction of the gripper.

Under the assumption that the gripper is aligned with the last joint of the robotic

arm, the force also acts in the z-axis of the manipulator Cartesian coordinate system

which makes the approach control strategy easier. The circular design increases the

effective gripping space while limiting the overall width of the gripper which meets

the constraints on the horizontal clearance to avoid collision with neighboring tools

and maximize accessibility.

The forces and torques acting on the grasped tool can vary depending on the

tool approach strategy and tool orientation. The external torques acting on the tool
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Figure 5.5: Gripper 2 DOF Mechanism and Feedback

Figure 5.6: The two gripper states, left : Open/Idle and right : Close/Grasp
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throughout the manipulation process are also affected by the tool orientation with

respect to the gripper origin. The maximum force occur when the gripper element of

action (red colored object in figures (5.5,5.6) is in full alignment and contact with the

key. This happens when the pitch, θ and roll φ angles are close to zero. The applied

grip force is affected by the shift in attitude:

Fθ = F cos(θ) , Fφ = F cos(φ) (5.2)

The proposed design eliminates the need for perfect alignment with the tool which

makes it less sensitive to attitude offset initially. The mechanism account for this

deviation without considering complex approach algorithms and feedback systems

with high accuracy.

The offset in the key yaw angle ψ affect the manipulation control strategy. Ideally,

the tool acting element should be aligned with the y-axis which means minimum

deviation of the yaw angle. For the wrench example, the lateral force acting on the

center point of grip due to applied manipulation torque is given by:

Fc ≈
Text

h+ L
2

(5.3)

To limit the effect of external torque Text on the key orientation, a firm grip is desired.

This is accomplished by increasing the jamming force along the z-axis and increase

the lateral friction force of the contact interface of the tool and the gripper surfaces.

For a wrench, the front and back faces forms the largest portions of the total gripping

surface. When the gripper is in closing transition, two surfaces with very small

curvature are in physical contact with the tool. These two surfaces are covered with

two layered material that helps in the grasp task. The first layer is a simulated sponge

that provide the properties of softness to reduce the impact on the actuator in case

of sudden change of torque and resilience to retain its form under variable applied
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Table 5.2: Mechanical and Power Specifications

Horizontal Span 60 mm

Gripping Area 40x30 mm

Front Tip Offset 10 mm

Minimum Object Thickness 2.5 mm

Maximum Object Width 32 mm

Idle Power Consumption 2.4 W

Active Power Consumption 19.5 W

Grip Force 115 N

Lateral Friction* 45 N

* Friction force depends on object material and surface finish, stainless steel tools are
assumed in the calculations.

forces. This layer allows jamming the gripped tool in a full 360 envelop covering all

the tool sides which contributes to securing the grip further. The second layer of the

covering material which is in direct contact with the tool surface is made of silicon

carbide coating (SiC) that provides high surface friction between the gripper and the

tool surfaces. Table (5.2) shows geometrical, power rating and force specifications

of the current deployed version of the gripper. The circular design that is based on

containment by the cylindrical part before applying the grip force helps in meeting

the depth constraint for grasping the tool. The current design allows to grasp the

tool with up to 10 mm of clearance between the tool and the panel.

The contact surface of the sliding part of the mechanism is equipped with touch

sensing that indicates engagement with the tool which helps in autonomous opera-

tions. The unique feature of this design is that only one actuator is continuously

active while the gripper is closed. The actuator controlling the cylindrical body is

only active for few seconds after reaching the gripping position, when the tool is in-

side the grasping region. This actuator goes to idle state until an open command is

initiated. This reduces the overall power consumption by operating with one actuator
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while maintaining a firm grip, table (5.2). The motor load feedback allows variable

grip force based on the external torque feedback measured by the robotic arm 6-axes

force/torque sensor. The current drawn by the actuator can be reduced or increased

as needed which further contribute to limit power consumption.

5.4 System Design

In the previous section, the gripper mechanism is introduced with the focus on me-

chanical operation. In this section, we introduce the robotic gripper as a smart

modular system with mechanical, sensing and vision capabilities and how this sys-

tem is integrated with other robotics systems. The main components of the robotic

gripper system consists of the following modules:

• Grasp Mechanism: this is the core part of the gripper which consists of the

mechanical subsystem. It includes two smart servo motors or normal servos and

rotational and linear geared parts in addition to the special gripping material.

It is discussed in details in section (5.3.2).

• Feedback Module: it consists of 3 main components, inertial measurement, servo

feedback and tactile sensing. The gripper is equipped with an electronic 9-

axis IMU (accelerometer, gyroscope and magnetometer) and Extended Kalman

Filter (EKF) estimator of euler angles. This is a direct embedded attitude

measurement. Two servo related feedback exist, current servo position and

load. The current position is an indication of object size or tool thickness in

addition to transition states. The load feedback is an indicator of the grip

force which is useful for varying force grip adapting with the external torque

effects. Tactile sensing is embedded in two locations. The first touch sensing

is embedded in the part attached to the linear gear that jams the tool. It is

an indicator of the tool touch and engagement. The second form of tactile
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sensing is embedded in the corners of the gripper edge as shown in figure (5.7).

These are not utilized for grasping mechanism, rather they are used for accurate

alignment of the gripper with the panel.

• Vision Module: two serial cameras are embedded for vision feedback. The first

camera is used for tool/valve detection and classification. The second camera is

used for tool alignment with respect to the gripper and robotic arm in addition

to valve sizing.

• Hardware Interface: the full robotics system run on a central computer where

all subsystems, including the gripper system, communicate. The interface with

the main CPU is done using serial connection. All hardware components are

connected to a microcontroller module with various needed interfaces such as,

digital and analog I/O, I2C, USB and RS485.

• Software Interface: it consists of two layers, hardware layer and system layer.

The first layer is implemented locally on the microcontroller for the purpose of

reading signals coming from the hardware devices and writing data to output

devices. It acts as a bridge between the system layer and hardware by processing

the data from sensors to meaningful feedback and convert the control signals to

hardware commands. The system layer is built utilizing the Robotics Operating

Systems (ROS) tools [74] which simplifies the integration with other subsystems

(robotic manipulator, sensors, mobile robots) due to its modular nature.

The full gripper system and integration with the main CPU and the robotic arm

is shown in figure (5.7). The control algorithm is developed using ROS where all

hardware modules including the gripper are integrated. This introduces flexibility in

the system and make addition or removal of devices (other types of servos) or sensors

(sonars or laser range finders) easier. The gripper operates in three different modes:
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• Grasp Mode: it is the main operation mode of the gripper and it takes one of

two states, open/idle and closed as shown in figure (5.6). Manipulation is part

of this mode whether constant or varying grip force is applied.

• Sizing Mode: this is performed by the front actuator that move the cylindrical

part. Unlike Grasp mode, where the goal is to close the grasping region and

introduce the back contact surface with the tool. This moving part in this mode

is used for object sizing, mechanical mean of valve sizing for instance. The servo

position and load feedback are used to indicate if an object is jammed between

the gripper fixed wall and the edge of the rotating disc.

• Alignment Mode: the embedded four corners points tactile sensing are the main

feedback elements in this mode. The purpose of this mode is to align the gripper

with the panel with high accuracy before starting the main operation. The

robotic arm move slowly toward the panel until any touch feedback is detected.

The robotic arm joints are controlled to adjust the gripper orientation such that

all four touch sensors are toggled simultaneously at the moment the gripper

touches the panel.

5.5 Implementation and Testing

We present four key grasp scenarios in Fig. 5.8–5.11. The gripper is able to firmly grip

various key sizes. The design also accounts for initially misaligned keys which makes

it more practical for these cases. Such scenario can be challenging mechanically for

conventional two fingered grippers and puts burdens on the sensing and vision task.

Our design is able to handle any key tilt with angles ranging from −90 to 90 degrees

(Fig. 5.10). The limited clearance between the grasped key and the wall can limit

operations of bulky grippers. One of the main advantages of our design is that it can

operate if the gap is as small as 2cm (Fig. 5.11).
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Figure 5.7: Robotic Gripper System Integration

Figure 5.8: Small wrench (size 16) grasp
lab experiment

Figure 5.9: Large wrench (size 22) grasp
lab experiment

Figure 5.10: Lab experiment of grasping
a misaligned tool

Figure 5.11: Successful grasp of a tool
with less than 2 cm clearance from the
wall
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The gripper is mounted to one of the mobile robotic manipulator platforms in the

Robotics, Intelligent Systems and Control (RISC) lab at King Abdullah University of

Science and Technology (KAUST). The robotic manipulator used for the experiment

is Universal Robot, UR5 and the ground vehicle platform is ClearParth Robotics,

Husky UGV. The platform is equipped with a central mini-ITX CPU and a number

of devices and sensors such as: inertial measurement unit (IMU), wide view camera,

lidar and force/torque sensor.

The experimental setup is based on an autonomous task scenario that is part

of an international robotics challenge, Mohamed Bin Zayed International Robotics

Challenge (MBZIRC 2017). The challenge requires a UGV platform to search for

a panel that has a number of attached tools and a valve that needs to be actuated.

The UGV need to be equipped with a robotic arm manipulator, computation module,

sensing and a robotic gripper to complete the task autonomously. The task is to find

the panel, indicate the size of the valve, detect the suitable tool size, pick the right

tool and close the valve.

The robotic UGV scans a field for the target panel. When the panel is found,

the UGV circles around it until the face with the attached wrenches and valve is

detected. The platform aligns itself with the panel and the robotic manipulator moves

to the ready state where its tip points toward the panel and this position defines the

initial state for manipulation phase. The first step is panel alignment to accounts

for inaccuracies in proximity measurements. This is done with the help of the four

corner touch sensors embedded in the gripper body. Alignment of the gripper front

face and the panel within a millimeter accuracy can be achieved by iteratively adding

small adjustment to the manipulator joints. Additionally, accurate distance from the

panel can be found. The pitch and roll angles are adjusted with this mechanism with

the help of the last two robotic arm joints. The tool is initially pointing downward

under the assumption of flat area where the robot and the panel stand. Once the
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alignment process is completed, a virtual origin and robotic arm/gripper navigation

axes are established.

The size of the valve is detected using computer vision algorithms utilizing a wide

dynamic range camera. Then, the robotic manipulator navigates to the correct key

that is also detected using vision feedback. The gripper closing transition starts when

the correct key is inside the grasp region. The first motor rotate the cylinder to confine

the key prior to initiating the gripping actuator. The second actuator controls a linear

gear that push the wrench nick against the other surface and jam it with the help of

the soft material and the high friction layer that is in contact with the tool. Once

the tool is grasped, the robotic arm autonomously navigates to the valve location

and place the key on the valve to start the 360 degrees rotational manipulation.

The tool-valve engagement should be maintained to complete the rotation which

indicates task completion. Figure (5.12) shows an autonomous valve engagement and

actuation experiment performed at KAUST stadium. Figure (5.13) shows real-time

gripper operation while grasping a wrench in MBZIRC robotic competition held in

Abu Dhabi, UAE, 2017. Note that some minor modifications on the gripper system

discussed in the last section is done for different experiments, e.g. location of the

cameras, type of cameras, type of motors or gripper mounting.

Figure 5.12: Autonomous valve engage-
ment and rotation using a gripped tool

Figure 5.13: RISC gripper tool picking
during MBZIRC trial
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5.6 Chapter Summary

A novel robotic gripper system design is presented in this chapter. The proposed

design targets applications where the gripper operates in limited clearance around

the target object. The grasped object experiences a relatively high external torque

which impose grip strength constraints. The gripper confines the target object prior

to gripping which insure secured firm grasp. The gripper mechanism is driven by two

degrees of freedom, the first rotational DOF introduces the needed surface to confine

the key. The second move a linear body to apply a force closure of the grasped object.

The design and fabrication of the robotic gripper is done fully in-house. In addition to

the mechanism, the gripper system is equipped with force sensing to detect grasp and

inertial sensing for orientation estimation. We have developed a technique for robust

gripper alignment prior to operation using digital switches. A ROS software interface

for all hardware components is developed using embedded controller which simplifies

integrating the gripper system with other hardware units. The gripper is mounted

on a mobile robotic manipulator that was used in an international robotic challenge.

The experimental results at KAUST and in the field shows that the designed gripper

accomplish the required task robustly and efficiently.
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Chapter 6

Additional Research Experience with Fixed-wing UAVs

The research experience with fixed-wing UAV is summarized in this chapter. More

details about each respective subject can be found in the referenced documents.

6.1 UAV Based Flood Monitoring Systems

The goal of this research project is to develop a novel flood sensing architecture to

monitor large scale desert hydrological basins surrounding metropolitan areas, based

on unmanned air vehicles. In the proposed system, a swarm of UAVs equipped with

an array of droppable (disposable) microsensors is sent over the area to monitor, i.e.

an hydrological basin on which a flood could occur. The swarm of UAVs would only

be launched on the few days during which flooding could occur, based on rain forecasts

over the region, or based on other direct measurements (for instance electronic rain

gauges). The microsensors, also known as Lagrangian microsensors would emit a

unique ID (similarly to an active RFID tag) periodically as soon as they are released

from the aircraft, until battery exhaustion. After their fall, these microsensors would

settle on the ground, and can either remain static, or be carried away by a flood.

The microsensors are designed to be relatively insensitive to wind, having a relatively

high mass to surface ratio. After dropping the transmitters, the UAVs would track

their evolutions using a passive receiving antenna (which can be directional or not, for

increasing location accuracy). Multiple UAVs can be used to collaboratively monitor

a given area, enabling a map of these transmitters to be quickly established.
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UAVs will also have radio links between themselves, and between a ground control

station. They will share sensor location updates, as well as sensor drop events. UAVs

will also receive updates of the current flood estimates (water level, water velocity,

as well as uncertainty on both variables) from the ground control station, which will

enable them to plan their response optimally, for instance by sensing in areas in

which the uncertainty is high. Obviously, the initial sensing locations will be based

on a map of probability of flood occurrence, which can be generated using historical

flooding data. In return, UAVs will send to the ground station the current microsensor

map, which will be used as input data (together with precipitation data) for the flood

estimation and forecast algorithms. Finally, the inter UAV communications will serve

as a backup communication to the base station should the direct link fail. Note that

this is expected to occur frequently as UAVs will patrol over valleys, and will thus

not necessarily be in line of sight of the ground control station. The complete system

is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

6.1.1 System Components

6.1.1.1 UAVs

For this type of mission, the most critical requirements for the UAVs are endurance

(up to ten hours), speed (ability to cover extended areas fast), and manoeuvrability

(ability to fly low above the ground, to be in range of the microsensors). Given the

speed and endurance requirements, a fixed-wing UAV would be ideal. In addition, a

fixed wing UAV would carry more sensors than a rotorcraft for a given endurance,

maximal speed and weight. However, a fixed wing UAV conflicts with the task of

tracking the microsensors path, as the speed requirements imply that the UAV would

remain in range of the microsensors for a very short duration (possibly missing them).

Flight at very low altitude is also an issue, since this flight would also have to be at

minimal speed (to remain in range of the sensors as long as possible).
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Figure 6.1: Proposed UAV sensing system architecture. This figure repre-
sents the interactions between the UAVs and the ground control station during flood
monitoring operations.

The payload is not expected to be a major cause of concern, as the microsensors

developed for this project weight about one gram, which would allow commercial light

UAVs to easily carry thousands of these microsensors.

6.1.1.2 Ground control station

As mentioned before, multiple high level control schemes can be thought of, namely

centralized or decentralized control. Even if decentralized control is considered, some

sort of higher level coordination would be required to ensure that all areas of the

physical domain are reliably explored. Should the path planning be centralized, the

ground control station would have to determine the path of each UAVs, taking into

account their physical capabilities and the mission requirements (uncertainty map).
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6.1.1.3 Flood estimation server

Floods are typically modeled using shallow water equations (SWE), which can serve

as a dynamical model for flood estimation or inverse modelling. One of the main issues

with flood simulation is the high uncertainty on some of the simulation parameters,

such as altitude maps (which have a typical 1m uncertainty), or model coefficients,

in particular friction coefficients [100] or runoff coefficients. The latter in particular

are highly variable, e.g. the runoff coefficient associated with sandy soil pastures can

vary from 0.05 to 0.25, which is considerable.

Note that SWEs depend upon two variables, namely water velocity and thickness,

though our proposed sensing system will only be able to monitor water velocity,

which poses a problem for estimation. One way around this is to use the Diffusive

Wave (DSW) approximation of the shallow water equation [101], which boils down

to a scalar equation, thanks to an empirical relation between water momentum and

water thickness (for instance Manning’s equation). In this case, only one variable

remains, and estimation or model parameter identification using only water velocity

measurements is feasible.

6.1.1.4 Disposable Lagrangian microsensors

The Lagrangian microsensors consist of active transmitters (or transceivers in more

sophisticated versions) periodically sending an unique ID once activated. Their main

objective is to survive the fall undamaged, activate themselves (for instance when

exiting the aircraft, or when impacting the ground), and float for extended durations

while transmitting their ID.

The physical dimensions of the sensors are dictated by terminal velocity, density

and safety constraints. In our current implementation, we chose a terminal velocity

of 10 m/s, which would greatly reduce wind sensitivity. Let m be the mass of the

sensor, S its cross section, Cx its drag coefficient and g the acceleration due to gravity.
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Since the terminal velocity is v =
√

mg
SCx

, the ratio m
SCx

has to be fixed.

The shape of the microsensors (determining its surface and its drag coefficient) is

chosen as a cube, to facilitate storage and enable fast release by the sensor delivery

subsystem without jamming. The buoyancy constraint together with the safety con-

straint dictates the size of the microsensor. The buoyancy consideration constraints

m/S
3
2 ≤ 1. The impact safety constraint limits the mass and velocity of the microsen-

sor, to avoid injuries to inhabitants on the ground. Numerous tests with projectiles

led to the empirical formula v = 162.1e−0.38
√
m in [?], relating critical projectile ve-

locity v and mass m required for skin penetration or injury. Based on this formula,

we need m � 50 g for our chosen terminal velocity. For safety, we chose a mass of

1 g for the implementation, which yields a volume slightly over 1 cm3 to satisfy the

terminal velocity constraint (the drag coefficient of a cube is 1.05).

An additional constraint on the dimensions and weight is dictated by energy and

range considerations. Most jurisdictions impose a limit of 100 mW EIRP on signals

emitted in the 2.4 GHz band, which is the emission limit that was chosen. This

emitted power limits the range to about 30-40 meters, which will require the UAVs to

fly at very low altitudes. The transmission rate should be high enough to ensure that

a microsensor will be reliably detected by an UAV flying directly above it, for an UAV

velocity around 30 m/s (which implies a frequency of above 2-3 Hz). The transmission

rate should however be kept as low as possible above this constraint to limit the risk

of packet collisions (if a large number of sensors is present within some area), as

well as to conserve battery. Based on battery capacity and transmission efficiency,

we estimate that an endurance of 1 hours at a fixed rate of 10 Hz is achievable

with current technology. To save weight (thus allowing extra battery capacity), a

system-on-package solution is currently investigated, with an antenna integrated to

the external packaging. This solution also allows an almost isotropic radiation pattern

and a good efficiency both in air and in water.
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6.1.1.5 Lagrangian microsensor delivery system

The Lagrangian microsensor delivery subsystem has to reliably deliver microsensors

from a relatively high speed aircraft. Since the path of a flood is rather unpredictable,

the best strategy is probably to deploy the sensors on a line perpendicular to the

valley direction. Hence, the Lagrangian microsensor delivery system has to be able

to deliver a large number of sensors in a short amount of time, the rate of delivery

being a function of the desired spatial resolution and of the UAV’s velocity. For a

UAV flying at 30 m/s, the rate of delivery would have to be greater than 1 Hz to

obtain high spatial resolution.

Since the sensors ideal weight is on the order of 1 gram for a volume on the order of

1 cm3, the sensor delivery subsystem could contain a few thousand sensors, depending

on the maximal payload of the UAV. The sensors should be located close to the center

of gravity to maintain it within the forward and aft limits during operations.

6.1.2 Implementation

6.1.2.1 UAV system overview

Due to importation restrictions on unmanned aircrafts in Saudi Arabia, we chose

for this project a Tiansheng C-17 Globemaster remote controlled aircraft, with four

electric ducted fans. This choice of this airframe was made for two reasons: it is

equipped with a cargo door, which facilitates mounting the sensor delivery system.

Additionally, this airframe is quite fast, with a top speed of more than 25 m/s during

trials, comparable with cruising speeds of gasoline powered commercial UAVs.

We equipped this airframe with an Ardupilot Mega (APM) 2.0 microcontroller, as

well as different sensors: Pitot tube, barometer, magnetometer, inertial measurement

unit (IMU) and ultrasound ground proximity sensor. All sensors are compatible with

the APM 2.0 platform, and open-source code from the same community is used to
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operate the sensors and perform low-level control (waypoint tracking). To enable more

advanced computations, we also equipped the airframe with a Gumstix Overo Earth

computer on module (COM), connected to the APM 2.0 using USB. The COM will

run all programs requiring significant computational capabilities for state estimation

and optimal control. Currently, our focus is the implementation of Extended Kalman

Filtering (EKF) or Unscented Kalman Filtering (UKF) based attitude estimation

algorithms, to fuse the data from the accelerometer, gyroscopes and magnetometer

more efficiently and improve the quality of the state estimate. The complete system

diagram is represented in Figure 6.2 below.

Figure 6.2: Current UAV architecture. This diagram represents the system cur-
rently developed at KAUST for flood sensing.
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6.1.3 Disposable Lagrangian microsensors

The requirements for the floating sensor are that it should be lightweight, buoyant,

waterproof, small in size and low cost so that it can be disposable. It must be able to

establish wireless communication all around it while floating in the floodwater. These

requirements can be met by low cost and light paper as the substrate and packaging

material for the floating sensor system.

6.1.4 Sensor delivery system

A prototype sensor delivery system has been assembled and tested with (non func-

tional) Lagrangian microsensors, to show that microsensors can be delivered in the

field. Since the payload of our current UAV is very low (about 200 grams), the sen-

sor delivery system is as light as possible and can contain only 10 microsensors. Its

principle of operation is shown in Figure 6.3 below.

Figure 6.3: Proposed Lagrangian microsensor delivery system. The left sub-
figure represents the schematics of the sensor delivery system (without the DC motor
actuator). The right subfigure shows the system installed in the cargo bay of the
UAV.

The total weight of this device is 69 grams, including 30 grams for the DC motor.

The material used to build this system is styrofoam. A picture of the current sensor

delivery system is shown in Figure 6.3, with a flood microsensor. This sensor delivery

system has been successfully tested on the ground, and is capable to reliably deliver
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up to two microsensors per second. However, the performance of the system during

turbulence may degrade, as the sensors fall by gravity.

6.1.5 Flight trials

To date, we carried out multiple flights without the sensor delivery system to study

the dynamics of the UAV, and to identify the dynamical model of the UAV for the

Viability-based control scheme. The low altitude of the flight and the low margins

caused a number of crashes, including one two accelerated stalls (one during a banked

turn, and one after a slow banked turn). In both cases, the PID-based controller was

unable to recover from the stall. Since AOA sensors are difficult to scale down, our

focus is to build an accurate dynamical model of the UAV to estimate in real time

the angle of attack and the sideslip angle, which are critical during upset recovery.

For more technical and theoretical details related to the project, the reader is recom-

mended to refer to [102] and [103].

Figure 6.4: UAV in flight. This picture represents the UAV during autonomous
approach at a velocity of 61 kph (17 m/s).
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6.2 A Hybrid System Approach to Air Data Estimation in

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

This research focuses on developing a real-time air parameter estimation scheme that

can run on commercial, low power autopilots in real-time. The computational method

is based on a hybrid decomposition of the modes of operation of the UAV. A Bayesian

approach is considered for estimation, in which the estimated airspeed, angle of attack

and sideslip are described statistically. An implementation on a UAV is presented,

and the performance and computational efficiency of this method are validated using

hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation and experimental flight data and compared

with classical Extended Kalman Filter estimation.

The proposed approach is based on the decomposition of the nonlinear dynamical

model of the UAV (nonlinear in both the angle of attack α and the angle of sideslip

β) into a finite set of linear modes. The linear modes are selected based on the char-

acteristics of the aerodynamical response of the UAV to a given angle of attack and

angle of sideslip to ensure that the aerodynamical forces and moments are linear in

the angle of attack and sideslip over domain of definition of the mode. This results

in a finite number of linear estimation problems (one for each linear mode). A mode

selection algorithm is developed to choose the correct mode based on multiple stages

of filtering. Two approaches are presented for the estimation, using either linear least

squares or Bayesian filtering. For both approaches, an analytical expression of the

airspeed is computed offline, and thus the estimated airspeed associated with each

mode is computed by direct substitution. After the selection of the correct mode,

the estimated α and β are used to update the airspeed estimate. In the least square

approach, the estimation of α and β boils down to solving a finite number of linear

least square problems. This method is extremely fast, since the least square solution

matrices are only function of the dynamical model, and can therefore be precomputed

offline, making it particularly suitable to low power and low cost systems.
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In the Bayesian approach, we take into account the noise in the measurement data

from the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). It offers more accurate results by tak-

ing into account sensor noise. Although it is slower than the previous approach, the

Bayesian method results in more accurate estimation and a regularization of the so-

lutions. In this article, we show that the Bayesian approach boils down to matrix

multiplication, summation and simple matrix inversion since a large part of the com-

putations can be done offline. The method results in accurate estimation of airspeed

Va, angle of attack α and angle of sideslip β while using limited embedded computa-

tional resources.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The hybrid system modeling and

formulation are presented in section 6.2.1. Section 6.2.2 presents the theoretical as-

pects of the airspeed analytic formulation, the least square (LSQR) approach and

the Bayesian approach for estimation. The proposed methods are validated in sec-

tion 6.2.3, using both Hardware In the Loop (HIL) simulation and experimental flight

data, and the performance and accuracy of the Bayesian method is compared to the

result of an Extended Kalman Filter.

6.2.1 Hybrid System Modeling

6.2.1.1 Forces and Moments

Assuming that a fixed wing UAV is a rigid body, we can model it using a 6-degrees

of freedom (6-DoF) dynamical model. These equations relate inertial measurements

(acceleration and angular acceleration) to control inputs and to the airflow parameters

to be estimated. These relations are non linear in terms of the angle of attack α, angle

of sideslip β and airspeed Va.
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The total body forces in body frame (attached to the UAV) are:

m(ax+ rv − qw) = FAX + FGX + Fthrottle

m(ay − ru+ pw) = FAY + FGY

m(az + qu− pv) = FAZ + FGZ

(6.1)

Where ax, ay, az represent the body accelerations in three directions, u, v, w are the

body velocities in the x, y, z directions respectively, p, q, r are the angular velocities

in the body frame, Fthrottle represent the propulsive force generated by the engines,

FAX , FAY , FAZ are the aerodynamical forces acting on the UAV and FGX , FGY , FGZ

are the three components of the gravitational force expressed in the body frame:

F b
G = Rb

v


0

0

mg

 =


−mgsin(θ)

mgcos(θ)sin(φ)

mgcos(θ)cos(φ)

 (6.2)

m is the mass of the aircraft, g = 9.81m/s2 is the acceleration due to gravity and θ

and φ are respectively the pitch and roll.

The total body torques are given by:

Ixṗ− Ixz(ṙ + pq) + (Iz − Iy)qr = LA

Iy q̇ + (Ix − Iz)pr + Ixz(p
2 − r2) = MA + Tthrottle

Iz ṙ − Ixz(ṗ− qr) + (Iy − Ix)pq = NA

(6.3)

Ix, Iy, Iz, Ixz are the components of the inertia matrix and LA, MA, NA are the

aerodynamical rolling, pitching and yawing moments respectively. The aerodynamical

forces and moments acting on a fixed wing UAV can be modeled as follows:
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FAD = 1
2
ρSV 2

a (CD0 + CDαα + CDα2α
2 + CDβ2β

2)

FAY = 1
2
ρSV 2

a (CY ββ + CYp
pb

2Va
+ CYr

rb
2Va

)

FAL =
1

2
ρSV 2

a (CL0 + CLαα + CLα2α
2 + CLβ2β

2

+ CL∆E
∆E + CLq

qc

2Va
)

LA = 1
2
ρSbV 2

a (Clββ + Cl∆A∆A+ Clp
pb

2Va
+ Clr

rb
2Va

)

MA = 1
2
ρScV 2

a (Cm0 + Cmαα + Cm∆E
∆E + Cmq

qb
2Va

)

NA = 1
2
ρSbV 2

a (Cnββ + Cnp
pb

2Va
+ Cnr

rb
2Va

)

(6.4)

FAX
FAZ

 =

cos(α) −sin(α)

sin(α) cos(α)


−FAD
−FAL

 (6.5)

where the coefficients Cxx denote the aerodynamical model parameters, ρ is the air

density, S is the wing area, b is the wing span, c is the mean chord of the wing and

∆A and ∆E are the deflections of the ailerons and elevators respectively.

6.2.1.2 Problem Formulation

To estimate α, β and Va in real time, we express the nonlinear model as a hybrid

system in which the dynamics are linear in terms of α and β in each mode. UAV linear

accelerations ax, ay, az and rotational rates gx, gy, gz measurements are random

variables that are normally distributed. Assuming that the airspeed Va is known, the

linear 6-DOF system of equations can be written for each mode i as:

Aixi = b (6.6)

where Ai is a 6 × 2 matrix which is mode dependent, xi = [αi βi]
T is a vector that

contains the angle of attack and angle of sideslip estimates for mode i, and b is a 6×1

vector which is mode independent, it contains the measurements, control inputs,
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airframe parameters and other aerodynamical terms.

b = [b1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6]T (6.7)

b1 = 2(FX−Fthrottle−FGX)
ρSV 2

a
− CD0

b2 = 2(FY −FGY )
ρSV 2

a
− CYp pb

2Va
− CYr rb

2Va

b3 = 2(FZ−FGZ)
ρSV 2

a
− CL0 − CL∆E

∆E − CLq qc
2Va

b4 = 2TX
ρSbV 2

a
− Cl∆A∆A− Clp pb

2Va
− Clr rb

2Va

b5 = 2(TY −Tthrottle)
ρScV 2

a
− Cm0 − Cm∆E

∆E − Cmq qb
2Va

b6 = 2TZ
ρSbV 2

a
− Cnp pb

2Va
− Cnr rb

2Va

(6.8)

Ai =

CDαi 0 CLαi 0 Cmα 0

CDβi CYβ CLβi Clβ 0 Cnβ


T

(6.9)

In the following section, we show how expressing the nonlinear model into multiple

linear models and writing them in the linear form in equations (6.8, 6.9) allows a very

fast air data estimation process to be designed.

6.2.2 Estimation Method

In this section, we present the two estimation methods introduced earlier, namely

the LSQR approach and the Bayesian estimation approach, along with the analytical

formulation of the airspeed in function of the inertial measurements and user inputs.

6.2.2.1 Airspeed Analytical Solution

As can be seen in (6.8), the angle of attack and sideslip cannot be directly estimated,

since they depend upon the airspeed Va. The analytical expression of the airspeed

(in terms of the measurement data) is computed for each mode as follows. The least
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square solutions of α and β are computed analytically (for each mode) as:

α(Va)

β(Va)

 = (ATi Ai)
−1ATi b(Va) (6.10)

Note that these estimates depend on the value of Va, since the vector b is itself a

function of Va. We then substitute back the least squares estimates α(Va) and β(Va)

into the nonlinear dynamical model, which is now a function of Va only (for each

mode). Thus, the explicit formula of Va is computed by minimizing the difference of

the residuals (difference between the estimated and measured aerodynamical forces

and torques) in the norm 2 sense:

N1 = FAXmeas − FX(Va)− FGX − Fthrottle

N2 = FAYmeas − FY (Va)− FGY

N3 = FAZmeas − FGZ

N4 = TAXmeas − TX(Va)

N5 = TAYmeas − TY (Va)− TYthrottle

N6 = TAZmeas − TZ(Va)

(6.11)

which boils down to an unconstrained one dimensional optimization problem:

Vanalytic = arg min
Va

(N2
1 +N2

2 +N2
3 +N2

4 +N2
5 +N2

6 )(Va) (6.12)

In the present case, the optimization problem can be solved analytically (for each

mode), for instance using the Symbolic math/Optimization toolbox of MATLAB. The

airspeed thus becomes a direct function of the inertial measurements, inputs (from
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the aileron, elevator and throttle) and aerodynamic model parameters.

Vanalytic = f(ax, ay, az, p, q, r, ṗ, q̇, ṙ,∆A,∆E,

throttle, CDαi , CDβi , CLαi , CLβi)
(6.13)

Once this analytical expression is computed for each mode Vai , solving for angle of

attack and sideslip boils down to solving a finite set of least squares problems Aixi = b.

6.2.2.2 Least Square Approach (LSQR)

In the least square approach, the estimation is done in four steps:

1. Compute airspeed (for each mode) by direct substitution in the analytic expres-

sion of Va, equation (6.13)

2. Solve the least square problem (6.6) to compute angle of attack and angle of

sideslip (for each mode)

3. Mode selection to choose the estimates corresponding to the most likely mode

(this determines the estimated α and β)

4. Update airspeed by minimizing residuals between the acceleration/angular ac-

celeration data and the original nonlinear model (for the selected α, β)

Let i ∈ [1 · k] denote the current mode index. At each time step t, the process of

estimation is applied on all modes as follows. Measurements, aerodynamic coefficients,

control inputs and model parameters are substituted in equation (6.13) to compute

the airspeed Va(i) corresponding to each mode. The linear aerodynamical coefficients

of α and β, (CDαi , CLαi , CDβi , CLβi , CD0ilin , CL0ilin) are different for each mode.

For each mode, we substitute the computed airspeed Vai into the linear model

and write the problem of estimating α and β as a standard linear system Aixi = b

where b is given by (6.8) which is mode independent and Ai is the matrix (6.9), xi
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consists of the estimated αi and βi associated with mode i. The matrix Mi given

by Mi = (ATi Ai)
−1ATi , can be precomputed offline for every mode, since it is only a

function of the UAV parameters. Therefore, the estimation of αi and βi for each mode

i boils down to the matrix multiplication of a precomputed matrix with a vector that

is fixed at each time step.

The third step in the estimation process is the mode selection criteria. Three

filtering stages are currently used for the mode selection process:

1. The estimated angle of attack and sideslip are compared with corresponding

domain of definition of the mode. The modes for which the estimated angle of

attack and sideslip fall outside of the domain are not considered in the subse-

quent filtering stages.

2. To regularize the solution, we assume that the next estimates can only reside

in the current mode neighboring modes. This condition smooths the solution

and prevents unreasonable jumps in the estimated parameters.

3. For each remaining mode i = 1, ..., kc (that satisfies both constraints outlined

above), we substitute the estimated airspeed Vai, angle of attack αi and angle

of sideslip βi in the nonlinear aerodynamical model in (6.4) and the norms for

forces and torques in (6.11) are computed. The selected mode for the current

time step is the one that correspond to the minimum norm.

The fourth and last step in estimation is to update the estimated airspeed. After

identifying the correct mode, the estimated α and β are plugged back in the nonlinear

dynamical model (6.4), and the resulting estimated aerodynamical forces and torques

are compared with the sensor data measurements. Substituting all parameters and

measurements in equations (6.1) and (6.3) yields a linear system in terms of the square

of the unknown Va, which is solved to update the estimated airspeed.
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6.2.2.3 Bayesian Estimation

The parameters to be estimated using the Bayesian approach are random variables

associated with a probability distribution. One advantage of the Bayesian approach

over the least squares approach outlined above is that it considers the presence of

noise in the sensor measurements. We indeed now assume that the IMU measure-

ments are noisy with normal distribution random variables representation N (µ,σ2)

with mean µ and standard deviation σ. Another advantage of the Bayesian approach

over the classical methods is the flexibility in imposing prior information about the

parameters to be estimated, i.e. a prior distribution, which is combined with the data

(measurements) to form the posterior distribution, that is, the estimate. Let Pr(X)

denote the prior distribution of the vector of estimated parameters X, Pr(B|X) be

the conditional probability distribution of the probability for observing some measure-

ments given these parameters, Pr(X|B) be the posterior probability of the estimated

parameters and P (B) be the marginal likelihood. Bayes Theorem stated that:

Pr(X|B) =
Pr(B|X)Pr(X)

Pr(B)
(6.14)

The marginal likelihood is a normalizing constant, to insure that the integral of the

posterior distribution is one. Sometimes it is not important to know the value of

the marginal likelihood P(B) and equation (6.14) can be interpreted as Pr(X|B) ∝

Pr(B|X)Pr(X). We assume that the measurements and the estimated parameters

follows normal distribution and choose as the estimate the maximum a posteriori

(MAP) solution from the posterior distribution.

Similar to the first approach, the estimation is done in four main steps, analytic

computation of airspeed, Bayesian estimation of angle of attack and angle of sideslip,

mode selection process and airspeed estimate update. We use a multivariate normal

distribution (MVN) approach with the linear system AX = B as formulated in the
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last section to compute the posterior distribution of α and β under the assumption of

normally distributed measurements. Let CB be the measurements covariance matrix

that is given by:

CB = diag(σ2
ax, σ

2
ay, σ

2
az, σ

2
gx, σ

2
gy, σ

2
gz) (6.15)

under the assumption of independent IMU measurements. Assuming that the esti-

mated parameters α and β are uncorrelated normally distributed random variables,

CX is a 2 × 2 diagonal matrix with two parameters only (the variances of angle of

attack and sideslip). X =

[
α β

]T
is the estimated parameters vector. The prior is

normally distributed and can be written as:

Pr(X) ∝ e−
1
2

(X−Xpr)TC−1
X (X−Xpr) (6.16)

A good prior can be chosen to be the previous estimate of the air data parameters if

the estimation is executed at fast rate, or their forecasted values if the estimation is

slow compared to the dynamics of the UAV. The conditional probability distribution

of the measurements given X is:

Pr(B|X) ∝ e−
1
2

(AX−B)TC−1
B (AX−B) (6.17)

The posterior is the product of the prior and the conditional probability:

Pr(X|B) ∝ e−
1
2

((AX−B)TC−1
B (AX−B)+(X−Xpr)TC−1

X (X−Xpr)) (6.18)

Our objective is to minimize the negative of the exponent in (6.18). The covariance

matrices C−1
X and C−1

B are positive definite matrices, hence they have a unique positive
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definite matrix square root. We formulate the optimization problem as:

min(C
− 1

2
B (AX −B))T (C

− 1
2

B (AX −B))+

(C
− 1

2
X (X −Xpr))

T (C
− 1

2
X (X −Xpr))

(6.19)

The minimization problem can also be formulated as a least square problem [?] as

follows:

min

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
 C

− 1
2

B A

C
− 1

2
X

X −
 C

− 1
2

B B

C
− 1

2
X Xpr


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

2

(6.20)

We solve the problem to find the posterior of the form:

Pr(X|B) ∝ e−
1
2

(X−X̄)TC′−1
X (X−X̄) (6.21)

Where X̄ is the mean values of current estimates and C ′X is the covariance matrix of

the posterior which is given by:

C ′X = (ATC−1
B A+ C−1

X )−1 (6.22)

The mean is the maximum likelihood solution [?] for normally distributed variables:

X̄ = Xpr + C−1
X AT (AC−1

X AT + C−1
B )−1(B − AXpr) (6.23)

The normal distribution of α and β for each mode is given by:

X = RTn+ X̄ (6.24)

Where RT is obtained by Cholesky factorization of the posterior covariance matrix

C ′X = RTR, n is a vector of two independent normally distributed random variables

with zero mean and unit variance. The current estimated angle of attack α and
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sideslip β are used as a prior for the next sample. Unlike the least square approach,

the measurement data from multiple time samples are used to produce each estimate.

The computation of the posterior covariance matrix and mean vector (6.22)(6.23) are

as complex as the inversion of 2 × 2 matrices. Each estimation consists of multiple

cycles (time samples), and for each cycle, the estimated mean vector and covariance

matrix are computed for all possible modes. A set of estimates Va, α and β is

generated every r cycles.

Mode Selection Process, selecting the mode is done through three stages similar to

the LSQR, but defined differently. The first stage of the filtering is to restrict the

mean of estimate to be within the linear range that defines the mode. In the second

stage, we assume that the change in the estimates is small, and therefore that the

next estimates should be in the neighborhood of the current estimation. Specifically,

the modes that do not satisfy equation (6.25) are excluded:

µαi+1
∈ (µαi − 2σαi , µαi + 2σαi) ∩

µβi+1
∈ (µβi − 2σβi , µβi + 2σβi)

(6.25)

where µα is the mean of angle of attack, µβ is the mean angle of sideslip, and their

respective standard deviations are σα and σβ. The mean of the estimates of each of

the remaining modes are substituted in the nonlinear aerodynamical model and the

mode that corresponds to the minimum norm between the model and measurements of

forces and torques is identified as the right mode. The airspeed estimate is updated as

described earlier in LSQR except that α, β and sensor measurements are substituted

in the model (6.4) as random variables. Under the assumption of normally distributed

IMU sensor measurements and normally distributed estimates of α and β, one can

show that the estimated airspeed Va is also normally distributed.
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6.2.3 Implementation and Validation

6.2.3.1 System Description

The UAV testbed consists of a RC C-17 Globemaster airframe. Two embedded

platforms from 3D Robotics are used in this study. An Aurdupilot Mega (APM) v2.6

connected to an inertial measurement unit (IMU), magnetometer, GPS, pressure

sensor and ultrasound ground proximity sensor is used for the implementation of

the LSQR approach. The execution of the algorithm is done onboard using the APM

processor, an Atmel ATMEGA 2560 8-bit microcontroller with a maximum frequency

of 16 MHz and 256 KB of flash memory [104]. Since the Bayesian estimation process

outlined earlier requires more computational resources, we used a Pixhawk platform

connected to same suite of sensors as the APM. Pixhawk uses a 32-bit Cortex M4

processor running at 168 MHz with 256 KB of RAM and 2 MB of Flash ROM. Both

platforms use the open source system Arduplane for flight management.

6.2.3.2 Hardware-In-The-LOOP Simulation (HIL)

We validated the performance of the least squares method in HIL simulation, by in-

terfacing the APM with X-Plane, a commercial flight simulator. We created a UAV

in X-Plane that matches the aerodynamic specifications, performance and weight

distribution of our test UAV and added Gaussian noise to the simulated IMU mea-

surements generated by X-Plane to match the actual performance of the IMU. Figure

(6.5) shows the block diagram of the HIL system and the full setup of the HIL is shown

in figure (6.6). For this test, the dynamics of α and β are decomposed into 15 dif-

ferent modes, 5 linear modes for angle of attack α (negative α, small α, large α,

stall α and post stall α) and three modes of sideslip β, (negative β, β around zero

and positive β). The air data estimation process is implemented in the fast loop of

the Arduplane code, which is executed at 50 Hz [105]. A customized version of
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Figure 6.5: Hardware in the loop block diagram

Figure 6.6: Hardware in the loop simulation setup
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APM Mission Planner (open source flight interface software) is used to interface the

APM platform with X-Plane. For the purpose of validation, we run the simulation in

manual mode to voluntarily place the UAV in an aerodynamic stall. The stall angle

of attack for our UAV is approximately 12◦ from the aerodynamical analysis.

Figure 6.7: Aerodynamic stall detection during HIL manual flight test.

As can be seen from figure 6.7, the stall event is detected by the estimation code

running on the APM, and visualized on the customized mission planner (the original

version of Mission Planner does not display stall warnings). The performance of

the least square approach is shown in figures 6.10, using HIL data. The least square

approach implemented on APM yields good estimation of the air data parameters with

some minor fluctuations, which are caused by the random noise added to the simulated

IMU measurements (the estimates are not filtered or regularized, and are computed

at every time step without any prior). The mean square errors of the estimation of

airspeed Va, angle of attack α and sideslip β are 1.18m/s, 1.04◦ and 0.20◦ respectively.

6.2.3.3 Experimental Flight Results

The Bayesian approach is run on the more powerful Pixhawk platform using exper-

imental flight data generated on the RC C17 UAV. In this specific experiment, the
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UAV is flown in full automatic mode by the APM autopilot running a modified version

of the Arduplane code. The video of the flight can be downloaded from [?]. In this

experiment we run the fast loop for reading the sensor data at 50Hz, and the time

horizon used for the Bayesian estimation is 5 time samples. Therefore, the estimated

air data parameters are generated at frequency of 10Hz. As described in the previous

section, most of the computations can be done offline before uploading the code to

Pixhawk. Since the system is not equipped with air data system to measure Va, α

and β, we compare the measured forces and torques (6.1, 6.3) obtained from the IMU

measurements to the theoretical forces and torques (6.4) obtained by plugging the

estimated air data parameters into the dynamical model. The lift and drag forces

are illustrated in figure (6.11). The Bayesian approach yields good estimates with

the presence of sensor noise and disturbances caused for instance by the vibrations

of the engines or the aerodynamic buffeting. The mean relative errors of the drag

force, lateral force and lift force are 8%, 13% and 10% respectively. The error in the

estimation of the rolling moment, pitching moment and yawing moment are 16%, 9%

and 6% respectively. Platforms with higher sensor accuracy and lower noise would

improve the results of estimation. Alternatively, the accuracy of estimation could

be improved by running the estimation at a higher frequency which requires more

computational power and faster sensor data update rate.

6.2.3.4 Comparison with Extended Kalman Filter

To illustrate the computational efficiency of the method, we compared the estima-

tion performance and computational efficiency with Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

which is a popular method for parameter estimation in the presence of noisy sensor

measurement. Figure (6.8) shows the airspeed estimation of EKF and the Bayesian

method for one of the hardware in the loop experiment where noisy signals are added

to the inertial measurement to simulate the noisy sensor measurement from hard-
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ware, e.g. Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) output. To assess the computational

efficiency on the embedded system, Pixhawk is used for the comparison as APM is not

powerful enough to execute the EKF estimation online. For the sake of consistency,

a simulated data vector is generated and sent to Pixhawk via MavLink. Both EKF

and the 15 modes (5 modes of angle of attack α and 3 modes of angle of sideslip β)

hybrid-system method are executed on board using the same set of data. The timing

for each estimation execution is shown in figure 6.9.

Figure 6.8: Comparison between the EKF estimation and Bayesian Estimation

The histogram shows that using the 15 modes hybrid model using Bayesian en-

hances the computational speed of the air parameters by about two order of magni-

tude compared to EKF. This test shows the feasibility to run the estimation method

at higher frequency on low computational power autopilot platforms. More details

about this research can be found in [106] and [105].

6.3 Lagrangian precipitation sensing using UAV

The project aims to UAVs equipped with an array of acceleration sensors to estimate

the rain intensity for the goal of early flood warning. The UAV are used for flood
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Figure 6.9: Computation time comparison with Extended Kalman Filter

Figure 6.10: Hardware in the loop simulation experiment results. The figure shows
the estimates of Va, α and β computed by the APM platform.
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Figure 6.11: Estimated and actual forces and moments during the UAV flight test

Figure 6.12: RC-C17 aircraft during flight test at KAUST
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sensing with a sensor fusion method for rain precipitation estimation, allowing the

UAVs to sense precipitation levels during flood sensing missions.

The primary part of the system is the accelerometers array that will be mounted

on/in the plane in a way that guarantees relatively reliable senor measurements (e.g.

on the planes wings), see figure 6.13. The accelerometer array is connected to an

on-board processing unit that performs all the required pre-processing of the sen-

sors measurements. Afterwards, the processed measurements are then transferred to

an on-board embedded computer which has sufficient computational power to fuse

these measurements with other model-based method in order to provide a better and

dynamic precipitation level estimation.

Figure 6.13: UAV based precipitation sensing system
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6.4 Method and Sensors for Estimating and Predicting Air-

flow around Air Vehicles

The objective of the system is to estimate airspeed, angle of attack and sideslip angle

using micro cantilevers. Being subjected to an incoming freestream, the beam under-

goes flexural and torsional vibrations that are coupled via geometric nonlinearities

and aerodynamic loading. The goal is to generate calibration curves that show the

trend for the variations of the bending and torsion amplitudes with the freestream

velocity and the angle of attack. Different transduction principles can be used to

generate the readout signal of the beam deflections.

Figure 6.14: Illustration of airflow sensor system

The operating principle is based on attaching a beam to the vehicle and detecting

its vibrations to extract information about the surrounding flow. Being subjected

to an incoming freestream, the beam undergoes two flexural and torsional vibrations

that are coupled via geometric and inertia nonlinearities and aerodynamic loading.

Combined nonlinear aspects that contribute to unstable responses of this aeroelastic

system could be either of the supercritical or subcritical type.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Future Research Work

The presented research work addresses multiple challenges in mobile robotic systems

covering control, software, and hardware design. An approach for robot motion is

developed using the concept of learning by trials where a control trajectory is exe-

cuted iteratively and the output is measured in each iterations. The actual system

output is fused with the nominal knowledge of the dynamical model to formulate

an optimal control problem. The optimization problem is solved offline after every

trials to generate an input deviation trajectory that is applied on the next trial. The

learning objective illustrated in chapter 2 is minimizing the overall navigation time

while maintaining the initial state, final state, and deviation constraints. The ap-

proach has been validated for a sample nonlinear dynamical system and multirotor

UAVs in both open-loop and close-loop configurations. Indoor experimental results

shows the effectiveness of the approach to improve the initial performance of a quad-

copter system. Future directions will aim at making generalization on the nominal

model constraints. Simulation and experimental results presented here focus on the

minimum time objectives, other navigation goals can be investigated. Further exper-

imentation will be carried out to validate the approach in larger outdoor space. More

investigation will be done on the convergence conditions and how to improve the rate

and results. For a general navigation objective, the learned trajectories are combined

to build complex trajectories. Given a library of trajectories, a search technique based

on machine learning to construct general trajectories will be studied. The method

can be also tested on other robotic systems beside the aerial robots. Furthermore,
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for a sufficient number of learned trajectories, the nominal model of the system can

be improved through system identification techniques.

An automated multirotor physical modeling software system is discussed in chap-

ter 3. The objective of the tool is to generate accurate models for physical simulation

of UAVs using the basic knowledge of hardware components. Future work will fo-

cus on constructing a smart search method to fetch hardware data and give expert

suggestions on the best hardware combination. The system can be based on an open-

source CAD software which highly reduce dependency. Control templates based on

Simulink/Simscape and ROS will be developed for easier simulation setup.

A human supervised UAV system is designed and implemented where an operator

controls the navigation direction of a multirotor using a handheld smart pointing

device. The system has been validated in indoor experiments. Future research work

deals with integrating human walking models for better tracking. Advanced onboard

computer vision techniques will be investigated to increase the detection robustness

in different lightening conditions. Different transition strategies will be investigated

to adapt with dynamical environments.

In the area of robotic manipulation, we present a design and implementation of

a novel robotic gripper. The proposed mechanism targets missions were a firm grip

is required for an object that exist in areas with tight clearance constraints. The

mechanism is designed and fabricated in-house. The gripper system consists of the

mechanism, variety of sensing modules and software interface to other components in

the system. The gripper was mounted on a mobile robotic platform and tested indoor

and outdoor. Future research work will deal with optimizing the design in terms of

weight and size. Different forms of object interfaces can be tested for the optimal

grip. Compliance will be added to the system mounting to accommodate accidental

interference or misalignment. Compliance can also be added to the linear actuator to

allow natural reaction for high forces and torques and prevent motor overload.
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